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Comments in response to Events Survey by Question. 
 
If you have not attended any of these events – please tell us why you chose not to or, were unable to 
attend? 
It's time and money consuming to travel there just for the shows. In 2019 I visited a friend in Macclesfield 
instead and 2020 was prohibited by the Covid-19 restrictions in Germany. 

Too far to travel 

Distance 

Too far to travel plus pandemic restrictions in 2020 

Work Commitments 

Only just started in o gauge. Will attend Guildex 2021 if it happens. 

Schedule clashes and location make Guildex and the Reading shows more accessible. 

Summer Show is over 300 miles each way for me. 

Live in Cornwall - too far to travel. Have regularly attended Reading and Bristol shows. 

Working abroad 2015 to 2018 

A long way to travel 

Kettering and Telford are too difficult for me to get to - Doncaster is much easier. 

Doncaster is too far from Norfolk: Kettering is ok. 

Spring and summer shows are too far to travel for a one day event 

I live north of Inverness so attending any show is a major undertaking & expensive 

Distance to travel 
It costs a lot of money to come from Berlin, Germany. Sadly I wanted to visit Telford in 2020. Flight and hotel 
were already booked... 

Prefer more local shows (Bristol and Hardwick) 
Kettering and Doncaster are not easy to do as a day trip from Central Scotland whereas Guildex being 2 days 
can justify a long weekend. 

Summer out of area, Guildex on holiday 

Member since 2018 and all of these shows are too far. I did go to Bristol BOGG 

Doncaster due to timing 

too far to travel 
Spring is in a time of year with poor weather and is too close physically to the Summer show which is nearer to 
home and easy to get to by direct train as well as car.  

Lack of free time 

New to gauge '0' modelling 

Too far to travel 

I came late to O gauge modelling, only just beating the pandemic. 

Spring show and Guild difficult to get to and not worth the effort and cost 

Not available to visit 
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Allowing for the move of Guildex to Stafford, the Guild hosts 3 shows a year within a 75 mile radius of each 
other. As I live in Scotland I can only afford 1 trip every couple of years, as we normally stay over for a couple of 
days. 

Too far from Dorset 

Shows do not hold sufficient interest for me to justify the time and travel 

distance required to travel and associated hotel costs 

Family commitments 

Attending would involve a whole day's commitment for me. For personal reasons this is not possible at present. 

The location and the travelling required to get there 

Was not a member, was modelling solely in HO at the time. 

Too far away - Summer show. 

Doncaster is too far - I'll give Kettering a visit sometime in the future 

Not a GOG member at the time. 

Too distant for to visit. 

Distance: too far 

summer show too far from me (Milton Keynes) 

To far away 

Distance, and/or expense if overnight accommodation required. 

Doncaster to far to travel and rather wait for guildex 

Work commitments 

Doncaster is too far for me 

They are always too far away and usually in the north of England and hard for me to get to 
I do not attend the Spring or Summer shows as, living in the north of Scotland, a one day event would require 
two overnight stays as well as transport. Guildex being two days is mor practical, even with a third night. 

Used to attend BOGG show most years. Convenient and good unofficial event. Shame it can't run now. 
O Gauge, has in the past, been a very small part of my modelling activity. Recently I've started to spend much 
more time with it. 

Travelling distance to Summer Show for a one day event. 

Geography, too far to travel 

I work Saturdays and it always been on a Saturday  

I live in Australia 

Travel distance from Argyll 

Travel problems and personal life 

Location 

summer show usually clashes with wedding anniversary 

Not big enough to attend due to distance ( live in Scotland) 

Too far from home 

Not big enough to attend due to distance ( live in Scotland) 
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Primarily as living on the South Coast they are usually a long trip away. 

They are further away to travel in one day. 
Kettering: Layouts ...small quantity and not sufficiently interesting to justify journey to venue. For traders I attend 
Reading Trade show in the winter. 

I always viewed Kettering as to far to travel , but had been planning to attend in 2020 when it was cancelled 

Too far away 

Distance from home; work and family commitments 

Not a member 
Spring show - have not attended as yet due to clashes with other commitments 
Summer show - to far for me to travel to 
My aim is to attend at least one show a year and the easiest for me to get to is Guildex 

Haven't been in UK for many years, attended regularly when I lived there. 

Too far away 
I don't bother with the Summer Show as it is primarily a trade show and the distance for me to travel is too much 
for a trade show. 

Fairly new member - and see the Guild stands at Warley and BOGG. 

Spring show does not have any layouts 

Distance to reach the show.. 

Because I'm living in Germany I attended only one show a year - the Guildex.  

Just joined the Guild recently during lockdown 
Too far from West Cornwall for more than one visit up country a year. The BOGG show serves the purpose 
down here. 

To far north  

Time and distance 

Active 7mm modelling on hold (space restrictions) while on a 4mm DCC phase  

Doncaster is considered to be too far North whilst residing in the Southeast. 

Only recently in O gauge 

Too far to travel 

Wasn’t a GOG member 

I always try and attend just Guildex if work permits 

Live in Australia. 

Too far for me to travel to 
Living out side of UK means that any exhibition visit has to be planned into UK visit schedule which is not 
always possible. When I was living in the UK I usually attended the Kettering, Halifax and Telford events. 

Too far for me to travel to 

1. I live in Canada 

Distance from my home in Berkhamsted. 

Distance from home. 

Either unable being away or unwilling to lose own limited modelling time. 
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Only recently joined / new to the scale 

Too difficult on public transport 

Family commitments and distance 

UNABLE TO TRAVEL 

Overseas member 

A lack of time/ wasn't a guild member/lockdown. 

Only visited one event as live overseas 

Distance plus I’m still in the ‘arm chair modeller’ group 

Don't find much relevance to my interests 
The dates always coincide with other things that other family members would like to do. I can insist on having 
my way once a year, over Telford, but not on other good weekends. 

Too far away from the South West. I usually attend the BOGG show instead. 

Too far 

distance, inconvenience. 

Unable to 

Moving from France to Jersey during 2017 and unable to get back to UK following years then covid! 

Unable to attend 

Reside too far away- Australia- to attend them all. I would attend all if I lived in the UK. 
To attend these events by Public Transport is expensive and would take me a minimum of 4 to 5 hours 
travelling which would leave me little time at the show 

Unable to attend on dates for Doncaster and travel issues for Kettering 

Living in Scotland, the Spring show is too far away to attend. 

Distance, and other commitments 

Clash of dates with other events 

Doncaster not convenient to get to for me 

Doncaster too far 

Distance 

Did not attend Doncaster as journey was not easy. Went as always to Telford 

New Member 

Distance and working 

Prefer Guildex and Reading Dec 

Not a Guild member until Mar 20 I only started O gauge modelling in Q2 2019 

Too far from Scotland 

I go every year as I help a trader 

Too far to travel for a day 

Doncaster show too far 
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Unable to attend Kettering 2020 due to health issues 

I live in Australia 

Too far to travel to Doncaster for a one day show 

Too far away fpr a day trip 

Doncaster and Guildex are too gereat a distance from London 

Kettering and Guildex are too far forme (York) 

At 84, I rely on others to drive me and no one was available 

Travel problems 
Never attended an event. Live overseas. Expense of Hotel/Guest House, hiring a car plus work commitments 
and others, do not make it easy. Retirement looms. We live in Hope. 

Distance to Spring and Summer shows too far and roads too busy for a one day viisit 

Too far from where I live 

I moved to France in 2018 and Doncaster is the only one I've been able to attend 

Travelling distance, caring for elderly relatives 

Doncaster conflicts with other interests 

Unable to attend Guildex in recent years a unable to book the dates off work 

Distance from Kent and travellin time. Usually use trains. Kettering is the easiest option 

Last attended Bristol 2020 unable to attend others 

Wife ill with cancer, passed away 2018 

Distance to other locations 
I have not attended due to information below.  
Too many shows and distance 

Kettering & Guildex inconvenient location 
Am going to visit Doncaster on a regular basis (1hr 30 from Newcastle) hopefully in 2022, was a regular at 
Cleckheaton 

2 out of 3 a year is usually enough 

I go to Guildex because its nearest to Scotland 

I stopped trading, went to Guildex as a visitor, Kettering and Doncaster are too far to travel. 
Nearly attended Kettering but cancelled due to weather. 
Always go for Guildex but health issues in 2019 prevented. 
Love Bristol! Never miss! 

Doncaster too far from home, Guildex relies upon car sharing. Not generally enjoyable making solo journey. 

COVID RESTRICTIONS 

All are a long way from Northumberland and Guildex used to coincide with my son's birthday weekend. 

Clash of dates with other events 

To distant 

Too far away I live in Cornwall 

Most too far away live in the North West 
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Bristol 2020 not Kettering 

Too far to drive, I was a passenger in a friends car in 2018. 

Age and distance to travel 

Doncaster too far away for me for one day, plus too s to Guildex in terms of timing. 

last attended at Peterborough 18 and Guildford 19 

Kettering only once, Doncaster too far from Devon, Guildex over 1/2 dozen times 

Two show a year is enough 

After Guildex 2017 I decided that events do not benefit me either financially or geographically 

so far dates have clashed, Bristol 2018 my only one so far 

Not worth going to Kettering or Doncaster, only holiday for Guildex 

Unable to attend as I have just upgraded to O Gauge 

Distance and two years in NZ 

Kettering - did not like the location 

Too far 

Distance 

Kettering Distant 

It was a long time ago, left the Guild, recently rejoined 

Too far for one day journey from South Coast 

Doncaster too far 

I cannot remember which year exactly. Distance and cost for Guildex 
To travel to these from the West Country would take hours by train plus taxi and would need overnight 
accommodation to make worth while - £200+ to visit an event is definitely not on.  

Doncaster not geographically convenient. 

Lack of spare time, have considered Guildex, and will probably manage once it returns 

Doncaster has been too far for me to travel to. However it is a Guild show I am interested in attending 

Unable to attend Doncaster due to family commitments 

Not a member when the last of these events took place 

Too far to travel 
Kettering last two years weather and Pandemic. Doncaster too far. Don't do Guildex every year, generally 
happy with one trade show per year and that is normally Kettering 

Time, travel, distance 
Too far away and no need at that time for any bits & peices We need similar events in the South. We used to 
have one in Woking 

Bad weather etc travel issues prevented attendance at Kettering 2019, would normally attend. 
Cost of Travel, NB! Future shows need to have costs controlled. No excessive expenses to be paid out. Less is 
More 

Dont have the time or the money 

Doncaster too far to travel 
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Not on line but Q2 could at a pinch cover what I like at a live show if you don't mind me answering it 

Doncaster just to far. 
I have never attended Kettering or Doncaster as they are out of my range. The 19 show clashed with the bank 
holiday so all hotel prices were up. 

Distance and health 
I find Telford difficult to get to, for some years ago I exhibited my railway at Kettering. would like to get to 
Doncaster 
Doncaster too far. Kettering too far but have exhibited once with my son in Coventry but I wouldn't got form 
Wales normally 

One show a year usually enough as not actively modelling but now retired would go more often 

Housebound since 2005 and have not attended any function since. 

Doncaster and Kettering too far. 

I am a new member, will attend shows in the future 

Too far away from me (from Devon). Don't like travelling very far. 
The journey across the country from mid Wales to Doncaster is not easy and takes too long. Halifax was a more 
convenient venue. 

Recently I have had glaucoma in both eyes so combined with old age (87) my modelling days are gone 

Other things going on and distance from South coast 

Too far away - need to be in SE England (London, Kent, Surrey, Sussex, Hampshire) 
My problem is I now live in Kent, I can get to Kettering and back in a day by train, others would mean I have to 
stay overnight in B&B, this then becomes an expensive trip. The new Stafford showground looks do-able in a 
day by train. 

Guildex easiest and best for me to drive to 
Kettering is awkward to reach from Dumfrieshire. Summer show was fine in Halifax, Doncaster again more 
difficult to reach, age is playing a part I'm afraid. 

The shows are all similar and I wasn't needing anything to buy. 

Too far away 

Family commitments. Also all seem "up North" beyond the "M25" barrier! 

Kettering show to far from home, Doncaster not a pleasant drive, crowded and very hot venue 

Doncaster too far, Guildex 2019 illness 

Kettering, Spur Null Tage instead, Doncaster bit far north 

Distance from Cornwall a major issue 

travel distance 

Unable to travel long distances to shows 

I am an invalid and it would be a very expensive wheelchair taxi ride from Plymouth 

Visited Spring Show at Cleckheaton 

Not in the hobby at that time 

Doncaster is difficult to travel to from here 

Kettering is just a bit too far away 

Kettering too far away 
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On holiday that year, otherwise too far from home (Devon) 

Family commitments only so many shows I can attend 

Kettering too far to travel due to medical problems 

No longer have stamina for 12hr+ days. 

I am prone to spending large sums of money at Guildex (and Bristol) 
Distance to travel is too great. Perhaps the Spring or Summer shows could move around the country? 
Travelling past London by train or car at a weekend is always going to be a problem. 

Distance 

Working 

Too far to travel 

Too far away 

Doncaster too far 

Doncaster/Kettering too far away. Guildex 2019 clashed with family event 

Only started in G0 two years ago. Went to Bristol, then lockdown! 

Two 6hr drives, two nights B&B + lunch. Too expensive to contemplate 

Doncaster too far. Kettering too far normally, but had to meet friend. 

Unable to attend Guildex 2019 as sadly, wife passed away. 

Expensive and distant from Taunton 

Generally distance, I live on the South coast 

No later events due to health problems and Covid restrictions 

Distance from Surrey KT21 1LH. I tend to go to Reading in December as routine. 
Kettering is a fair hike from Southport. As I have become older I have less desire to travel long distances. Also 
Doncaster falls into a similar category. Motorways have become race tracks, definitely not to my liking. 

Covid-19 

Recently joined 

Distance is problem, although attended Cleckheaton some years ago. 

Unable to attend due to not having necessary equipment 
Bristol Show and Winchester shows less crowded 
Telford could only be reached by train on Saturday and was too crowded. Sunday train times made it not 
feasible. 
Stafford will be better 

Covid 

Kettering too difficult to get to  

Doncaster hall cramped & not disabled friendly 

Doncaster is too far from home and clashes with other engagements  

Depends on distance to travel 
Home to Kettering 370 miles 
Home to Doncaster 204 miles 
At my age that is too far for a day out 
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Travelling distance is an issue 

Doncaster too far from home 
Kettering and Doncaster too far 
Guildex 2019 was my first visit in 5 years 

Too far away. I do not travel much these days and am not particularly social a meetings 

Not available for Kettering or Doncaster 

Normally Guildex and Kettering plus I live in Wimbledon and they have a small O gauge section in the club 

Unable to attend due to other commitments 

Distance is an issue. Bristol suited me better but now discontinued 

Doncaster too far to travel 

Guildex location not easy 

Doncaster too far  

Distance is an issue since I moved to Devon 
No transport now. Kettering and Doncaster difficult by train. After travelling, would only get a couple of hours at 
shows so not worth it. 

Do not travel 
Doncaster too far.  
Car stolen from Telford some years ago then a few days later a second car had the door locks damaged. Alarm 
meant car was left 

Not attended recently for health reasons. Cannot do long distance travel so limited attendance at local events 

Mainly because I live in Doncaster but I will travel to one other in future 

Distance from home in Stamford 

Doncaster clashes with holidays 
Only when assisting with a layout.  
Funding is limited and family needs are more important 

Never got to Doncaster yet due to distance 

North Wales to Kettering & Doncaster is too far 

New to the Guild 

Others too far to do in one day 

Travelling time and distances 

Doncaster too far north. Telford clashes with other things 

Too far to travel to northern shows 

Guildex is easiest to get to  

I live on the south coast so cannot attend these shows in one day  

Kettering and Doncaster clash with other family events 

Doncaster too far from south coast 

Distance. I live int he West Country 

Was working and could not attend easily. Now recently retired so will attend more often 
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I am limited to one show per year as it costs about 800 - 1000 euros to attend an overseas show 

Distance to travel is an issue. Have attended NEWGOG as visitor and exhibition and Bristol show  

Kettering and Doncaster are too far away and I do not get to Guildex now due to old age 

I am my wife’s carer and cannot attend shows 

Difficult to get to Kettering ad Doncaster from my location 

I have decided that Doncaster is to far now 

Doncaster does not have live steam 

Doncaster is too far away 

Distance but I also attend the NEWGOG show which is supported by the Guild 

Doncaster and Guildex too far 

Too far to travel 
I live in Scotland so attend Scottish O gauge shows and have not been to Kettering or Doncaster due to 
distance 

Kettering is too far. Doncaster 2019 was my first and I was unwell for Guildex 2019 

long distance to travel 

Too far to travel to Doncaster 

Transportation issues and mobility problems 
Distance is difficult by public transport and I am not a motorist  
Telford is easily accessible and Stafford ditto but I am dependent on transport from town to venue 

Guildex is very important. Single day events are more than 100 miles away so do not attract me 

Doncaster date clashed with a railway and auction 
Travel time from Cornwall for a one day show makes the trip not viable. 
Guildex - go on Friday and leave Sunday with 2 nights accommodation is acceptable. 

Kettering is too far and I have not made it to Doncaster yet 

Only joined in 2020 

Distance and age 

Dates / location not appropriate or convenient for me 
Kettering - distance 
Doncaster - I wet in the Halifax days but even having moved to Yorkshire, I am not inspired to go to Doncaster  

Kettering has always clashed with my club show and Doncaster is a long way from where I live 

Being old I do not travel well. Overnight stays are necessary but too expensive if more than one overnighter 
Kettering show follows Bristol and attend more local Gloucester and Newport shows. 
Summer show is rather too far away and I am busy in the garden in June  

Doncaster is too far and clashes with the sailing season 
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If you have not attended any of these virtual events – please tell us why you chose not to or, were unable to attend? 
I wasn't aware of the following Virtual shows. I didn't read the Guild News properly. 
Missed the time to attend as busy 
Not my cup of tea 
Simply did not wish to do so.  
I wasn’t able to organise my time effectively to watch. Did watch some on youtube 
Virtual events do not appeal to me. 
I chose not to attend on the day, but very much enjoyed them later...at my leisure 
not organised enough 
Been too busy modelling and  transfering GOG-Wiki articles 
Personal reasons - otherwise I would've looked in. 
Dipped in but quickly lost interest. No substitute for real events 
I'm not very interested in layouts 
Nothing of interest to me  
Initially, I was reluctant to get involved with Zoom.  Now overcome, but getting Zoom fatigue! 
Noted they were coming up but forgot about them on the day- maybe need reminders sent out 
Looked at on-line info after the show rather than participate in live event 
They were not easily picked up needed a diary entry really e.g .ics file I did see some post event videos. 
I find virtual shows only a useful 'stop gap' until real shows can happen.   Most of what is on them could be presented at anytime. 
Time being spent on building 0 gauge rolling stock 
Not interested 
I have seen some other shows in this format and found them difficult to follow 
Prefer to see layouts face to face 
Prefer to see layouts face to face 
I am not convinced about virtual shows 
December too near Christmas 
I have dropped in after the event but not live, for the Oct and Dec shows. 
Did not hear about the first one 
Other commitments on show days. 
Not as interesting 
Probably working 
I am not a fan of that type of thing. 
Clashes with other commitments 
It is rather difficult to stay focused and be comfortable. 
Either unable being away or loss unwilling to lose own limited modelling time. 
There's nothing like being there in person but I did attend the recent virtual electronics meeting on 5th June 
Busy with work / looking after elderly relative 
not interested 
Much prefer a real show. Digital doesn’t really do it for me. 
What them later. I don't have a tv licence 
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Not keen on virtual events 
Lack of time  
I had Good intentions of attending them but then life and my poor memory got in the way.  
Tried to view one but internet crashed! 
Don't find much relevance to my interests 
No Time 
Time - I've had a very busy lockdown. 
Preferred to watch the videos at my leisure on a later date 
I like to see things in reality  
Attempted to attend on first occasion, abandoned due to frustrating technical issues. Also, show atmosphere is everything to me, 
I'm not enthralled by the idea of digital events. 
lack of time 
One show I had no Internet connection the other two I was not able to attend due to other commitments  
none relevant to my needs 
Wasn’t aware they were on 
Was busy with other things being in the house rather than a day away 
I need face to face and physical touch some items. Virtual is guud but not quite the same for me 
No Computer 
I either forgot or, Saturdays are always too busy for Railways 
Not much spare time to watch them 
Unable to attend the trade show 
Forgot 
Bieng Busy at the time then forgetting to log on and watch when I had the time. Doh! 
No excuses really just lack of organisation on my part 
New Member 
Computer phobic 
Only have phone access 
A hectic domestic schedule (We have a handicapped Grendaughter) prohibited attendance 
Unable to view Dec 2020 trade show due to other commitments 
Do not like virtual events  

Not interested 
I think its like a reality TV show and I don't watch them! 
Never really thought about it 
First two shows I was not sure what to do 
I have not attended any Zoom events as for me the pleasure of attending a show is the ability to gaze, study discuss and stir my 
imagination with ideas and fresh thinking   
I spend most of my week working from home in meetings.  Doins so at the weekend aswell did not appeal.  I have watched some 
clips later 
Not into Virtual anythings 
Have not done any virtual Events.  It's not the same. 
I have no internet access 
No suitable equipment 
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Atmosphere and Trader attendance at real show 
Not particularly a lover of watching on screen 
Other things going on 
Unlike others who seem to have the time to churn out regular models, I have to balance my time available and too many other 
Zoom sessions 
Not interested in any virtual shows 
I am a tinplater so over the years have been excluded so limited interest 
No contact systems by elecronic means.  A golden Oldie Dinosaur! 
No Facilities of my own 
Never got round to it 
Not really interested in Virtual events I would rather attend in person as I find personal contact much more rewarding 
I find virtual events create their own agenda; they lack the interest and flexibility of  the real thing 
Could not find the link in October 
Didn't have adequate internet connection (do now) 
Comptuer Luddite would not know how to access Virtual Show 
wife ill with cancer 
No particular reason, probably forgot about it or doing something else 
Couldn't get link to work 
I cannot attend due to balance problems and falling down, I find it difficult to write or read music following a stroke. 
Not keen on virtual events 
Little enthusiasm for Zoom 
I haven't but I should as I am also a trader and advertise in the Gazette and the Guildex programme guide. 
Good idea but I had other things going on when they happened 
To busy working and my computer is old, never been able to enter the Guild web site. 
It just doesn't accept my number, so I gave up trying. 
Opportunity not available, but wished I had been more pro-active with my calandar 
Not on my Radar 
I do not have Broadband at home. 
Either busy or not registered when thy were on 
Not interested in virtual events 
Wasn’t aware they were on 
Unaware 
Keep forgetting 
Don't use a computer 
Too preoccupied waiting for a knee replacement operation. Lack of up to date IT skills 
Because of ill health and shut down and travelling is a lot of mileage 
Not on the internet except local library in Ivybridge which is closed for Covid 
Not really into this sort of event 
Technology does not interest me 
Not really interested in virtual events 
no interest in virtual shows 
Prefer actual contact and visiiting event 
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very much depends on content 
Computer problems 
Do not have the tech know how 
Distance 
Away from computer look at them afterwards 
Bad timing 
Don't know  download amount, limit is 1GB a month 
Most of the time, the virtual shows do not work properly.  definately not on my iphone7 which is kept up to date 
Doesn't feel right as a format for looking at Traders Products or contact with others 
There is only so much staring at a screen I can take. 
only briefly 
Date clash, December Busy 
Lack of spare time, sorry 
I was unable to attend due to work commitments then I simply forgot 
No computer or any modern equipment 
Was unwell 
I work with virtual meetings and have no appetite for this format outside work 
Prefer to spend time modelling not looking at screens 
Prefer Face to Face events 
Unable to manage, lack of computer knowledge 
No interest 
I feel that I wish to attend real events so that I can make purchases 
My IT skills are not brilliant, I don't watch TV and I find the virtual shows are just an extension of TV. 
I was otherwise engaged in Dec 2020, I am not seeking to buy new bits at the  moment. 
No Broadband 
Not been on virtual shows 
I  am not comfortable with the internet and social media.  I only use as a last resort. 
Did not attend the trade show as I did not need to buy anything. 
Don’t have the time or the money 
Not tried the Guild show but the WArley Virtual show not to be user fiendly.  I'm a bit of a technophobe really 
Reluctant to engage in more online activities 
For me, they are of no interest. The Gazette gives me all I need in the way of ideas and Traders access info. 
Don't have internet 
Not really interested 
Decided not to, too many temptations!  March  21 family issues 
I am not able to handle the technology, passwords never seem to match 
2020 Otherwise engaged.  2021 Forgot sorry 
Not interested in anything Virtual, much prefer real meetings/exhibitions much enjoy social contact 
Virtual show did not appeal 
Not interested in trade show 
I have not given them much thought but since they are now to be regular events I will watch out for subjects that interest 
me.  Suggestion, How to solder brass kits 
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They did not intesest me 
As above, all functions not attended 
Not of massive interest. Having to sit down and wait for something to possibly take place is not as enticing as being able to browse 
and move about from one place to another. 
I am a new member 
Although I have not attended any of these I think they are a good idea. 
Not computer literate 
My laptop is not up to Zoom, I cannot focus anyway 
Not a fan of virtual shows 
I don't have the equipment or expertise 
Not of particular interest 
Did not appeal 
Too much pressure model building 
Too busy and forget all about them 
I probably wasn't available on the day. 
Otherwise busy 
My profession of late comprises virtual meetings. I have virtual meetings "burn out" 
Volunteer role with the London Ambulance Service during the pandemic 
Not really a fan of virtual things! 
Don't have internet or smartphone 
Didn't attend Trade Show as was not in "buying mode", house renovation in progress. 
Don't possess a computer 
These are admirable and clearly enjoyed by many but my interest is limited to face to face at exhibitions 
No access to internet 
Missed them by accident 
I do not own a computer or a mobile phone 
No substitute for the real thing 
Not appealing to me personally 
Prefer live shows, but Covid stopped that 
Not in the hobby at that time 
Not interested 
Didn't fit in with family commitments plus I wasn't thinking of buying anything at the time so wasn't interested in browsing the 
trade. 
March 21 forgot! 
Other commitments 
March came on wrong day for me 
Unable to get access, link didn't work 
Lack of sound on computer - how are people with hearing problems catered for? 
Busy 
Found it hard to gain access to website links 
I don't see any long term use. I prefer to inspect what I want, and meet those who I haven't seen since last show. 
Computer technology and timing make this difficult (11hr time difference) 
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Not interested enough 
Clashed with other event. Watched recording afterwards. 
See 1A above. (I think he missed the point. Ed.) 
None, but I am busy with other scale and tram modelling, but I think you are doing the right thing. I have used some of the Zoom 
technical talks, 3D & Merg 
Not able to use computer equipment 
Knowing content beforehand and being then selective. Down to me to stay awake!! 
I have avoided becoming involved with the electric world. I have enough to do with reading, gardening and workshop activities. I 
have only a limited experience of Zoom, but may improve with time. I think it is a good idea especially for our World Wide 
brotherhood. 
Too busy, I'm afraid 
Un-equipped to partake 
No computer 
Waiting for live event. PC literacy a bit daunting! 
Missed them, but watched later on YouTube 
Away from home or otherwise engaged, 
As above 
I missed them 
No desire to 
No need to buy anything  
No atmosphere - would prefer actual shows 
No time in December 
Not interested in virtual shows 
Age. Hard of Hearing. I prefer to use my time building models and have done for 50 years of being a member of the Guild 
No substitute and I am not on line 
Too difficult to navigate internet to get to the links 
Problem with my PC 
Bad hearing and sight plus poor internet connection & buffering 
I just do not like Zoomed events 
Did not prioritise attendance but plan to watch future events 
I missed the trade show 
Not able to. I do not know how 
Not available in December 
not interested in virtual events 
I do not have Zoom 
Not interested in virtual presentations. Pretty Sterile! 
Not aware of these shows 
No equipment 
No internet and no interest with internet 
Disabled 
Not on line 
Do not by on line. Prefer face to face or mail order by phone 
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forgot 
Do not have the facilities to do this 
No computer 
Internet connection unreliable. Works intermittently and never in the evening 
Slow coming to terms with virtual events 
Time 
No computer 
Do not use a computer 
Forgot 
Not keen on virtual shows 
Indifferent about them 
No computer 
Forgot  
WiFi is poor and keeps breaking up 
Working 
Not really interested and unable to attend 
lack of band width on local internet. 
Not into media presentations and do not need to buy much these days 
Busy on October 
Just not into this Zoom thing. I go to shows to meet people and have a natter. This is not realistic on a group zoom session 
Forgot to look at the others 
Don't remember to attend 
I do not do on-line 
Not interested 
I do not have a computer 
Too busy and on line shows do not appeal 
Problems with iPad 
No computer 
I miss the direct human contact and these events although useful to see degree do not interest means I can glean information 
elsewhere on line 
I do not like virtual events  
Caring for wife 
Other commitments during previous virtual shows 
I prefer walking around ad picking up odds and ends from traders 
Domestic clashes 
Do not do virtual shows. No interest in computers 
Could not attend December date 
No internet 
Working when other virtual shows were on 
Not familiar with virtual  
I want to see in person what I am buying 
I like the idea but am unable to join. I watch them in parts on YouTube 
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Did not put them in my diary 
Not comfortable with virtual 
Diary clashes in the run up to Christmas 
Other commitments 
I am 82 and do not even have a mobile phone. I experienced Zoom for the first time last week. My problem is mobility. 
Trade show cannot be virtual. Prefer to see items in the flesh unless needs are specific and product suitability and quality is known 
Do not like anything virtual. Detached, distant and disengaged 
No computer 
I spend half my life on zoom / teams calls or doing virtual inspections. I do not want to do any more. 
Not computer savvy 
Family things have prevented it 
Prefer face to face  
Only saw some on catch up. 
I prefer to attend live, face to face shows. Difficult to concentrate on line. 
Clash of dates - working 
I am predominantly a NG modeller so want to see things in the flesh not at a virtual trade show 
March - Partly, I forgot, and I do not like looking at layouts on video  
I did not attend the trade show as I did not need anything and I have the websites for the traders that I mostly use. 
I am not into computers or the like. I have no idea what this is about. I prefer hand on at real shows 
I am not into computers, social media or even mobile phones. 
Clashed with other commitments 
Other family matters have prevented me attending all. 
Other commitments in modelling, writing & charity work 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please use this space for any comments about existing content at face to face events: 
Public transport is also very important for visitors from abroad coming without their own car. 
If the membership desk was inside of hall it could be combined with information. 
Meeting friends in the cafe area for a sit-down chat 
Geographical location trumps all! 
I don't attend the summer show yet the form requires me to fill in all the rows, should have been an option not complete if not attending. 
Geographic location is very important, Guildex must be more central, as now planned, as the previous location was too far from the main 
population centres and if people were in any doubt about attending the distance travelled will tip the balance against. 
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Same considerations apply to all shows - I only attend where geographical location is  do-able from where I live (Settle, N Yorkshire) 
More pre-grouping era if possible. 
Seating areas, including around test tracks are good. 
Transport from local railway station to event essential for non-drivers like me 
Line societies are an irrelevance these days. The space they use could be better utilised for models and traders. 
It would be good if at least one of the shows moved around the country each year. 
Demonstrations need to be more varied and fresh. Using the same demonstrators at all the shows and year after year is not satisfactory. 
Inadequate and too small layouts at the important regional shows.  
I don't attend the summer shows! 
I enjoy when I can recognise fellow members that use the Forum. 
 i haven't and probably won't visit the Spring and Summer events mainly due to location I have marked the same. for each. 
I have always enjoyed Guildex, however it is noticeable that there is a group within the group and that perhaps makes it difficult for further 
away members (Scotland) to be involved.  
At Guildex in particular there is generally a fair spread of content to suit all the interests within the broad church which the GOG covers, 
course to fine scale etc. Doesn't all interest me in particular but then again there is such a spread of interests, standards, history, modelling 
eras and prototypes within the hobby which you have got to try and accommodate.  
Demonstrations sometimes too crowded 
Changes in the guild shows have been opposite to changes in my tastes 
None 
More demonstrators/problem solvers/craft people would be useful and those that DO attend should not go off for 4 hours (etc.) on 'rest 
breaks'. 
 
Hold seminars and open group discussions on technical - craft techniques - subjects. 
I have only attended Guildex; the other shows are too far for us to travel.  Cannot understand why I have had to enter scores for shows that I 
do not attend? 
Chassis/ DCC clinics could have access to a small test track or be near the main test track 
Difficult to make contacts 
Living in Scotland it is very difficult to reach the usual venues. But always those I managed to get to in the past.  
I answered 'Not Important' for all categories for the Spring and Summer show as I would not attend them for the reasons previously given, so 
their composition is of no interest to me. 
Please run more on Sundays  
Telford was ideal. For an overseas visitor the trade stands are extremely important - all in one location, products available to see, big saving 
on travelling from one to another, saving on postage to Oz. 
Consider one show being at different location around the UK 
Consider one show being at different location around the UK 
I live in Scotland and some events are too far away.  
Scored as if I did attend these events and based on visiting smaller events elsewhere. 
Guildex has been great. Sometimes more for beginners and youngsters would be better. 
As accessible as (reasonably) possible by public transport 
I would be very disappointed if Guildex became a one day event. 
No criticism of the existing show format.  They make a most enjoyable day. 
I have attended guildex a number of times over the years, and always enjoyed the event, I have. It attended the most recent due to timing and 
specific care responsibilities at those times, my only recollections of significant improvement would be sitting down space , in addition to 
areas where you were able to sit and eat bought food. Similarly with Kettering. The balance of content at both was always enjoyable though 
that is not to say I do not agree with change and improvement. Doncaster I have only been to once and I have a vague impression that I felt 
the same need for somewhere to just sit down and chill, bearing in mind for the further away shows I am driving to and from , I would 
probably stay longer if there was a'chill out ' area ' . 
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Bring and Buy commission far too expensive should be put back to 10% for members but 15% for non members 
Guildex should be the flagship event for the Guild and scale covering all aspects. Important to maintain the generous spacing which has been 
possible compared with other exhibitions 
This being the premier Gauge O event, it is vital that the very best layouts are featured and that no layout returns within a period of say 5 
years. 
For me it is important at a show, to get new kits and bits & pieces, new ideas and inspiration, help with my kit-building projects, see real 
models (0 gauge of course) and layouts and last but not least to meet like minded people. 
As I have not attended the spring or summer shows and am unlikley to in future you ought to ignore my answers in respect of those 
shows.  It is only because the form requires me to that I have given ratings. 
Very good for shopping and exchange of information and obtaining info. Also a chance to see and touch and question a new product  
I love shows.  I am part of the Warley Team (PA voice) but access to other shows the key. 
not attended the Summer show, hence marked all as 1 
Not mentioned is car parking. It would be too difficult for me to attend using public transport so personal transportation is a must. If parking 
is difficult or restricted that is also a consideration. 
For the same reason I find attending the spring show difficult.  
More variety and innovation.  relevant demos 
I have not attended Kettering or Doncaster so I am not able to cpmment on content 
I always enjoy guildex it has a good balance of attractions and I am very grateful to the organisers  
Please, please do keep GUILDEX a 2 day event! 
Telford was easy to get to on public transport, taking me about 3 hours. Stafford would take me 9 hours. Crazy. 
Plenty of space to stop and chat when browsing the halls 
Be nice to have a guild show south of Kettering, there was once 1 proposed in Brentwood, which didn't happen 
Good public transport access  
At Guildex the quality ofthe layouts has varied. The best ones have been inspirational.  
I'm predominantly a scratch builder so the trade is decreasingly of interest to me bar a few specialists who often don't exhibit. 
I'm very happy when attending GOG face to face events. Missing the contact & atmosphere presently due to covid impact on events. 
Generally excellent thank you. Locations a good compromise but necessitate an overnight stay which is a challenge from Essex.  
The only event I attend each year is the one at Alexander Place, at this event it can be very difficult to have a face to face with most traders, 
the help desks can be helpful but you are constantly interrupted by other attendees  
I am generally happy with the balance in recent shows and I like to support them when I can. The major issue to me is location. 
Too far away ever to attend 
I feel the previously existing balance was about right 
Demonstrations are important, but please vary them from year to year.  It is often the same people doing the same demonstrations year after 
year! 
Enjoy meeting people and seeing layouts and new products in real life 
Why are all events centred around the English Midlands.  Surely this discriminates against those who live north of the border. 
I usually travel to shows by train and therefore prefer venues to be within walking distance of the railway stations. In the past, the guild has 
organised transport.  Doncaster is not so good in this respect 
Telford always got the balance correct whilst the Reading Trade show did what it said on the tin. Telford was always difficult for car parking 
and perhaps remote from the train station 
Demonstrations usually taken over by friends of the demonstrators who monopolize them for hours on end! 
They are all important 
Mostly good but distance can be a problem 
I think Guildex is terrific and a firm date in my diary every year. Bing able to meet traders and ask them questions is really good.  I can also 
study the traders range of products - irrespective whether I have a present of future need.  This different from trying to plod through reams 
of pictures on a computer. 
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I am unlikely to ever visit the Summer show so I have not rated them 
At Guildex, the Technical team seem to be absent from their desks a lot which is annoyingwhen you want advice on specific matters 
I've attended Guildex regularly for 40 odd years Bletchley, Solihull, Blackpool and of course every one of the Telford events. They've all bee 
absolutely wonderful !! 
Depends on the Covid situation at the time : Scrums in front of Traders and Layouts might not be welcome. 
Cant rate summer because never attended due to conflict of interests 
No Complaints.  Reinstate Trustee and Executor Sales at Doncaster and Future Stafford Events 
Good to wander and look and bump into folk (not literally of course)! 
Location ; Kettering is within walking distance of the station 
For me, Reading is good for the larger scales show, being nearer Kent and walkable from the station 
Spring Show response refers to BRISTOL 2020 
Not enough layouts usually 
My answers are as I remember shows 
At past events I attended, whilst enjoying all the layouts my priority was sourcing RTR and scenic item 
I think all these are important as it adds information and interest to the event.  I also must say I attended Guildex in  2016 and 2018 also 
would have been in 2020 and just thoroughly loved it, both days. 
Test track is great to sit and watch Not to date brought anything to run 
Layouts would be good to see a large one if available, eg at Kettering 4-5 years ago there was Market Harborough MRC 
Hotels important at Guildex, will go to this years Guildex but stay in Telford Hotels.  Stafford does not seem to have good hotels and Telford 
is closer to Seven Valley Railway and Ironbridge.  If I come all the way from Scotland it has to be a holiday. 
I think the importance at these events, especially Guildex, as a social platform exceeds other issues.  The ability to meet, to talk to, seek advice 
etc. 
Good parking and good public transport connections.  I think this will be the biggest problem with Stafford, you need to do what Stafford 
show does and organise a shuttle bus to the event. 
Always important to have adequate seating  areas in addition to those around the tracks also for catering areas. 
Only been to Doncaster once so difficult to rank content 
Most of us are over 50 years old so more seating spread around the hall is important, nearby parking like Telford is important. 
Cannot really comment of Spring/Summer shows 
Not included Doncaster too far to travel 
My age and the result of my operation on 25/5/21 will determine my ability to attend shows so far from Surrey 
Unable to comment, too far to travel 
For us in Devon, all Guild shows are too far away. I supported Brisol up to 2020 but have not been to any Guild shows due to above 
comment.  I would like to, if they were sometimes down this way which is not likely due to getting maximum footfall. 
Looking forward to the move from Telford to Stafford in my opinion, a much better venue 
Not attended any cannot comment 
Interested to see Stafford 
Telford Guildex was excellent so long as you are prepared to take all in, that means staying over, suits me as it becomes a mini holiday. 
Have never been to one.  Did take a great interest in O Gauge at Reading ALSRM and brought my first O gauge kit.  But found the majority 
of p running the tracks weren't interested in talking to a newcomer,  Very snobbish and superior! 
all marked the same because these are the features I want, regardless of location 
I only wish to trade once a year, Guildex. Hence no other choices. 
Wonderful.  Love the layouts at Guildex 
Trade shows are useful and nice to see traders and their wares (and buy some). 
More Demonstrations/Hands on/Clinics would be useful for me 
Even Reading is some distance to travel, Bletchley was good 
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Please get some decent Larger at Guildex! 
Consideration should be given to access to public transport when choosing a venue 
I would very much like to see an event in the South of England 
Looking forward ro Guildex at Stafford 
Generally the balance suits my interests as it is.  A few more layouts/opportunities to see the work of others would be welcome 
It would be an improvement if the no restaurant catering at Doncaster was either upgraded or done away with as the service and quality 
provided at previous shows has been abysmal! 
You need layouts for inspiration, also need traders to support the show at moderate costs to them. 
Not commented on the spring show as its location is too far 
Unable to make spring & summer shows to far, hence no  ratings.  Guildex becomes more inaccessible - distance cost health  
All face to face shows important for looking at development in the hobby and other enthusiasts work.   Multi scale shows offer similar 
importance.  Glasgow is my personal (or was) followed by York, both meetings of like minded, always came away with full bas. 
I don't see any of the shows being different except in scale & length and time open.  Doncaster venue is cramped and not good for public ???? 
users 
Don't know what shop and drop is.  Cannot comment on sprig & summer shows for obvious reasons 
I attended Kettering regularly for two reasons, 1. Distance.  45 minute driv. 2. It's mainly a sales event.  A sort of everything under one roof 
event. 
Doncaster more distant but easy to get to by public transport 
Guildex, less often, distance to drive becomming too much.  Stafford may present a similar challenge. 
Inspiration from layouts essential and chance to ask demonstrators questions.  Trade essential to see actual rather than virtual products and 
given ideas.  Rest adds a general atmousphere but all important but to a lesser degree 
As a trader, I appretiate, I am not your typical member 
Being a new member I look forward to attending a show in the future. 
I gained two prizes in an old modelling competition 2006. The Carlson trophy and the Pemberton wheel. It featured a 7mm model of Racing 
Train 1888 and four carriages of WUJs and LNER loco Waverley. It features in LNWR Society journal June 2007 and Backtrack image, year 
Nov 2019. The train is now in NRM 
Guildex is the only event I attend 
You do need to closely monitor the cost of any provided refreshments. It seems to me that the hosting company tries to claw back any cost 
shortfall by overcharging on meals etc. 
Demonstrations work well, and those relevant to that years main topics are always busy with questions or people surrounding the stands 
All so similar. Demonstrators are a waste of time. I often need to ask but the demonstrators are too busy idly chatting rather than offering a 
service. They need to be more disciplined and move people along after the issue is dealt with. 
Very happy with Guildex as is was! Not interested in the more than one big Guild show per year. Used to go to Bristol show too. Grateful for 
all the effort put in. 
I apologise but my comments not based on actual attendance but how I feel I would feel if I attended 
Always found content at Guildex balanced and thought provoking. A well thought out event. Long may it continue 
Telford was achievable from Cornwall, the other two are not. 
Circulating space and informal seating essential for meeting fellow modellers. Layout operators should be encouraged to keep stuff running at 
all times 
I am very interested in live steam but do not know where to go for advice. Geographical location is very important as if it was close enough I 
might be able to afford the taxi ride. The other listed items are all of equal but slightly lesser importance. 
Access by public transport ie rail is very important but having to there I enjoy both the events I have visited 
Excellent 
Guildex is the only show I've visited regularly so the only one I've ranked 
Suffer with arthritis, so travelling difficult. 
Now that E&T no longer available, it is a great loss and should be reinstated. Very important that it should feature at shows on a face to face 
basis 
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My experience of Guildex is hugely positive, but unable to attend both days as my wife is in poor health. (Doubt that I could afford the 
wealth of traders for two days) 
The current content is pretty much right. The opportunity to see product in the flesh is valuable. 
As I live in Weymouth, Kett and Donny are too far away. I usually go to Bristol, often exhibiting there. 
If possible please include more layouts at Spring and Summer shows? A two day Guildex is very important to allow time to purchase items, 
see demonstrations/competition results and then look at layouts/meet people on day 2. Thank you. 
Restaurant / food facilities either poor or very expensive, particularly Guildex in recent years. 
Because rly modelling as a whole is a broad church, there will always be things which appeal to some and not to others. The others should 
realise this. 
Not able to go. See Q1 
I can only say that it is not for one to attend a show and speak to people ie face to face. I have to be fairly desperate to use a telephone these 
days, unlike my youth when I had no trouble. So I am looking forward to Guildex 2021. I have of recent years had 3 or 4 days in the 
Bewdley/Bridgnorth area and attended Guildex from there. Staffordshire show ground should be within range. 
No issues- I tend to like what you do. Loss of E&T a bit of a blow (or will be to my wife when I go...) 
I am not a strong advocate of modelling competitions - the hobby is about enjoying modelling, irrespective of ability. It is not a competition. 
Adequate space to avoid elbow to elbow situations. Easily reachable venues with plenty of parking. 
Have not attended for so long that many things did not exist so cannot rate them 
Those rated 1 are because I prefer to read articles about these subjects in the Gazette 
the Gazette is very good and sometimes, quite exceptional 
Kettering. After winter modelling I need to replenish modelling supplies 
Doncaster - Led to believe the venue is too small  
Stafford - Unknown. Feel sorry for good friend and ex secretary J Saville.  
Hotels? 
I live in Kent and a show close to the M25 would make it easier for a day visit 
For me, Telford was an overnight stay- two nights due to train times so got to Guildex both days but travelling most of Friday and arriving 
home after midnight on Sunday. An expensive jaunt so have only done 3 in 20 years. Doncaster is a day trip. 
Chance encounters and planned rendezvous at Face to Face shows are valuable. So are the opportunities to visit various traders whose 'wears' 
are not appealing in a virtual or online meeting 
Not really sure what is important or not as I am a relatively new member 
Happy with all content currently  
See comments about travelling distances. I am a very happy O gauge modeller with a small but active layout. Travelling becomes tedious as 
you get older. The Glasgow Show is my main attraction. 
The availability of accommodation is also important for events especially Guildex. 
I have never been to Doncaster as it is too far  
I do attend GOGG shows in Reading  
All pre-Covid 
Cooked food for people travelling a distance is important but you need to accommodate people who are trying to minimise saturated fat, salt 
and sugar- major causes of arteriosclerosis 
The Guild does an excellent job in organising and running face to face events. It is always a key date in my diary. 
The existing Guildex is more than adequate. I take my own list of requirements prepared in advance - cash in pocket to cover extras!! 
Nothing to add.  90% satisfied 
One special feature layout is important to me and as much trade as possible so make it affordable for them. 
Ratings are based on when I used to attend the shows 
There is also the social contact of meeting friends from around the UK 
Have not attended Doncaster but expect people want the same  
I would like to see the demonstrators varied. Some appear year after year 
Since Guildex started at Telford the show has been top class. Apart from being parochially UK and scornful of tin plated coarse scale, it has 
been perfect. Winchester exhibitions have always encouraged overseas and coarse scale so they are even more perfect  
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I like the current set up. It works for me and I enjoy attending 
Restaurants mainly. need to supply bacon rolls and sandwiches / snacks. Not full meals 
Also access to public transport 
I enjoy these events to meet my friends and the regular traders. in 2019, I even went to ScotGOG and I live in London! 
The south and London should be considered for future events 
I am generally happy with the balance of content at Guildex 
I do not go to Doncaster because it is too far from the station.  
Public transport access is important  
I would like more executor sales of tools and small items.  
As I model Irish outline, second hand bits and bobs are always great to pick up at this stand 
I was a founder member of the original Northamptonshire Group. We provided the locos to fill the GOG stand at the last MRC Eastern Show 
at Westminster Hall. That is a lot of cobwebs ago. I showed an LMS Garratt  that I built. I used to stand and listen to peoples' comments. 
Great! 
Basically happy with the two I have attended. I live in the Midlands so prefer not to travel to London but NE/NW/Bristol area are all 
acceptable. 
Trade stands are crucial as well as plenty of layouts 
Really miss E & T 
I do not really know what people want from a live show. If it ain’t broke, don’t try and fix it. 
You cannot beat a live, face to face show, meeting old friends and making new friends 
I go in part to demonstrate live steam on the test track. Also, to look at traders stands and purchase (planned and impulse) 
I attend shows to see and learn from other folks’ layouts and to buy rolling stock. My main interest is authentic operating 
I appreciate that shows are a big commitment but ca we have. Northern, South West and South East Guildex please 
I very much enjoy our shows and thank those that make them so. Guildex is by far the most important and needs to be marketed as such. A 
good mix of traders, layouts with seating and meeting places situated about. Also, disabled parking and separate entrance for disabled, I 
cannot stand for long. 
Guildex attendee for many years. Looking forward to the Stafford venue. 
I live near Telford so Stafford is okay. 
I would really, really appreciate an event in the south. I live on the south coast 
A good is already 
I expect the other events are similar although I am unsure about the difference between Guildex and the other two 
Existing content is a bit familiar  
It is good to talk face to face  
I am a lone wolf modeller and do my own thing. I visit shows to see layouts and buy items  
Having demonstrators permanently embedded in the events and technical team means a lack of variety. Many are commission builders and 
therefore they are in effect traders. They should not be included on an ‘everytime’ basis or they should be moved to the trade area and pay 
accordingly. 
All fine by me. It would be good if seats could be scattered here and there around the trade stands but also keep the ones around the test 
tracks. (Anno domini must be catching up on me). 
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Please share any comments about the ideas listed above and share any other ideas you have for inclusion at Guild Shows. 
Not just con rep area could also include board members / president. 
I enjoy the face to face of tending shows. Whilst a portion of what might be available isn’t for me, ido like to “dip in and out” of other 
attractions besides traders and layouts. 
There is a need for specialist areas but I feel that too much fragmentation is not a good thing, perhaps some consolidation of the envisaged 
areas world be better? If so many individual areas were created then it would be several exhibitions within an exhibition, rather like the 
extremely large commercial events. 
More pre grouping era please. 
Balance of layouts at Guildex to include American/European outline, perhaps inviting from partner European 0 gauge organisations if no 
'homespun' available. 
Very much approve of the live streaming concept. Also like the idea of the many facets of 7mm modelling being included in the big umbrella 
show. I like seeing layouts which is the prime focus for the event and I greatly enjoy thr social aspect of the event. It is a great chance to 
catch up with old friends and make new ones. I also think the price to non members should be increased to something like  Warley day rates. 
Demonstrations and seminars much more user-friendly when online 
I don't agree with special interest areas but all those listed should be represented if possible. Show highlights on YouTube would be excellent 
for those unable to attend. 
Would it be wise to have Gauge 1 there, wouldn't they poach people?? 
It is important that the flagship show promotes current standards and practice. We do ourselves, and scale modelling, no favours by 
continuing to give prominence to obsolete standards.  
 
I like the idea of seminars and hands on modelling sessions.  With a two day show an extended course running over both days, 2 -3 hours 
each day would give participants a better chance of achieving something.  Projects like a custom built turnout, a wagon, a basic running loco 
chassis from a kit or a piece of scenic modelling.  Whatever the project it should be led/taught by someone with proven ability and reasonable 
communication skills.  
The raw materials and tools needed should be available from the traders at the show, some may even be persuaded to offer incentives. 
 
I think bringing in some model engineering content a good thing as there are lots of commonality in techniques. It would be good to invite a 
layout or two from other scales also to increase the attraction of the show to modellers who just might be interested in trying 7mm scale. 
Non-competitive display of any models - not some steam loco popular with a committee member 
I am all for special interests being represented even though I am not involved in any of them, the more inclusive we are the more members 
and visitors we will get. If speakers are only interested in showing off how good they are then we have a problem, it is like two experts 
shouting at each other from the mountain tops, however ordinary folk in the valleys cannot understand a word they are saying! Sometimes 
people need to ask very basic questions and need simple answers! Include a 'Back to Basics', I have half a dozen questions already! 
No real comments to add. 
Nothing to add 
None 
"Modern image" could cover several generations of diesel & electric stock and maybe it would be better to think of eras of modelling.  What 
about overseas prototypes? 
1. Photographic competition of model scenes,  a/ indoor;  b/ garden 
2. Meeting with others with same interest (e.g. garden railways) Specific time(s) 
i have answered 'Not important' for matters that are of no interest to me, but that does not mean that they would not be important to 
someone else.   I am not against them being there, but if they were and I was attending I would just pass them by. 
Good to have a mix of all 
Good to have a mix of all 
Any initiatives are worth trying. Particularly keen on recording/streaming if events remain in their current locations. 
It is always helpful to get some idea about products in the pipeline and where vendors think the market is moving. Something on rc for 
garden railways might be timely, comparing approaches. Also something by the guild on moving from OO, e.g. coupling choices?  
On the special interests sections, I was inclined to give more importance , however I feel more important to ensure as balance of good content 
rather than trying to ensure each of what could be termed separate groups is represented as you then could turn mainstream away? As a 
single scale show we know we are going to get lots of O gauge , a real bonus against many other show s , maybe that should be enough for us? 
The recent online demos/lectures have been really informative and having these at live events would be excellent, but please do record and 
stream them as well! 
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Grouping of items within a special interest area would make navigation of the exhibition a lot easier - colour code the areas? 
Hands on modelling sessions - could introduction to workshop practices be included like some model engineering shows and also an 
introduction to scratchbuilding. 
If special interest groups are to be included they should as far as possible all have the same status/prominence at shows but not necessarily all 
at the same event. 
Some I T production may encourage people not to attend a show. But to show after so they can see what they missed.  
Really like the live streaming of live things.  Virtual 'Looped' layout videos don't work for me. 
The events give an opportunity to meet Reps/Officials face to face. 
For workshops or speakers a time and booking system should be in place so each has sensible numbers and you can plan your day 
Location should be close to rail/air/bus routes.  
I ticked things that are not important to me but should be included to satisfy other people's interest 
I spend a lot of time on various forums but I spend very little money, much of what I’d like to see or buy is available on the web. Seeing 
actual layouts is always a pleasure of course. 
Would love to be able to find out more about course scale live steam 
I think lockdown has forced us all to rely more on local friends and contacts, or using the forum. I doubt I would drive hundreds of miles 
now for a face to face seminar when it can be done online. My local club and area group are both good. 
Generally happy with the size & content of Summer live show, and can't wait till the next one. Unlikely to attend Guildex again due to 
geographical distance etc.  
Some great ideas. It’s vital to pass knowledge on to new and young modellers. No sure if this should be shared with other special interest 
groups.  
As one who models in modern coarse scale it would be nice to have more representation at shows (either traders and/or layouts). If social 
distancing is to continue for the foreseeable future then the Guild has to move with the times and live stream some of the seminars / 
demonstrations for those that feel unable to attend in person (maybe subject to a reduced admission fee) 
No other comments  
I am happy with the current content of the shows and I don't want to ask the organisers to take on even more unless they want to! I don't 
think any of the suggestions in this section would really enhance the experience for me but I can see the virtues in them. 
Not really interested in anything except computer management of model railways 
The introduction with model engineers supplies would couple with scratch building particularly machiery wheel castings for examle.  An 
arfea not well covered at present.  The narrow gauge area could pul in the USA scene 
Con Rep ? 
Everything has an importance to someone but not everyone 
Its good to be able to talk direct 
How about a couple of 'this is how you do it stands, where over a period of a few hours, a scenic area is constructed (hills, townscape, coastal 
or whatever) using basic materials rather than bespoke material. Say be using expanded polystyrene, plaster bandage, water colours, MDF 
etc.  In other words typical domestic modeller materials. Many modellers improvise when  constructing  - because its often free of cost or 
because turning an empty  tin into a gasometer or turning the roll from the centre of cling film into a factory chimney etc, please and 
satisfies.  So how about a stand featuring live reworking of these basic waste materials and or restoring damaged old stuff.  Looking at the 
finished product on a traders stand is all very well - but getting to that point is the problem 
Having attended the CMRA event with talks and demostrations, I found it both useful and informative even talks about areas that are not in 
my direct sphere of interest  
Hands on workshop and excellent idea but ask members what subjects to cover.  I would opt for steam loco valve gear and electrics for locos 
and track 
I'm far too old to be looking for changes to the format I've enjoyed for so many years! 
Overseas member.  Not applicable 
Broadly speaking, the existing content seems fine to me.  Perhaps more could be done in advertising the events to non-members. 
Can be a select mix/match process 
Increas due to tinplate interest by inviting the HRCA/B-L Society/TCS (?Maybe) to find exhibitors/  Perhaps an Historic O Gauge area 
Special interest.  Great Idea.  Lot of work to have stands to cover all I reckon. 
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Special interest areas - might work + happy to see veriety. 
More RTR 
Seminars & workgroups are a good idea to supplement demonstrator's input.  The idea of recording and live-streaming for others to watch 
on-line is  good. 
Live  steaming sounds good but might significantly reduce live attendance especially on second day for example. 
The above is a pretty comprehensive list of suggestions it would be difficult to add more. 
What Con Area Rep?  Not much from this person anyway! 
It would useful to have an area with seating where we could see some of those great Black & White films of railways like those from British 
Transport.  Old films of railway interest from the John Huntly archives,  Films of layouts from the Guild collection. 
Ability to watch at a convenient time is probably the priority for me, and then the opportunity to learn to improve my ability or grow 
knowledge  
I am in the Gauge 1 Association and the Gauge O Guild 
Guild magazine is very good at displaying ways of complete jobs and ideas thank you 
Workshops, Demonstrations and Test Tracks are all useful.  a Loco Doctor/ sort problems out perso/person would help many.  People have 
trouble with locos/track/electrics which dont work. Nowadays dCC should be included (not for me as sound drives me nuts).  anything which 
helps people to get their model railway to work is good. 
First Aid Point and more areas of seating dotted around 
Most of these are of no direct interest but they have some relevance to some members 
Appointments for Tech Team 
ALL guild area reps should  be available for at least one day and their hours advertised. 
What is the Guild doing to make the hobby more available is always a problem but it is compounded by what layout can you build make for 
ae?  Space 
COURSE SCALE prefer VINTAGE MODELS.  Where would you put ACE trains converted with scale wheels? Where would you put LMC 
Models with BRMSB standard Scale wheels 
All these are irrelevant to me as I cannot afford to get to a show so far from home.  Not that I don't enjoy shows, I regularly attend and help 
at Exeter Garden Rail show. 
Special interest area for EMU'S old and modern. The difficulty with the question is that a typical show time is always pressing and it is hard 
to fit in any extra activities. 
Special Interst groups for Guildex 3, otyher shows 1. 
Might have slide shows/video area from the guild library.  Thanks 
Inclusion of 7mm NG & Gauge 1 only if can be acieved without detriment to "core" O gauge activities 
We are the 'O' Gauge Guild.  why contemplate Gauge 1 or Model Engineering 
Much more emphasis should be made on modelling skills & techniques, especially for incomers to the scale.  
I go to see people and discuss my wants and the ways of achieving them.  This is different each time as 'Projects' mature!   If a special interest 
group has a contribution to make all well and good, but no quotas please. 
Depending on venue floor area it would be interesting to see the show with different special interest traders/sta.  Possible as satellites around 
the main 7mm show area. 
Return of the Guild Auction in limited items.  Possibly three or four hours of Guildex on a Saturday afternoon.  Use the room we use for the 
AGM so no extra expenses incurred. 
Visiting a one day show thee is usually too much to see, so not really need for speakers or workshops, some special interest groups are good to 
see. 
Scrap metal (brass and Nickel Silver collection. Revenue to a charity perhaps 
Develope a YouTube Channel to which members of the Guild can subscribe to which will support the Gazette Shows Area Clubs etc. 
Existing (i.e. Former) shows have always had a good balance of interest items & display.  Balance is important. 
My main criticism  is SPACE.  The Bristol show manager space for circulation & .... (cannot read writing!!) and is my favourite show for these 
reasons 
More local  scale exhibitions with easy public transport.  Getting too old to drive any long distances ie over 75 miles one way. 
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Shame I am not allowed to use minus figures for coarse scale  ( from TK the data inputter, he actually scored '0. on the sheet but there is no '0' 
permitted). 
As much as I try to enjoy the streaming content, I can't. Sitting in from of a screen waiting for dodgy webcam views (if they work) and 
awkward stilted personal interviews is not enjoyable for me. 
Example of Dr David Smith (a) he received an award of GOG recently (b) he helped dispose of my models, Myself (a) access to competitions 
(b) access to NRM 
The traders especially the smaller/specialist ones are a key draw for me. 
My problem is the distance of events from where I live in Kent, I would like to attend shows etc, but if unable to go it would be nice to have 
had the event recorded so I could watch it. 
Other societies have started inviting representation from other scales - perhaps we should invite G1 live steam? 
The suggestions for seminars and workshops have my full support in some circumstances, 'face-to-face' contact can be key. 
Practical demonstrations and hands on are most important in training new members and those from small scales. 
These are all important catering for individual interests and I applaud and thank all those who take the trouble to produce. 
How about a special interest area for continental modelling, OK and one for American modelling as well. 
I would like to see a special area focused on pre grouping era. 
Interaction between traders & exhibitors most important. Little time left for meeting ConReps. Happy with running of Guild and hate 
continual moaning that goes on behind the scenes. Don't spoil the hobby! 
Most of my time at shows is taken up with a) meeting friends; b) buying specific items, and finally viewing layouts - some of which are really 
interesting, but no time unless visiting Guildex on both days. 
As I am unable to attend any meetings apart from very local ones, I can only reiterate my interest in live steam and all other areas of model 
making. 
I believe the hobby should include all disciplines, which is why I answered 3 to all above. I hate snobbery within the hobby. Met a fellow 
who built brilliant locos from cardboard 
"Modern Image" seems to be applied to anything non-steam, whereas non-steam traction dates back to the 1930s or even 1908. Could the 
Guild take the lead and ditch this meaningless epithet. 
Special interest is 16mm ng. Benefits of membership of GOG outweigh those of 16mm ng society, so membership of latter ceased. Excellent 
effort this year. GOG should build on live streaming and recording which reach much wider membership, and can be revisited at any time 
Seminars are of value, but I do not have time for what is already there. However, I accept that what is for me is not true of all who attend, so 
increased variety could lead to more attendees. 
Years ago with another model railway society as a novice I had a group of people who I was talking to turn their back on me with a snort as I 
was using the 'wrong' razor saw. My point is that the inexperienced need support. The new entrant to the hobby requires different skill 
development. The increasing availability of ready to run may/should bring in new membership so events showing how these products can be 
used to create model railways. Event perhaps wiring, baseboard construction and scenery as events. Intermediate levels need to be catered for 
as well, its no good starting a journey and stopping part way. 
Owing to location, unlikely to attend 3 live events 
I would be prepared to help with the 7mm NG modelling 
I would like to see special interest area for American & continental 
It seems to me to be a very ambitious list requiring a lot of resource - for me focus on broader appeal and on excellence. 
I always find layouts under construction interesting and inspirational so can at least one be included at eg Guildex please? The opportunity to 
actually 'do' some of the techniques at demonstrations would also be helpful. Although I model in finescale the Scale7 models are always very 
inspiriting (and often Midland which I model) 
Special interest for broad gauge modelling could be included with scale 7 
Not that broad a church! We are 7mm - not gauge 1 or Model Engineering 
See Q1 
The hobby has become more CAD and computer techniques led by individual modellers. Need to link up with skills learnt by other hobbies - 
planes/army/warhammer etc. 
DVDs were produced after shows in previous years, eg 1999 & 2000, these were very good, are they still produced? 
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In accordance with my comments at 1b. I would say that is is a very good idea to introduce items of interest into the electric world. We have 
many members who are in areas of the globe remote from the British Isles. I am sure it will be of great benefit to them (and as) to help us to 
remain united in our endeavours. We have a hobby/pastime which is peaceful,  educational, interesting (in engineering concept) and artistic. 
I like the new products idea. 
Have attended all 3 shows from 2000 until 2019, when knee operation prevented me from attending. Travelling by public transport not 
viable in one day. 
Guild events should encompass all 7mm scale modelling interests. 
I prefer to read about techniques in the Gazette but these would be very good to encourage young people unto railway modelling because 
they can earn new skills. When I was a boy, railways were a way of life and virtually no one had a car. Now even major towns are without a 
rail connection so less interest from youngsters in the freight, passenger stock and locomotives. The modern railway in miniature just does 
not have the 'play value' anymore and most enthusiasts live in a bygone age.  
Change tin plate to vintage and include the Bassett-Lowke Society and Hornby Railway Collectors' Association 
Hands on workshops better at local shows  
Posters and photographs of models are Gazette based. 
The Guild has moved on of late. Things over the years have gone from Coarse scale to fine scale models. the Guild is still F/S steam era and 
fine scale diesel (modern image) with Scale7 encompassing both. The BR era has seemingly not now a lot of interest 
Splinter groups are a threat in my opinion but MIOG din't work. 
Although we live in an ever-changing world where there's always room for improvement / change (not the same thing). If it ain't broke, 
please don't try to fix it. Too much to see anyway. 
Blanks are just 'don't know' rather than unimportant 
Not sure what a Con Rep is? 
I visit a show to be 'informed' and to appreciate the highest quality products from our members 
Give advice about campsites near events  
I have been to Guildex for the last 5 years. I plan to see kettering and Doncaster in 2022 
Please consider venues in Scotland 
Always enjoy the shows, cannot think of anything to improve things. Everybody does a great job. 
It would be good to see GOG provide a support group for all local GIG around the country. What's available and who/how the Guild can 
help. This is the heart of O gauge activity 
importance is based on the scales relevant to me. Might be different for others. 
Don't ignore the youngsters.  
Have computers to show youngsters how to operate a virtual model railway. Real ones are too expensive to mess around with.  
Display of photos could include garden railways and social gatherings  
Availability of wheelchairs for we ageing members - ideally bookable in advance to help us with failing mobility 
My main reason for visiting shows in the past was to Viti the E & T and Bring & Buy stands. Something should replace the E 7 T stands at 
shows. 
I do not think there are enough Scale7 articles int he gazette. In fact I cannot remember when I last saw one! There seems to be an anti S7 
feeling generally. It seems to be finescale only. I model both as do others 
Safe car parking! 
Active member of 7mmNGA and any special interest area should be provided with the and manned by the 7mmNGA. Personal view. 
mainly attend for traders and supplies rather than social get together but it is great to meet people and see the layouts. Mainly gives me access 
to less common traders. 
You used to have a rep who came to the stand and look photos of new products and it would be nice to have that again. 
Also, as a trader, I need a way of getting away for food and drink as mostly on my own. 
Answers based on my individual interests 
include special interest such as American; Rest of the world; Early Railways; Broad Gauge LMS; LNER; Other specialist societies 
This is an O gauge society  
If Gauge 1 and MES were invited, would it reduce the space fir O gauge. Do we have extra space? 
Only a few O gauge modellers would buy from MES traders and they won't come if they do not have their usual customers. No rationale for 
this. 
It is just a nice idea for some - like selling ice cream 
Have new technology and DCC interest areas 
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Overseas railways should be a priority - we are supposed to be global Britain now. The Guild should do it's bit- facilitating overseas 
membership and overseas visitors at events. 

A modern image section and meeting area would be really good 
Surely seminars, workshops and hands-on are the same as demonstrations mentioned in Q2 
Time at shows is limited so hands on workshops and seminars would take up too much time for me, hence low score for them and any special 
interest groups 
The Guild should be a broad church covering all types of O gauge not just fine scale - 2 rail modelling 
I will not be surprised if the availability of RTR in quantity would not bring back the popularity of operating railways like 'Sherwood Section' 
At Guildex and to a certain extent the other shows, there is no time for seminars. Better done on Zoom 
Maybe at the first show after the pandemic we should have a photo board of all the people we have lost like Graham of NMRS. Lost but not 
forgotten 
Due to my geographical location, I do not care to travel great distances to attend seminars. I go once a year to the event at Doncaster. I work 
alone and I solve my own problems or sometimes get tips out of the Gazette  
Watching a well built and beautifully designed layout is for me the best part of any exhibition 
I attend shows to meet people and chat to layout operators and traders; discuss problems I may have and products I might want to buy. I 
usually do not have time to attend seminars and my skills are beyond basic techniques so those topics don't interest me. 
The chance to see thins not normally on my radar like Gauge 1 
Selfishly just interested in modern image and 'how to' 
Build your own kit. At this show this could be four one hour sessions spread out over the two days in one hour blocks. This way, with 6 
people building a kit fr an hour, the next group would not be waiting more than an hour to start their model. The Sunday is less crowded. 
I am 84 and old hat. I came from Hornby and basest-Lowke to scratch build but still coarse scale so the Guild becomes less relevant to me as 
time goes on. I am left behind in a bygone era! That's okay. 
Basic skills workshop for novices would be great 
Hands on workshops and seminars appeal 
Encourage some crossover of traders from model engineering e.g. tools and materials. 
I usually only attend for 1 day and most, if not all of it, are occupied shopping and viewing layouts or talking to other members who I only 
see at Guildex. seminars would be ideal for zoom sessions instead. Time will be a problem for workshops 
Special Interest areas incorporated if a reasonable proportion of the GOG Mebers re active in these disciplines 
Generally an ageing membership - consider support facilities for hearing impaired persons? 
Special interest areas are important for diversity and meeting points. Many years ago a few members wanted to start an ‘early railways group’. 
The Guildex organiser at the time would not find a space even though we asked early in the year. We had to arrange to meet in a public 
seating area and received little encouragement. The group ceased so this should not happen to other special interest groups. 
Would prefer a link up with the EM Society not Gauge 1.  
There should be more emphasis on new technology and techniques such as 3D Printing 
It is all important to somebody 
Scores are based on my core interests. I basically go to shows to look at layouts, see if there is anything I might need or want to buy and to 
have a few chats with people I know 
Scale bits and parts traders seem to be on the decline in favour of RTR retailers. Alright for those with the money but does not encourage 
people (especially young folk) to lear to use their hands and gain some engineering skills 
I can see the value of these options for a lot of people but not really for me. 
Special interest areas are al very well but the Guild is a ‘broad church’ and should avoid divisive groupings 

 
Please share your comments about or ideas for future virtual shows. 
Not really interested in virtual events 
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These have the ability to reach all members no matter where in the world they are and no matter how mobile they are. Definitely keep 
virtual shows. 
at least one but hopefully two virtual shows a year preferably one in mid to late November for xmas present purchases.  also very important 
for our members that cant get to live shows  
I don't attend virtual shows so nothing about them is important to me. 
I like the idea of continuing virtual shows. A way to get traders to offer discounts would be great! 
Virtual shows are not of interest to me so feel unable to comment. 
Virtual shows increase the accessibility to a variety of layouts, particularly permanent home layouts. It's good seeing the highly finished 
group layouts, but it is good to see one-person- band layouts and it doesn't matter if they are a bit 'clunky' or superb...they are still the 
creations that inspire others to have a go. 
Virtual events are no substitute for live events face to face but in this modern world a very good way of staying in contact and maintaining & 
encouraging interest 
I greatly enjoy these and applaud the initiative. It is a chance to see static layouts all over the world. I also enjoy learning about new 
techniques. However I appreciate that not everyone has the presentational skills or kit to do these virtual events. We need another Jack Ray! 
Big virtual shows backed up by smaller regional shows might be the future 
Other than Q and A I don't think live events are very important. Properly editted videos would be better. 
Virtual events still have a lot to offer, though maybe a cut-back summary of a real show. We don't want to create too much work for the 
team! 
Those we have had so far have been good. I would like to see demonstrations on lining, tree making, static grass techniques and fitting sound 
to locos. 
Important they remain available for a period after the show  
What did "Society features" mean? 
The continuation of virtual events provides a consider and planned viewing and can provide specialised features that may not be possible at 
'live' events. 
Need to continue as it is difficult for some(me) who can no longer get to face to face events. 
Info available on or via the Guild website could be ‘advertised’ (simply) rather than an appearance on the virtual show. 
The October virtual show was really good, and the fact that it was available afterwards to go back to was very important. A virtual Winter 
show would be good, keep us going in those long dark evenings. 
Now that virtual events have started, i feel that there is now an expectation for these to continue (rightly or wrongly). Personally i feel that 
they are a useful tool to have in that they help to keep one's interest going, there can be long gaps between some of the 'proper' shows and 
even then it is dependent on your ability to get to them. I'm fortunate in that, barring conflicting events, i can easily get to all.  
Techniques on making pre-recorded videos. 
I think some video recordings of face to face event activities would be very useful rather than specific virtual events when things get back to 
normal.  It would enable people who couldn't get to the event to access the event's activities and also help event attendees to review 
something the may have missed or need to review for clarification.  I appreciate that practicality and cost would play a large part in this 
utopian scenario! 
The October one encouraged me to join! 
Photographic competition- as for live shows 
Previous ones have had a good balance so far. 
When demonstrators make videos consider the audience. For example the transfers video you couldn't see the model as the hands where in 
the way and camera in wrong position. More time showing the camera. Been some really good videos including the 3d printing and autodesk 
video which made me go out and buy one. 
I've answered 'Not important' for all the above because, as previously stated, I hope that real shows will return and virtual shows can 
end.   However several of the ideas are worthy of development in a different form, e.g. as individual Guild on-line projects.    I think it is 
essential that 'face to face' shows become the norm again and virtual shows cease. 
Virtual shows if they are to continue need to evolve so that they can be viewed in similar fashion to live shows. At present I think that 
layouts are restrained by the viewing area of the screen.  
Prefer face to face events 
 

Prefer face to face events 
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Strong believer in trying to run on parallel lines (live/virtual) and maximise attendance in one form or another. Seems to work well in other 
areas e.g. travel shows. 
The virtual shows are excellent, the arrangements work well and content is great. They bring the show into your living room wherever you 
are and allow prolonged viewing of all the content as the sessions are live for several weeks. I do hope the virtual shows continue. 
Some videos of different coupling methods would be instructive, especially for coaches. Also, more aimed at beginners. 
Not sure about virtual shows - a contradiction in terms really. Many layouts and traders have web sites and u tube etc 
Virtual show benefits those unable to attend due to geographical location, work commitments and ill health/old age 
I like the idea that we have an ongoing virtual show post covid, however I have to say that they are no substitute for a live event 
Virtual events have enabled layouts to be shown that would otherwise not the be the case (e.g. Crook Street) and also I have really 
appreciated being able to watch and rewatch demo sessions! 
Please continue to feature members own layouts - Gardeners' World had a a very successful similar feature for the last year 
A virtual element could be run as an addition to the face-to-face shows so that those who cannot attend can benefit from some elements of 
the face-to-face show at the same time and those attending can catch up with the pre-recorded element in the next month. 
I would hope that virtual shows would continue so that myself and others like me who are becoming to be less mobile can still enjoy the 
wide variety of all aspects of the live show.  
Virtual events have plugged a gap very well but are no substitute for a 'real' show. 
Consider "An afternoon with" rather then "An evening..... Evenings are for wife, afternoon for modeling 
Videos and live coverage of running sessions are a bit of a mixed bag. Cameramen tend to follow a loco, often zooming in on it, to the 
exclusion of watching the whole train running through its scenic setting. Some videos present a series of disjointed shots.  There is an art to 
telling a story whether in just pictures or with a commentary and it is not something that comes naturally to many. The Guild could do with 
providing some guidance on this so that, at minimum, those covering running sessions avoid the worst pitfalls. 
If running multiple channels (layout videos, trade, demos etc.) need clear guide of what happening next for key product launches, demos 
etc.  Also avoid overlong elements.  
Needed for members who can't attend events in person. 
Virtual events are all inclusive - live shows are not easy to attend if you live in outer regions or abroad 
(a) Plenty of pre recorded videos in case of poor connections. (B) think about what occurs well in a live format - in my opinion it's generally a 
person talking, perhaps presentation material, no always Q&A as sometimes one of the parties cannot hear the other. (C) Think in advance 
what will occur if there is a poor connection for those live performances. For example, if you desire to do live Q&A then develop some basic 
stock questions in advance in case the audience doesn't ask, and also share these questions with the presenter in advance including getting 
some basic answers back - that way if there is a poor connection by either party, the other can carry on while the connection is being 
restored. (D) keep up on the website for a while (E) see what you can leverage from the show to also put on the YouTube channel, as that 
will be an efficient use of some of the videos. 
I found these very good as I could not travel to a live event because of fatigue 
Virtual events aren't my thing so extremely limited interest. 
I found these very good as I could not travel to a live event because of fatigue 
I'm really not into virtual events as you can probably tell 
Continue with the varied subject matter, there’s something for everyone 
I found the videos concerning soldering very helpful, as important as written advice and standards. Please keep these available  

The virtual events were very professionally produced, they provided a valuable modelling link during a difficult time.  They should continue. 
Overseas member requirements not able to attend live shows 
No Interest 
We should plan for both. Virus is unlikely to disappear for many years, and virtual events will be essential for tjose who cannot risk exposure, 
or do not wishto travel. 
It would be good if demonstrations were done using Zoom or similar so that questions could be asked. A bit more interaction would improve 
these events. 
Very unlikely to participate, sorry. I'm impressed by your enthusiasm & ability to stage these events - but I aren't keen on attending them 
myself. 
These really are excellent, especially where travel is an issue. A real privilege to be able to watch recordings in own time.  
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Can local shows be shown 
I must say living in Jersey I have found the virtual events very enjoyable  as even without covid getting back to the UK is not always easy.  
It is not always easy to watch the virtual shows because of other commitments which sometimes take priority, being able to connect at a later 
date to a subject which is relevant to me would be of help. Also knowing if there is anyone with specific knowledge of how to resolve 
modelling problem. One subject would how to fit connecting rods without them jamming or falling apart each time they run. 
I have enjoyed the two virtual shows and I will participate in future similar events, I hope. I'm not sure that there is much to be gained by 
live running of layouts, if the owner has been able to prepare a short video in advance. I would say that 5 - 10 minutes is probably long 
enough, given the number of layouts being 'exhibited'. I support the idea of giving the traders time to promote their products. They spend a 
significant amount of money advertising in the Gazette, which has a limited circulation compared with the commerical magazines. I think 
the effort that has gone into these virtual shows is worthwhile and I hope the Guild will continue to stage them. 
Little or no interest in any of the above 
Have the content available on the virtual show website for longer, I didn't get to watch it all within the one month timeframe. 
Re. Traders - I appreciate that small traders would benefit from being able to present products and ideas to customers, and that this could be a 
powerful way of supporting specialist and sole traders, however ... I also think it would be a very big mistake to simply provide an advertising 
'platform' for large, national (or supra-national?) firms and 'ready-to-run' with the risk of then swamping the small-scale specialists we often 
rely upon.  I suspect that this requires a very delicate balance in order to avoid alienating either. 
I probably would not use virtual shows 
Personally, virtual shows will never replace real events. The social side of meeting fellow modellers is far too important.  Also they are 
important to give feedback to traders. 
The virtual shows should continue as they remove time/distance/travel/etc. barriers associated with physical events.The regular 26s events 
are most enjoyable.  Perhaps some workshop practice and wheel machining woyuld not go amiss. 
Frankly just not interested 
I'm sorry but I have no interest in virtual topics.  For me, it is live or nothing 
I hope that the video content will be available on the web site for when I cant attend the live event 
No experience of virtual shows 
Not interested in Virtual Shows 
No interest 
I think virtual events can be used to expand participation like live events, especially if those of us who are starting to find it too tiring to get 
to distant events. I is ok to stay overnight at Guildex but not one day events 
Being able to catch up if you could not attend in person is great but it does not replace being there. 
I thought the March show was excelent and it was very good that I could access it for the month.  Other than that, I really couldn't fault it at 
all. 
Having been involved with 'Virtual Railex' (29th May) to link the pre-recorded layout videos with a presentation of an aspect of the layout 
would be useful 
I also think a section on 'New to Modelling' could encourage new members, particularly some with sceptical views.  Discuss with James 
Aitken 
As you can see, I'm not really interested in Virtual Anything 
No suitable equipment at present 
Virtual shows cannot convey the atmosphere of a real show not being able to ask questions to traders - price, actually seeing examples, look at 
quality of kits and being able to purchase items on the spot 
Sometimes other commitments made it difficult to take up several hours to really get the most out of virtual events.  Could they continue to 
be available via the website 
As an overseas member the virtual shows have been a lifeline and highly enjoyable.  I would really like to see this technology used at all 
Guild Events.  It helps to connect 
The success of previous virtual shows suggest this could be an important accompaniment to physical shows and well worth retaining and 
developing. 
As I am living abroad the virtual events have become very useful to me 
More views on how layout are controlled 
Not interested in any virtual activities 
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No Facilities for this 
They give members who cannot visit a chance to see the shows. 
Not Joined so unfair to comment 
Not likely to take part in Virtual Events 
I'm sure they must be popular with some people 
Not used so far, cannot judge 
Some videos of the recent virtual events have been excellent.  One fine example was the workshop video by DLOS.  Pitched at just the right 
level, educational, informative & encouraging. 
As technology move forward you should look into 3D VR as an option.  Be the first to set the standard. 
The key aspect for me at shows is to meet up with our wonderful traders and chat about orders/products and their health etc.  I have really 
missed this with out virtual trader shows as we only access their normal websites. 
Regards the last item on the list, our cub has found that those members whose health means they can no longer attend or have moved home 
can keep in touch on a weekly basis and has increased social contact for them.  A tricky situation to cancel now! 
Model buildings techniques and railway infrastructure. 
They a useful way to counter 'distance' reasons for not be able to attend events in the South 
Do not watch 
I feel little incentive to add new apps passwords and IT information.  After 70 years modellng my own memory store is full. 
As I am not on the internet and only use the local library (not currently due to Covid) I do not feel disposed to answer virtual 
questions.  Computers do not interest me and waste valuable modelling time, however I believe for those who like this form of 
communication virtual shows, in all their forms, are of importance and help attract newcommers to the hobby 
No interest in virtual shows. 
Make available all recorded content from the start (as Hornby do but BRM do not 
I not like virtual shoes, but can see their value for other people who cannot/won't go to live shows 
More layouts please 
Attend more multi gauge shows with stand and demonstration 
Incorporate the Guild CD's on Layouts. Feature one layout a month.  Ditto for the slide shows. 
Live steam interests me a lot & I would like to see demonstrations and building advice. 
Like real shows, virtual has the problem of fitting in the desired activities into the time available. Thus post video availability is welcomed. 
The current selection is excellent. 
Virtual events will continue to grow as younger audience's gets involved. We must have DCC demo's, re-wiring, Servo's, equipment Users 
Comments. 
I feel it would be unfair to give any opinion on these as I don't look in on any of them. but congratulations to all those who organise them. 
Good for folk abroad or unable to travel 
Although I have no interest in Virtual Shows I think they should continue/develop to enable the Guild to reach the widest possible audience 
it can 
A more structured approach to the Q&A sessions.  I took part in one as the producer of 'Wirral Lines Layout'. 
I had no idea what to expect so I considered it a bit of a Non Event.  With a structured approach, I could have done more preparation 
No interest, much prefer face to face. It is appreciated that virtual shows have their merits in view of Covid restrictions 
As said already I can't do/do not like virtual shows, but I appreciate they are the future for some members. 
Most of the ideas in previous shows were brilliant.  Totting up the time to watch them all seems longer than a normal show.  It would be a 
good idea to keep them available on the website for longer.  Especially after all the effort that gfoes into making the recordings 
No Broadband 
 Although I don't visit these areas very much on the internet.  I support any effort to communicate with the membership and any method 
which may increase interest and membership of the Guild. 
Virtual shows are a great way to publicise the Guild.  \for those who live a distance away or are not able to travel they are brilliant.  
The ability to see the show after the event on disc 
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GAZETTE - YOUTUBE - WEBSITE - SHOWS 
These are the componants in place.  What a Virtual show does not replace any item but add to them or support them 
Do not have internet 
Continuation of virtual events of significant value to me! Age Health 
I haven't used virtual shows 
As stated before I have no interest in Virtual events/shows 
If face to face shows resume then I would not be interested in Virtual shows 
I am not into You Tube. I don't know what wiki is, my computer use is relatively minimal apart from emails or looking for things or 
information I need 
Virtual shows would be good especially for members who find travelling a long distance an issue. Of course this may mean fewer people at 
face to face events.  It would be good to see some face to face events live on line eg Kettering, Doncaster, Guildex, Bristol.  Whilst Kettering is 
mainly trade a live relay, perhaps with commentary would be a good way of advertising for trades and remind members what is available. 
Virtual shows have been great thank you.  Watching demonstrations, particularly of the more straghtforward (to some) techniques. 
I don’t feel able to comment as I did not watch any of them 
Have a professional company film it and make it available as a high quality item on You Tube. 
Diffcult area to assess. Most people have had enough of virtual anything, seeing things for real is what we yearn for. 
I support use of Zoom although I cannot use it! 
I can't really comment as I don't watch virtual shows 
I can see benefits of 'virtual' shows for those less able to travel, plus is allows 'extra' such as models which do not travel. 
Have some events during the day - Saturday? 
Start charging for participation - dedicated Zoom or Teams set up perhaps? 
I think lots of young people do not want to travel all around the country to see exhibitions. However if available on their mobile phones or 
computers this might grab their interest. 
Virtual shows have been vital for continuing interest for those unable to access any other method. Less focus on the narrator and more on the 
finished results with voice over. 
Having never attended a virtual show I cannot make useful observations, but I am consistently impressed by the trouble members go to an 
can only say "more of the same!", sorry not very helpful! 
Love to see Bob Essery and the others responsible for Dewsbury Goods - now at HMRS. 
Interaction with traders important. With supplies becoming hard to come by, a quick update from traders would save them hours answering 
the phone. 
If possible, keep all original Live Shows plus a couple of Virtual Shows 
Don't have internet so can't make any comment on the above questions 
I have no interest in virtual shows so am not in a position to comment. However, I have spoken to many people who value them particularly 
those who are unable to physically attend exhibitions. 
Virtual modelling technique videos always watching at your own pace, or rewatching for charity 
Live shows only 
Not relevant to me as I cannot access 'virtual' shows 
No computer 
Virtual shows are great value for overseas members 
I have never been involved with any virtual event nor with Zoom. At the age of 86 I don't intend to start. 
Enjoyed the virtual Guildex and whilst I try to attend Guildex, if I couldn't make it then having a virtual show to watch at home is good. 
Enjoyed the October show, but am a bit of a dinosaur when it comes to finding my way round a computer 
Ah! 
Have enjoyed past Virtual Events. Very good website layout. Good content. Looked, found & bought kits 
Very Informative and can watch/view at ones leisure in the comfort of your home 
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I enjoyed the virtual shows very much but do not see them as a replacement for face to face events. 
I haven't done virtual shows 
I have found these excellent and please continue with them. Once again as in my response to Q3 layouts under construction always interest 
me. I found the Crook St videos and 'live shows' first class regarding this layout have inspired me to purchase from traders and try two 
different solutions to problems. 
Looking forward to (hopefully) many years, I might feel unable to travel to events not easily accessible by public transport, so virtual events 
very valuable. These should continue, and should encourage membership over a wider age group. Please include "coarser" scale sections of 
garden railways - sadly missing from shows. Years ago, Bob Leger's "Manchester Central to New Mills" stole the show wherever it was 
exhibited. 
The Virtual Shows have been interesting and enjoyable. They need better advertising to encourage non-members who may then join up. 
VS have been excellent, particularly layouts and those from overseas - a VG idea as many would never be seen by majority of membership. 
Would it be poss to keep them going, if only for overseas members. Big thank you to all involved. Could layouts and demos be kept on Guild 
website for longer? 
Virtual shows are a must-have with regard to overseas members. However, shows where we come away with ideas and bought what we 
never intended help the traders. 
Not everyone is computer trained 
Although virtual events don't match the social side of live shows, there is always something of interest or new to learn on screen 
Sorry no experience so far 
As stated - I do not at the moment participate in any of these activities. I have however marked in the boxes as appropriate to my thoughts in 
the event that I may one day participate. 
Haven't bothered. Much to do in the garden! 
Videos shoeing what members have achieved with RTR products. Video of e.g."Inside Dapol Factory". Something that cannot be done at a 
live show. 
I am tiring of virtual events. Videos are often too long - I lose interest after 5 - 10 minutes - and are often repetitive. The images are 2 
dimensional, and you can only see what the camera wants you to. However, I do like videos of permanent layouts, not otherwise viewable. 
I‘m not really interested. 
Some may have greater or lesser importance depending on projects in hand at the time 
I am not a fan of virtual shows 
No interest in virtual shows 
Very good for people who cannot attend live shows 
An introduction to O gauge specifically for non Members both steam and modern image outlines.Also include building a small layout for 
beginners and change the small layout from time to time.  
Invite large groups to produce short videos 
I spent more time looking at layouts and demonstrations than I would at an exhibition! 
Too many distractions at Guildex and too much to see 
I am not on line or 'virtual' anything. I habitats the 'Real' (actual world) with all its many defects. Virtual anything is a step away from the 
real models, modellers, tools, stuff etc.. 
Internet skills are too poor so I have not participated 
If lots of people make good use fo them then they should continue 
Not fair to comment when I cannot participate 
No experience of a virtual show 
two outstanding demos in the last virtual show. Rob Bishop soldering and Tommy Day's duchess chassis. More please 
I have found the virtual shows very good. Especially the Q & A sessions with traders and demonstrations 
Not attended 
Not interested in virtual shows 
Not interested 
No interest in virtual shows 
Easier to access 
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More layouts would be volunteered if Guild could offer video service. I would put mine in, if someone can video it for me. 
No experience of the virtual shows 
No computer 
No computer or tablet 
All are important 
No computer 
The virtual shows have been excellent. Congratulations. 
Besides passive watching and listening, the medium is great for interaction. My involvement has been very little and interaction has been 
low. I feel it should be energetically used and promoted. 
Virtual shows reach a much larger audience and will do a great deal for encouraging new members 
They are brilliant. Demonstration videos of basic skills such as scenery and some more advanced skills videos  
Never attend. I am not qualified to comment as I do not enjoy computer related things. I prefer the Gazette & running my own layout than 
watching any other form of media 
I prefer face to face shows and watching a layout on YouTube is not the same because you are in the hands of the operator and camera man to 
decide what they will show you. BUT, if you cannot get to face to face shows then virtual is the next best thing 
I am just not into virtual shows. if I can't get to a Guild Event I go to another show. 
Not attended any  
I do not go on-line 
Considerably professional approach to presentations 
Not interested 
for me, going to shows is the most important part. Talking to traders and other model makers and the buzz of walking around a packed show 
looking form a bargain in the second hand bins with my shopping list. Buying kits after looking them over first is much better than sitting in 
front of a screen at home. 
No computer 
I was disappointed at the videos of some of the layouts in the March show. Too much examination of static scenery - I want to see trains run. 
Both virtual shows and face to face shows should run 
These should compliment face to face shows and not become the primary means of addressing the membership requirements. Face to face 
avoids too much emphasis on computer technology - use physical solutions 
Do not like virtual shows 
Face to face please. Virtual is boring 
I am not interested in virtual shows 
Virtual shows are ideal for members living abroad or for those unable to attend shows in person but I greatly prefer live events 
No internet so no interest to me 
Demo of basic tools and techniques 
Just watch on YouTube 
I would like to see more layout videos where the builder explains their layout - to just music 
More modelling demos too please 
I strongly support the continuation of face to face and virtual shows. It is great to see layouts which would never get near the exhibition hall 
and to see demos from peoples ow workshops. Even better that they can be reviewed again and again on video. A much better way to 
remember  
More trader Q & As 
Virtual shows are an ideal medium to enable members to see layouts and demonstrations that logistically would be impossible. 
Not interested in virtual shows 
Not interested in virtual shows 
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For any demonstration it is important to formulate a presentation, practice, if possible get someone to watch you and point out any errors e.g. 
don’t put your hands between the demo and the camera. Have a prepared list of subjects that the demonstrator can see and refer to. Watch 
your own video back and correct any mistakes 
Not interested 
Not computer savvy 
You cannot ignore on line activities, that is where your future market gets its info 
Prefer face to face  
I see the future as a hybrid I.e. face to face but with live streaming and recording of highlights  
Possible scope for panel discussion at future virtual shows 
Some people are unable to travel long distances  
I can see that virtual shows may need to continue but I am not interested my self 
Gazette articles and in the flesh shows are my preferred ways of getting ideas, seeing layouts. Videos of layouts pre-pet one’s choice of what 
to look at  
Virtual, to my mind cannot replace live shows. I want to talk to traders, see their products in the flesh and meet friends for real. 
Not in to social media or virtual. I like building things in metal and plastic 
I would not be interested in a virtual show 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you answered No to the above question – please tell us why you have chosen not to or, have been unable to join any of the Zoom sessions 
so far. 
It has been a new information currently.  
Busy in the evenings 
Not aware of Zoom sessions  
Not interested 
Work Commitments. But watched them after via the links 
Not a Zoom user 
Not convenient day/time; but have looked at the recordings via You Tube afterwards. 
Other things happening hope to attend some future sessions 
I wasn't sure whether was able to attend for the whole time, and was aware that I could see the events online afterwards.  
Just not for me 
Unable to attend.  
Too busy to attend one but I watched afterwards 
Timing 
keep forgetting to tune in 
Unable to make the event due to other commitments  
Unable to talk without voice loss 
So far not of great relevance to me. 
Always clashes with something else. 
Unable to make the event due to other commitments  
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The topics covered so far haven’t been to my interest. I would have liked to attend the Jim McGowan he but other issues require my time 
No suitable computer until recently 
Other events at the same time, no RM based. 
I was not interested in subject matter 
I find Zoom rather uncomfortable to use - (a) prolonged sitting and (b) can't get a word in edgeways!  
Not interested in Zoom sessions. 
I prefer to access them in my own time. 
I am not that organised 
I am an almost full time carer, time not suitable. 
I watch them on "catch up" as my evenings are taken with other interests. 
I will be attending the upcoming one with Jim McGowen 
Unavailable at the relevant time when there was a session of interest. They should also be more heavily advertised. 
Not found time YET 
Clash of diary 
work / content not really of interest 
Not appealed to me 
Good question, I should have done really. I need to do this. 
Not my area of interest 
I waste far too much of my time on this computer machine to add Zooming to that! I don't zoom. I do admit one of the sessions was of 
interest. I also share my living space with my life partner and, although she goes off and does the occasional Zoom,  
Subjects covered to date either didn't interest me or were covered elsewhere. 
No interest  
Equipment issue 
Not covered topic(s) of interest/clash with other engagements. 
Poor quality stuff especially Mr Guest 
Do not think any have been of interest to me. 
Hate Zoom 
don't do zoom 
Can't be bothered with the technology. 
Too much Zooming with my work, I suffer from Zoom fatigue. 
The dates have been awkward for me but thankfully i have been able to view them afterwards. 
Difficulty with Zoom 
No great interest in this type of eventi 
Generally prefer to watch recordings later 
Depends on subject 
Zoom fatigue. 
Haven't had a chance due to shift work 
Not had the time, great idea though! 
Difficult to arrange the time. 
Availability during the evenings 
Not interested in the subject matter. 
Time not convenient  
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Use an iMac and don't wish to download Zoom as not available via App store. 
Not seen them probably not at convenient times with my schedule. 
Already 'zoomed out' with other meetings! 
At work 
Unable to due to work 
prefer to read about the subject(s) 
I'm on zoom all day at work - the last I want to do is spend another hour in front of the computer. The topics so far have not been of 
sufficient interest for me  
I would rather attend quietly and anonymously than be identified as a participant. 
Laziness! 
Unable due to other commitments  
Busy building kits 
Having been a full time carer for my wife meant I couldn't dedicate the time. 
No specific reason. Just not done one yet 
Too old to be interested in zoom 
I’m sick and tired of zoom 
I do not see the informaion 
N/A 
not convenient time or subject not of interest 
Time and date not convenient.  
N/A 
I have so far been unable to attend but intend to soon.  
Often time related. 
How to Zoom ? 
It has not been a priority. 
bit tired of Zoom but it can be useful ! 
Timing not acceptable  
Mainly because I am working like that each day , and I cannot face more of such than I have to!  Having said that I was tempted to apply to 
join the Jim McGowan session just because of how helpful he has been as I attempt to build passable brass kits during the pandemic, and I 
have watched the you tube of Andy Duncan, so perhaps for myself Iam more likely to be interested in trader session of this kind 
Unsure whether it would be too specialised for me 
Dates/times not convenient for me 
A bit of a technophobe, but getting better 
Have not been able to watch them live but have watched later on. 
Too busy modelling 
I have not joined a Zoom meeting as yet because the content has not appealed to me but I would hope to join one before long. 
Prefer daytime 
The topics did not appeal sufficiently to prioritise participation.  Plus I also didn't see myself (early-40s, relatively new to O gauge) as being 
the target audience for the sessions. 
I have not been sufficiently interested in the topics so far to register for any of them but I expect to in future.  It is better that the limited 
number of places go to the most interested. 
Not yet but will on suitable content  
Date clashes  
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Have participated in other society Zoom sessions 
No, but will be in the next few weeks! 
Had other commitments at the time. 
Keep forgetting!!!!!! 
Would cut in to my modelling time! 
Not interested in the topics covered 
unavailable 
Not of particular interest 
Have to enroll, limited numbers, and I couldn't be bothered. Plus I'm at the Australian time zone.  
Found it hard to remember or be available to log on. Have watched video recordings of sessions  
No topics that are of interest (so far) 
Not a fan of that type of thing 
Found it hard to remember or be available to log on. Have watched video recordings of sessions  
Too busy. 
Lack of interest 
Difficult for me 
Lethargy! 
Subjects so far not of interest. 
Away or unwilling to lose own limited modelling time. 
None that have particular interest for me so far 
Do not know how to use zoom 
Because I can watch them on U Tube at my own convenience  
Don’t want to 
No tv licence 
Busy almost every evening 
Not keen on watching virtual events 
Time constraints  
Time 
Overseas member   

A combination of moving house, life and a poor memory. 
Not at all keen on zoom 
Don't find much relevance to my interests 
No Interest 
Post major operation requiring a carer was not appropriate to watch railway in the evenings 
Content based only 
Other things to do 
Technophobe. 
Not keen on Zoom sessions 
In ignorance, I wonder how they run if there are many participants? Does it become a dog's dinner? 
I don't like Zoom. 
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Not always been at a time when I was free. I find it easier to set aside the time to join in with either a virtual show or my local group's Zoom 
meetings, perhaps because they have a bit more 'sense of occasion' about them. I do look to see what 'evening with' events are planned and I 
may well join in with some in the future. 
irrelevant to my interests 
Not convenient times so far 
Not particularly relevant to my current interests. 
Clashes with other events 
Busy with home life 
As I said, virtual as opposed to face to face does not do it for me 
Didn't know there was one.  I'm deaf and struggle with Zoom/Teams 
You can only go to so many Zoom meetings! 
Forgot 
Been meaning to join in just work and Family commitments have precluuded this. 
Clash of diary 
New member 
Not that I object to other people watching Zoom presentations 
Delayed at work so missed session 
Only Phone access 
See above  
Wrong Time or Subject but I look at the videos at my leisure even though I am unable to add my thoughts 
Just not keen 
Not interested in Zoom 
Not interested  

Computer numpty cannot do Zoom, no idea how to! 
Too late to join, but enjoyed the chance to catch up. 
Not so far but have booked an Evening with Jim McGeown on May 26th 
I don't do Zoom 
Too difficult 
The time of sessions is not always convenient 
Not really occurred to me, my experience with zoo meetings is it is the tedium of committee meetings - lots of little faces on a laptop screen 
and not much fun.  I'm sure your meetings aren't like that , but they haven't appealed yet.  
I spend too much time in virtual meetings at work so I have already had my fill by the evening. 
Time difference is a problem but if something comes along that I am really interested in, I would attend 
I am not comfortable with Virtual Anything 
Not Interested in virtual or Zoom 
No suitable equipment 
Prefer Live shows. I find that many stupid inaine questions asked. People hogging the show 
Often other commitments, different time zones.  Would feel myself so unskilled in comparison to others participating Embarrassed to ask 
simple questions 
Topics to date haven't appealed 
Time difference.  Live in Australia and can see it at a later date. 
Not I.T. literate Don’t know how to access or use Zoom 
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Dont wish to crowd anyone out 
They usually clash with my wife using the Zoom connection for her choir.  However I should like to take part in a further event 
Zoom Fatigue and other interests interrupt actual making things. Other probably have different ideas 
Not interested in any virtual activities 
Lack of Interest 
No electronic communications system 
No Facilities for this 
I am not too good with computers.  I tried a Zoom meeting with the Railway Club but felt that my computer was not good enough.  It has not 
got a camera on it so I could not get involved. 
That Round Tewit shortage again! 
Distinct lack of interest in virtual events 
Forgot.  Watching other online info 
Don’t Have the technology 
Not interested 
? 
Could not find the link, did not try again 
Inadequate connection 
Live in New Zealand - Time difference 
Would like to but not had time 
Working 
No enthusiasm for zoom 
Usually very busy  

Other things to do, the subjects have not grabbed my interest so far. 
Lack of time 
relatively new member not had the chance yet. 
Would love to but to busy at the moment doing other things 
No preferences. 
Opportunity more than anything, but I will be more pro-active in reading e-mail to find out when sessions are programmed for. 
Nor on my Radar, Perhaps a reminder 1-2 days beforehand would be useful.  Reminder by email preferred to phone/text. 
Basically, Zoomed out between working from home and other clubs i belong too. 
I do not have Broadband 
Not seen any of interest 
Publicity hasn't reached me, or caught my attention sufficiently to register above all other distractions.  Calendar invite with reminder might 
help. 
Clashes with other events 
Unaware 
Didn't know about them 
Not interested 
Not very good with computers, they did not become popular when I was a youngster 
Unaware they were happening 
Availability issues 
Unable to find the time - sorry 
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No ones offered me attendance via email and I have never got round to gog website 
Not able to get involved due to age 
No Computer.  Again Okay for those who like this sort of thing if they can learn something.  If this is an excuse to talk shop and gum bump 
then no thanks 
Although familiar to Zoom, not keen on it 
Technology does not interest me 
I only do a few zoom sessions with my family for example, at christmas 
Not interested in this format 
Prefer actual events.  Not a fan of virtual anything 
Nothing of interest so far 
Evenings not really suitable 
Poor internet connection for Zoom 
Don't like zoom 
Not available on dates screened 
Did not have the tech ability 
Computer illiterate  
we have our own within our club 
Time 
Forgot, not interested 
Timing 
Download limit 
Zoom wont always work properly 
Other things to do, I don't watch TV either 
Time constraints 
All zoomed out during Covid 
Not really interested in this approach 
Nothing relevant to me 
Topics not sufficiently interesting to me 
I have enough Zoom sessions with other organisations.  Evenings are for modelling. 
Missed a couple due to date clashes. 
Some have clashed with other dtes.  Good to catch up on the Guild YouTube channel 
Not yet, but booked for Jim McGeowen 
Just lack of time 
Not been aware of Zoom meetings, work commitments 
No Zoom etc.  no computer 
Prefer to relax in the evenings 
Pressure of time.  All zoomed out 
Other things going on 
Fed up with  Zoom 
Problem in the Netherlands 
Unable to commit time in advance and usually forget on the day 
I watched some presentations from the Spring show and was not impressed 
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I just do not wish to spend my valuable modelling time looking at a screen 
They do not appeal to me 
Too complicated 
Don't do zoom 
No topics of interest so far 
No interest 
Zoom does not appeal to me. 
No zoom facilities 
Needs a Camera on a laptop but not on my desktop 
I don't do zoom or social media sites. 
No Broadband 
Too busy modelling and household jobs 
Unable to attend any Zoom sessions so far 
I don't know how to use it and am not keen on this sort of communication.  Much prefer face to face. I still support it for those who enjoy it. 
Too much screen time involved. 
I do not have Zoom 
Not enthusiastic about Zoom 
Technophobe 
I consider myself an active member of the Guild having had several articles printed over the years.  I run several websites (Two of my own) 
and don’t see that Zoom will gain me anything I cant get or do already so it should be thought of as useful to NOT everyone 
Not of interest so far 
Do not have internet 
No action component 
Missed Andy Duncan's session timed out 
I have a negging wife who resents my modelling.  I can only  do it when she is out 
I use Zoom for various other events but have not yet used it on GOG business. 
Not a priority for my evenings 
Not interested in such sessions in fact I didn't know they were on as I never normally use the Guild web site in fact I think I have used once 
in the last 12 months and that was for a virtual show. 
Not sure. I guess I need to join a zoom session to see if it is what I want 
No interest 
Keep meaning to but then it slips my mind 
Dates have not been convenient so far. 
Computer issues 
I work shifts so sometimes I an not available to watch Zoom sessions. 
See above. Have had enough Zoom to last me a lifetime. Not a very satisfying way of communicating. 
Not computer literate 
See earlier answer 
I don't have the equipment required 
Timing mainly and fed up with Zoom sessions 
I find Zoom meetings frustrating unless they are disciplined 
Do not appeal 
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Same answer as B 
Too busy - also needs reminder by email shortly beforehand. 
Doesn't appeal - spend too much time in front of computer already! 
At the wrong time for me and my family - a Saturday daytime would be better 
I have tried but failed to connect - I don't know why! 
I'm afraid that the great likelihood is that I forgot that they were on. 
Doesn't grab me 
Whilst I have not attended live I have deliberately chosen to watch them later as being easier. 
Prefer to watch or You Tube/Guild website at a later date. 
Unaware of them 
Too busy. But now having fully retired hoping to participate. Some of them look very good. 
I'm fully supportive of the sessions - but I feel the actual booking/working out how to log on/resolving technical issues/having to view at a 
specific time/is not for me. I am very grateful for an much prefer the "after the event" recordings on You Tube. 
Don't like Zoom! 
Er, didn't know they were happening. Some people choose not to access websites, information about the Guild comes from the Gazette 
Zoom just not my thing 
Shift work does not always allow. Also training is done by remote learning, so have had enough of tech come home-time. 
Unable so far, but will try again. 
No internet or smartphone 
See 1B 
Clearly popular but of no interest to me personally 
Not interested 
Poor internet connection 
No access 
No computer 
Not interested 
Unable to 
But I did watch the Whitby layout talk later on You Tube. Generally like to keep evenings free. 
Bad internet speed 
My computer does not have a camera so unable to join in. I would be interested to watch after the event when not required to Zoom. 
Not familiar with/never used Zoom 
See previous answer 
Similar child bedtime 
Not of interest to me 
Intend to watch in future 
Prefer to watch in my own time later 
Unable to access - link not working 
Lack the necessary equipment - no sound on computer 
Don't like Zoom 
Topics of little interest 
Of no interest 
The times have not been convenient 
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Not interested 
Time and technology 
Lack of time 
Keep forgetting 
Timing and home tech. (my fault not yours) Expenses and Guild finance appear to be issues at present. Could a specific session be devoted to 
such matters? 
I registered, but internet problems 
Time availability 
Unable to use technology 
Andy Duncan interesting. Have been told that others confirm that modellers are not skilled presenters on screen. 
Other commitments 
As before - still in the stone age 
Please refer to my answer at 1b 
Time not convenient. I usually watch recordings. 
Unable to join 
Other commitments 
Not bothered really. 
Prefer to catch up on YouTube 
A bit wary of tech. (Zoom etc.) 
When in retirement, time is short, and I would rather be railway modelling. 
Otherwise engaged or zoomed out. Or tired of looking at a screen. 
Unavailable on tyhe day, but able to view later via links on website. 
Time and date not convenient.  
I attend multi-age club zooms so can do it but have not taken up the GOG opportunities yet 
No interest - I ready about topics I want in the Gazette 
Zoom is difficult, stressful and unsatisfactory 
None of the ones I was available for were of interest to me. 
I usually spend my evenings with the family 
Just have not been organised 
Haven't a clue how to Zoo. Totally meaningless to me. 
Otherwise engaged. I hope to join if I can find the link 
My wife tried zoom for church meetings with little success because our internet is not good 
My days are well filled and I do not enjoy sitting infant of a computer screen 
I would rather be in the workshop 
Don't do Zoom 
Missed the date 
Not connected to Zoom 
Not my thing. Prefer not to commit to a specific time 
Not interested 
Do not have Zoom 
usually forget they are on but try to catch up via videos later 
No subjects have interested me  
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Not been available so far 
I prefer face to face events. I use Zoom but it is not a patch on meeting people personally. 
Old computer - no Zoom or Skype 
Living alone - not easy to arrange a convenient time 
No interest in the internet 
Not interested 
Don't do Zoom 
Not on line 
Lack of confidence and knowledge about Zoom 
No Zoom 
I have booked to see Jim McGeown and enjoyed on line sessions with Duncan models white metal soldering. Probably got more from this 
than face to face 
Not available 
Failed to remember dates and times 
Lack if awareness  
I have attended Zoom with my local railway society but have not tried the guild ones yet - just moved house and not had time yet 
not interested 
other commitments at that time 
Not enough time available 
Forgot  
Poor computer connection 
Never done one yet 
Don't do Zoom meetings 
Only been interested in one but have computer access problems 
Time constraints 
Unable to programme 
Not convenient dates as yet 
Continuing problems as mentioned in 1b 
I prefer hand on modelling to watching others 
Time constraints 
Don't do media presentations 
Household routine. Some might be better int he afternoon 
I do not enjoy the sessions. Our club has them but they do not allow banter between people. 
Not tried yet 
forget and have other commitments 
I do not go online 
Dislike Zoom 
Don't know how Zoom works 
Zoom is not for me, talking to a stranger on a screen with who knows watching. I went into some of the rooms at the virtual show in March 
but did not speak. 
I do not know how to find the evening with sessions 
I do use YouTube a bit 
No computer 
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Just have not been inclined 
As per 1b -  It is of little interest to me. Only started as a solution to the current virus situation. 
No interest 
Not interested in Zoom 
Either forgot or was busy 
Have not got the technology 
Domestic clashes 
Do not use Zoom 
Over-zoomed with other meetings 
Not interested - thank you  
No Internet 
Busy 
Either the topic was to of interest or I did not make a note in my diary and forgot about it 
What is Zoom? 
Sometimes it’s mid-week and I am working 
Subject matter not often of interest 
Not interested in content 
Busy evenings so watch it afterwards when I have nothing else to do  
Wrong place / wrong time 
Not interested so far but planning to attend Mr Dunhill 
Too much zoom! 
None of interest so far but some in the pipeline are 
Not really my thing 
I have problems with conversation (medical) 
Not interested 
My free time is limited and I use it I the workshop for modelling 
Hearing impaired 
I do to know how to use the technology 
Not interested 
Not computer savvy 
Too busy 
Nothing of interest to me personally so far. Wanted to attend Jim McGeown but busy with another meeting 
Too specialist or not my area of interest 
Technophobe 
Poor hearing  

Not computer literate 
Working 
The internet is poor in my area  

What is ZOOM!! 
Not keen on Zoom 
Clashed with other commitments 
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Commitments 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please share any comments about or ideas for ‘An evening with’ sessions? 
Idea: DCC-decoder speed-stabilization settings (ESU, ZIMO, and DCC-Concepts) calculating the capacitors for stay-alive-circuits. 
Really great way to learn about all sorts of things relating to O gauge modelling without leaving home 
My second answer is of no importance in the analysis as I don;t use Zoom 
Would have answered "not bothered" if that had been an option! 
 I have since watched and enjoyed the previous events, and hope to attend future evenings. All in all, a very good idea.  
Crew Chester garden railway 
You are managing to get a good balance 
Pre-grouping please. 
Important that a recording should be available for those who cannot "attend" on the evening 
hands on modelling demonstrations e.g. painting brickwork/stonework/slates/tiles 
I would attend if I was free to do so. 
I would like to see John Ryan, Neil Corner and Laurie Loveless demonstrate their layouts and perhaps the likes of Ace Trains and Masterpiece 
Models could talk about their products and the development work that goes into them.  
much easier to focus on the matter in hand from the comfort of one's own home than at a show 
Mainly because I've yet to join one. 
Dynamic presenters!!! 
Construction - making them work realistically and reliably. Can be several contributors as people with the best ideas and experience may not 
relish being the centre of attention. 
Not too many personal layouts. More traders! 
I answered no because you offered only a binary choice.  If they work for others I have no objection.  
The sessions are great in letting you meet with people that may have inspired you. 
Have said yes in case there are any that appeal to me but there continuation is mandatory in my view 
I said yes as I think there is an audience within the members  
Good personal presentations bring information and authenticity so are helpful. 
If other people enjoy them then continue, you could include modelling a specific era or Railway Company 
But, assuming we can get back to 'normal', is there a need for them to be every month - maybe more concentrated in the winter months? 
Builders of good layouts and individual models.  Key manufacturers 
See Q4 
V. useful to see actual craft processes taking place - live or, better still, rehearsed. 
Would prefer to watch the recorded session via GOG U-tube channel. 
Could do with advanced schedule somewhere prominent on website with email linking to it. 
Railway Engineers, Model manufacturers production lines. 
A good idea if supported. 
You tube to stop showing Mr Rowe videos as his content is rubbish and only a few gems of information past his stupidity. If I want to watch 
his videos then I would be his subscriber.  
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My interest will be dependent on the subject matter 
I would like the "An Evening with Sessions to continue as in 40 years of Guild membership its the only contact i have ever had with any 
guild member apart from an area reps email who has since died (Raymond Walley) so that has stopped now 
A 'Don't mind' option would have been welcome.   I have no objection but would not participate. 
I was unable to attend the Sesion with Jamie Guest and when I went to watch the recording later the reording started with "You have all had 
the opportunity of watching Jamie's video" but it was not to be found. Please can such preliminary videos be made available to all and not just 
those signing up for the event? 
coverage of modelling techniques, with opportunity for Q&A would be good 
N/A 
N/A 
If it is sufficiently well attended, anything that keeps members involved/interested. 
I have found these to be excellent, arrangements work well and content excellent. The format of the pre-session video together with the live 
session itself is effective. I hope these zoom sessions continue. 
I would love to see more sessions on lathe work - especially a demo of someone showing how to turn a chimney 
The demonstrations of modelling techniques are particularly interesting and inspirational.  Could we have one on tree making and also Rob 
Pulham's plastikard modelling techniques please?  I would also be interested in Mike Edge's Industrial loco kits. 
I have said yes , as I get a sense members enjoy these, possibly after Covid , this would be more enjoyable less effort from the events team 
?  more of these rather than virtual show 
Maybe have some themed demo sessions, such as tracklaying or weathering? 
Robin Taylor's coach building session was inspirational 
Jim McGeown's intro video has whetted the appetite for the forthcoming session 
These sessions have been a brilliant innovation by the Guild. Further sessions could include track building, scratchbuilding, workshop 
practices and other life stories e.g. Slater's, PECO 
Will not attend evenings.  
One problem is that the pre event video tells the whole story. So, the live event does not add much more. 
A good way to stay in contact in the time between the shows. 
These sessions do afford the time to go into topics in greater detail and allow viewers to ask questions (I presume). I think they offer 
opportunities to members who are going to have to continue being careful about their own health in our Covid-infested world or who 
perhaps have vulnerable family members at home. 
As for ideas I think some sessions on how the Big Railway operated/operates, both historically and present day, would be instructive. Now 
that electronics are affording so much more in the way of realism I, for one, would like  to extend that realism into how I operate my trains. 
Maybe I am lazy, but would be nice to get online links alerts at 7 days and 1 day notice. 
Although I answered yes to the previous question, whether the “an evening with” continues would depend on the subject matter/person 
A guide to DCC for those who struggle with electronics 
I realised I've not attended any, but I am interested - though more if the recording is available afterwards so I could view at a time suiting 
me.  
How about a series following a layout build or model build. 
How about a series following a layout build or model build. 
Jim McGeown's session was excellent - almost as good as a one-to-one with him, but there's never time at a show. A really "good bloke" and 
interesting to learn his history and design techniques. 
They sound a good idea and I expect that if they continue, I will find some that I really want to watch. 
As long as they are available to bow later. 
Higher quality cameras to see finer detail 
More evenings with overseas members making presentations 
Repeat them on you tube please 
I have watched a number of the recordings which avoids the ‘sitting in a gold fish bowl’ syndrome of the live meetings. 
Live steam / fitting DCC /  
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I think more sessions with some of the craftsmen we have in the Guild would be great. How about Paul Bambrick painting a backscene, or 
one of our professional painters on painting and lining? 
The above comments are based on my own personal views. I have absolutely no objection to these sessions continuing for those who 
appreciate them. I realise that I'm likely to be in the minority who prefer the status quo. 
These are fantastic, especially those relating to modelling techniques. Great learning tools for the inexperienced.  
I have enjoyed this  
I've very much enjoyed the live session I attended and also being able to see the others on the recordings later. 
Presumably some members like them, so let them continue. If Zoom is abandoned in favour of another more secure meeting place and there 
is a topic of interest to me, I might attend. 
The most common problems you can experience when building locomotives from scratch or kits and how to resolve them 
To my mind they need to be a talk on a topic/subject followed by questions e.g. the MERG and 3D talks which were very good as against the 
track talk which seemed to be all over the place and not at all informative. 
Have them various nights Sunday-Thursday only.  Friday and Saturday nights not so convenient. 
Never been to any so can't comment 
Workshop Practice 
Scratch Building 
Difficult because the take up depends mainly on access to and facility with I.T. 
We could try more basic, entry-level sessions as beginners may be daunted by some of the more technical seminars/discussions involving 
advanced modelling. 
A good way for modellers to explain their layouts or problems constructing models.  I never thought that I would enjoy these before we were 
given no option. 
Maybe invite ex railway staff who may be able to add their odd experience and prototypical knowledge to the session. 
Maybe I should look at them but I haven't though about it before. 
Might be more interested once I retire 
Maybe some demos of making things or even workshop techniquesn- lathe turning for one would be something of interest or setting up DCC 
in a loco maybe another. 
Very enjoyable and enlightening 
No Opinion 
As above - Virtual show problems 
Great for those who knpw the system 
Great to see other layouts and to hear and see what other members have done.  Wonderful entertainment and highly informative 
I think the emphasis should be on skills/techniques/how to do it, rather than just running sessions or general natter. 
As at Q4 I have found them very good 
Not interested in any virtual activities 
From my point of view I am not interested but many members probably are. 
Not Joined so can't comment 
N/A to me 
Time of show 
I put yes for the sake of those who enjoy zooming 
If enough support 
can the sessions be repeated at different times or days because some sessions may notbe convenient for all the members. 
Machine tools, kit bashing, scenics, DCC, scratch building etc. 
I feel that almost any of your regular Gazette (incl'd Editor) contributors would be interesting EG John Cockcroft and overseas folks such as 
those in Australia for example. 
If sufficient interest, not my cup of tea. 
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Not for me. 
Do not know - no experience  
I often need more advice for experienced modellers, I usually simply go to You Tube, but would welcome an O Gauge meeting to discuss 
problems, for instance how to mocve a point with a servo, do I need to remove the point spring and how to I go about it in O Gauge using 
SG90 servos? 
Planning a layout, scenery construction 
Provided there are speaker willing and an audience asking for them 
If possible with reasonable range and son able to transport 
I say Yes because for those with the internet if they can discuss and learn modelling techniques then good. Face to Face, hands on is preferred 
but during Covid then these things are useful 
not of interest to me 
Not interested in this  
Small layout planning.  Fitting of sound to Heljan locos 
Hogged by some people, did not learn much 
Modelling techniques 
If there is demand 
More garden railways 
Impartial 
Because of time constraints it would be good to take members questions, distil them into topics and then do an evening session with the 
solutions e.g. DCC Issues 
Others may have different preferences 
See comments at end of Q4 
Track Building, weathering locomotives/buildings 
I assume they are popular with some members 
Welcome these, always interesting 
Loco clinic or DCC evenings 
Not fait to comment. 
Ideal for those with Zoom 
Not of interest as I do other things in the evenings 
Great one about making coaches 
perhaps have montly one except March June August and September (8sessions a year) 
Unfair of me to say otherwise 
Not for me but I am sure they are popular with many members 
I've put NO but really don't care. If members wish to spend their time staring at a laptop, good luck to them 
Would be nice to see more demonstrations, e.g. Painting, Lining, weathering. 3D printing, CAD Laser cutting etc 
No opinion 
Not competent to judge events I don't see. 
I am sure other members will appreciate them. will probably not view but 
Not too many and probably only from September - March (Modelling season) to many  
Unable to comment 
Ideal for some members but not me 
It could be a YOuTube Channel.  Depends what you want to develop it into.  Problem with Zoom.  Folk can get sidetracked and some 
listeners just love the sound of their own voices.!! 
How long  can they be available? I am unsure of this. 
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Again a nagging bullying wife who make my whole life a misery. 
If remember to take part 
Not personally interested either way 
Good idea.  I already suggestedc a topi (soldering brass kits).  How many attend these sessions.  How much individual time can be given at 
these events. 
Showing relatively basic techniques is useful for your average modeller. 
Perhaps some additional modelling events such as weathering or soldering? 
Unable to comment 
No opinion 
Not been able to watch them 
As broad a spectrum as possible - demos, techniques, even operation? 
Sessions need a camera operator, to keep the subject in focus - training needed. 
Not interested personally, but I can see the attraction. 
Please publicise more widely 
Really looking forward to the Jim McGeown/Nick Dunhill sessions 
The RTR players, Dapol and Chris Basten from Minerva. 
Good thing for those interested 
Father is in his 80s finds sessions enjoyable. Talks about them with great relish. 
Seems a good idea 
Very interesting, esp. Andy Duncan's one on WM Soldering 
No views, see 1B 
If important for some then worth continuing 
No computer 
Not taken advantage so far, so cannot comment 
Hopefully the event will be available to see later somehow. 
Record and make available to members 
For when I get familiar with Zoom! I like layout tours and construction articles/demos 
Presentation needs training & support methods & skills for small screen 
Demos of a particular technique are especially useful, but bear in mind that we do not all have professionally equipped workshops. 
So far great varied subjects, layouts interesting, Jim McGeown, really looking forward to perhaps something from S7, BG, Lee Marsh, 
Masterpiece? 
For me as I can't access the sessions 
Always record and make available at other times. (Life is busy!) 
Ambivalent 
There have been first class, the demonstrations/practical reasons have the greatest appeal but all have been very well received, thank you. 
Would prefer to see edited version 
Have more sessions with traders associated with new products etc. Practical "how to" sessions. 
Targeted demonstration evening as per coaches session 
Care needed to ensure not all "old men" and boring voices 
My interests are 3D CAD & modelling and electronic 
As above 
You can see and choose the subject. Book a place. No distance/travel involved. Hopefully attendance is above face to face shows. 
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Again, I may come to this in future 
I may join in at some stage. 
Would love to see elements addressing real basics - curve radii, track electrics, scenery perspective etc. 
Radio control, couplings 
If I‘ve time, I‘ll attend and hope to understand all. 
I know many members greatly appreciate these and will want them to continue 
Personal choice 
personal choice not to continue as I am not interested 
Modelling Modern Image 
Need to try one 
Again, it is all meaningless to me. This to me is the complete antithesis of what model railways are about 
Cannot comment 
Unable to comment 
Happier watching a recording 
Neither for or against them continuing 
I like the idea but prefer not to be live. I watch the recording later 
Don't know the answer 
How about hands on railway infrastructure projects and scene building 
Frequent video sessions are useful. Even Bury St Edmunds is 1.5 hours from North Norfolk so attendance at events in person is very unlikely 
For those who enjoy them 
Timetable planning for layouts and signalling 
Can't answer for others 
These have passed me by 
I think the Evening With sessions are good but would like more practical instruction by video in a way that instructs a student. Then meet to 
view 'student's' work and see how they are progressing. Work is improved as they receive guidance and prompting from he instructor. 
Like a tutorial group which I have benefitted from and can recommend this approach 
Track building 
DCC Loco chip fitting 
For other users 
Don't know as have not tried one. 
Have noted one or two which might interest me and will try 
I am sure fellow members would like them to continue and I will try to join in when time permits 
Perhaps they can be recorded and available after the event? 
Converting wagons and coaches to other similar vehicles 
Upgrading the detail on simple kits to make them more accurate 
I think they are useful and inspiring but like the magazine, they also offer continued involvement throughout the year and every year. This 
helps to bind the guild together 
Digital is the new normal for the younger generation and internet is their standard method of communication and obtaining information 
Very enjoyable and a great outreach to members 
Not qualified to comment 
Not my thing 
If I can watch on catch up that is fine for me 
Can't comment  
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Basic skills workshops would be great 
Keep them - If other want them 
Not interested in computers 
Not of interest 
Please ensure that zoom and other sessions are available on a catch up basis 
A weathering expert please 
They look worthwhile for those available 
One of the painters? 
Scratch building tips & how to? 
Traders to explain manufacturing processes. Time and costs 
Same comment as virtual shows  
Same as question 4 
Cannot comment as I have never done one 
Not bothered either way 
They’re well run and the subjects have been very interesting. To ideas for future sessions: Compact layout design and railway operations - e.g. 
branch lines 
Indifferent but others will enjoy them 
For those who want Zoom sessions  
Not interested 
Not interested  
Not relevant to me. 
If it benefits those who otherwise have problems attending shows  or cannot attend  

 
 
 
 
 
 
How would you suggest the Guild attracts new audiences to our events and who might they be? 
Mini- or micro-layouts to attract space restricted gauge 0 modellers or these who want to convert to gauge 0. 
A simple guide on getting into O Gauge - maybe building a "small" layout (or layouts) up from scratch. 
Ensure the Guild embraces everything O gauge. Show people what is possible and available in RTR, kits and scratch building. Show that 
small layouts are possible and how you can build a layout with off the shelf track and rolling stock but make it your own with scenery and 
buildings and weathering etc.. Embrace all aspects of social media to reach younger members and show them what is possible.  
Maybe being more involved with the RTR Manufacturers, in particular, with their new releases and announcements. 
A lot of members of the Facebook O gauge groups are Modern Image modellers, we need to make the Guild more attractive to them, and to 
lose the stigma of being a steam/centric society.  
There are also a lot of new O gauge modellers that are modelling steam and transition periods, who are relying on the RTR market. Not 
certain how to go about it, but I believe that these are some of the areas that could help with promotion and membership numbers. 
N / I 
Show the relative costing of a 10'x2' RTR O-gauge layout relative to an RTR OO-gauge layout. 
Too much time can be spent worrying about "new audiences" - if people are thinking about becoming interested in 0 gauge they'll find out 
about the events from the railway press, general railway forums, etc..  As long as events continue to cater for all current and growing areas of 
0 gauge interest then they will appeal to those newcomers to 0 Gauge. 
Advertise tickets as family ones rather than the present description. The emphasis being to get under 18s and their 30 or 40 something 
parents to come to shows. Also important to have a good mix of layouts for them to see. 
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Links to other groups and societies. Perhaps try and maintain a higher profile, though I realise is difficult. 
More Guild visibility at regional shows and for more recorded demos that can be downloaded/streamed from the Guild website. 
AREA REPS VISITING LOCAL GROUPS TO CANVAS NEW MEMBERS. 
It is all in the advertising and maybe has a focus on a particular area, e.g. ready to run. 
Trader discounts 
To attract families, might it be possible at Guildex to have some outdoor activities for family members?  
Multi-gauge show presence to demonstrate benefits of Guild membership to a greater audience. 
Show short exerts from videos eg RTR use, 3D design and printing, etch kit construction, layouts  etc via the digital content of railway 
modelling magazines to encourage those either just starting to consider 7mm scale or those existing modellers who are considering it. 
A wide variety of attractions, both face to face and virtual 
By being more welcoming of groups modelling specialist areas outside of the main established core, this is where the future lies as the core 
area is losing constantly members  due to age. No always but younger members, and prospective members, are modelling the last 50 years or 
so and they are the immediate future. 
Depends on "the trade" introducing more high quality (and I don't mean the Hatton's A3!) products at affordable prices so more people get 
into O gauge.   
 
The fundamental problem with O gauge is the insufficiency of space in most British houses.  How about some form of local running events 
using touring layouts, for those who have stock to run and live too far away from club layouts? 
Offer discount or free entry at 'face to face' events for targeted groups such as school parties / local heritage railway members / etc. 
Advertise GOG and video material in the multi-scale magazines. Most modellers buy these mags at some time, and having free material to 
browse is increasingly normal activity. Perhaps create "Starting in O gauge", " A time-lapse small layout construction in O gauge", "Why do 
modellers move 'up' to O gauge?" i.e. relatively short 5-10 minute presentations. I share the Chairman's view that we don't need to fret over 
our 'older' demographic...'tis what 'tis. 
showing operating layouts, simple building & wagon construction, info re local events which feature O gauge esp if a layout is being operated 
by guild supporter 
More positive mention of the Guild in magazines, on the web (in forums?).  Anyone who works in 7mm scale (whatever they may call it) i.e. 
some form of O gauge. 
Use Social Media and the model Press. 
Sorry, no clue... 
To encourage new members, you could produce a small leaflet for traders to supply to their customers extolling the virtues of Guild 
membership - and maybe give a discount for the first year's membership with a direct debit payment. 
modellers in other scales and other interests such as ships or military 
Have O gauge layouts located close to each other at general interest shows. 
Advertising in railway modelling mags, funds allowing 
Honestly don’t know. My son who is 23 has recently joined our model club as he likes O Gauge but has no interest in joining the Guild as he 
considers it full of old 'fogeys'. He prefers steam outline with DCC running, not 'modern outline locos. He has been working for every event 
so far but i hope to bring him to Guildex when it returns as a show we can visit. 
Advertising? Is the problem attracting Gauge O modellers to the guild (probably not) or attracting people to Gauge O?  
Content which shows how to get started and what can be achieved (simply!) on a first project 
Have model exhibitions attractive to all interested in modelling railways. Hopefully the break with the awful, difficult to get to,  Telford 
venue will be attractive.  
More general advertising stressing the inclusivity of ALL I gauge and 7mm modelling 
In my area; Preston Lancs, I don't see advertising of Guild exhibitions, press or otherwise and please; this does not mean that there isn't any. 
I believe that the Guild is definitely moving in the right direction in attracting new audiences and therefore members. The 'new audience' 
may be the modellers who model in other scales who are now paying as much for say a OO gauge locomotive as they would a RTR O Gauge 
model.  
A few more layouts at live events might encourage more attendees as might a lower admission fee. Making recorded events available to non-
members might also attract more "visitors". Publicising events on other (model) railway forums could do likewise. 
I think there's also a need to put a little more emphasis on the fact that the Guild are interested in all forms and ages of traction. 
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Some form of relationship with one of the popular modelling magazines that will appeal to the more younger generation and therefore 
improve the proportion of modern image layouts, i.e. blue diesel era onwards. 
Advertisements in the model press  
1) Ensure G0G website has easy visitor functionality with content covering both public and members content 
2) Advertise - maybe more abroad especially to publicise virtual events. 
Joint exhibitions with either large model raiway societies (eg MRC, MMRS) or other finescale societies (eg Scalefour, EM Gauge Society) 
would enable people who do not normally work in 7mm to see the options. 
Offer reduced membership for first year. 
Be inclusive and stop worrying about where new members will come from, as I can see the membership has remained pretty static and I have 
been a member for 20 years +, that is fine as long as we can balance the budget. 
 
Perhaps in the next survey you could ask the question 'What does the Guild mean to you'. Maybe it is the difference between what we 'feel' 
about the Guild and what we 'think' about the Guild. Emotion and Logic. 
 
The feeling when you first walk into Guildex and see the halls chock full of stuff! Magic 
There is probably a need to embrace the modern image concept more. I feel that MIOG are stealing the march here.  
Publicity in the National Press 
I would think that new audiences would be interested in more modern and techhical subjects 
Don't have any useful ideas because I tend to think that most committed and enthusiastic O gaugers will be familiar.  Events diaries in model 
railway press might attract non 0 gauge people who are toying with conversion 
Anyone below 45 
Contact local secondary schools before events. 
I have no suggestions  
Advertising through the major exhibitions to raise awareness, more of an emphasis towards the younger modeller, new RTR is bringing a lot 
of new blood into the scale, not many of them are joining the guild. 
Contact other model societies/groups. 
Perhaps more and wider advertising; TV adverts? 
Publicise the show locally to encourage families and casual visitors.   (I had no interest in 7mm when I first attended Guildex but came away 
with a kit.)  Maybe have to consider that lots of families with children would alter the atmosphere of the shows and may require more 
barriers round layouts. 
The introduction of virtual events and recordings of events will widen the audience to those less keen to travel or devote a whole day.  The 
guild is already moving in this direction which is positive.  Events might have more general family interest to attract a new generation of 
modellers but if too broad this could alienate the current audience. 
If we are talking of 'Virtual events', then publicise through model railway press and forums. If referring to actual live shows (when/if 
resumed) again publicise via the above, but admission prices would need reducing or subsidising to attract families or those considering a 
change of gauge as prices in the region of £10-£15 would put most prospective members off. 
YouTube videos should help I have seen some good ones now I have subscribed to GOG. Probably social media for younger audience. 
Advertise on local stations 
Hit the small gauge shows and societies, this is where the majority of new members will come from, as O gauge is the next progression up. 
Once they see the benefits of modelling in  O gauge their heads will turn!! 
If they are advertised widely I am sure events will be visited, as easily accessible. 
Younger modellers are our future. Also traders are our bread and butter so support them at shows to keep them from coming back. I know of 
a trader that has done more sales last year than at the shows and without the cost of trade stand costs, hotels, fuel etc etc. 
No comment. 
Local and National advertising 
Make the Guild more relevant to the Younger generation  
No idea 
Increased marketing and advertising in 'multi-gauge' publications and push the message that it is not just for the 'elite'. 
I honestly don't know, but could there be a way of sending invitations to model clubs of all types? 
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Get info out via social media  
Attract modellers from the smaller scales, I was doggedly 00 gauge until recently, I just love the big chunky feel and level of detailing that 
can be achieved in 0 gauge, I think that this is the big attraction of 0 gauge. 
I think you need to attract new members aware from our events. And rtr modellers is the growing area.  
Focus on supporting area /specialist groups as a source of event attendees, and supporting Guildex for overseas members. 
Live shows need to have better access for restricted mobility people to see layouts, and, traders stands. At most shows I have attended it is 
impossible for such persons to see much. 
No idea, sorry 
I wish I knew. 
adverts in model press (better still, editorial plugging). New recruits will be modern image and RTR based 
Have at least one of the three yearly shows at different locations around the UK, not everyone can travel to Kettering or Doncaster  
promotional stands at model railway shows,with dioramas,to attract young members and those not familiar with larger scales 
Maybe advertise the sessions via other scales or groups forums for example those who attend live shows like the L&Y society, Cumbrian 
Railways Association etc. I.e. not strictly modelling groups.  
Have at least one of the three yearly shows at different locations around the UK, not everyone can travel to Kettering or Doncaster  
Engage with engineering students at technical colleges and universities.  
Make events as easy to attend as possible - ie live, virtual, streaming, etc. 
Advertise our Guild on other virtual shows 
More for beginners who need to develop skills. 
less emphasis on "traditional" UK steam. got to be about 70 to really remember it! (he said... being 71!) 
Use of U Tube site to attract novice and `'floating" interest. same could apply to facebook site. 
More of what you have ben doing in the last 12 months 
Hold more events, even small ones, down South. 
Use Social Media and Internet Forums, promotion of cost effective modelling techniques aimed at those with less disposable income. 
Publicity stands maybe at related venues, such as heritage railway events or even just at heritage rail sites ? 
Attracting younger potential members via social media and similar channels 
Modellers in other gauges, and model engineers who may be wishing to move down a scale. 
Most people discover organisations online these days and it has been really refreshing to see the guild grow its online presence over the last 
year.  Please keep going further in this, and don't back off to 'simply' face-to-face events, and I'm sure it will translate into new members. 
Partner with other hobby groups outside of model railways to attract partners and families to attend a joint event 
I believe that ready to run and modern image products and layouts need to be included more 
so that the public can see that the society is not just for scratch builders and pre grouping enthusiasts. 
These are specialist events so only those interested will attend.  Just make sure they are advertised in the main stream magazines so that those 
who may be thinking of changing to 7mm modelling are aware of them. 
Fliers at other shows, plus Facebook and YouTube ads. 
General advertising at shows and in model railway publications 
I personally prefer face-to-face shows to online shows, but I think virtual shows, you-tube, etc. are a good way to get attention from an 
audience being more familiar with the "digital world". I regret, that I do not have any further suggestions because the Guild is doing all I 
could imagine.  
Offer more activities that appeal to new entrants to O gauge; for example, layout planning in O gauge which might help those of use 'trading 
up' from 4mm and struggling to work out what we can get in a certain amount of space.   
 
Perhaps also looking at the tone given out by (and biases built into) the 'hardy perennials' of the Guild events; the categorisation of the 
modelling competition, for example, seems to be in distinct need of overhaul (category A is called 'locomotives', but is actually only for steam 
locomotives, category D for all non-steam motive power is called 'modern image' but electric traction emerged in the 1880s!) 
It is inevitable that the move towards 'modern image' will continue and should be encouraged to draw new members in. 
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There is still a perception that building even the most basic of models is beyond many modellers as soon as basic 'engineering' skills are 
required. Anything we can do to debunk this must be a step in the right direction. As a demonstration, line up a few soldering irons and some 
waste etch, and let people try their hand. It's one thing to demonstrate skills, but far better to try them first hand with a knowledgeable 
demonstrator on hand. Always assuming 'Health and Safety' permits such a life threatening activity. :( 
There is always a need to bring younger members in to replace us oldies who fall off our perches at some stage.  Some of these will be 
newbies to the hobby but many will probably graduate from 00/H0.  The Guild needs to look at what interests those sections of the hobby are 
generating.  There is still a huge interest among Guild members in the steam era – after all there is nearly 200 years of it!  But the target 
cohort for new members will have had no experience of the steam era except for heritage railways. The Guild needs to show that the locos 
and rolling stock that have operated over the last 50 years have variety and interest too. 
Demonstrations evenings on soldering. Air brushing. Weathering. Scenery. Building construction.  
Trial ads in newsstand modelling mags. To attract younger members I guess use of the dreaded social media...which I use but keep at arms 
length! 
Target the 40+ with the Railway Modellers Appear to Avoid Dementia message as part of the combination of: a part time pastime, handicraft 
skills requiring concentration, and variety in dexterity can help to avoid dementia.  "Get them before they get it.'  This is a prevention life 
style strategy and NOT a healing strategy. 
Engage with the next generation of modellers 
Advertise via model railway clubs or areas and endeavour to involve whole club viewing the event as part of the club night. 
Continuing with virtual events will help those who can't attend physical events. 
I guess younger members need to be attracted through social media. 
modelling relevant to peoples interests 
As an “outsider” - I don’t do clubs or facebook etc, the guild seems focused on mainly the “Steam” era. This is probably not surprising based 
on the premise that most people model what they know or grew up with. The demographic of shows that i’ve been to, Bristol and Guildex, 
were certainly of the older generation. 
 
Although I’m not interested in current day rail operation and modelling, its likely that the youth of this country are. What’s available in O 
gauge for them? Very little is the answer. That which is will likely be in kit form, expensive, compared to N or OO, and require a good level 
of skill to complete. Where will they run it? Not on a 6 x 4 baseboard. 
 
I think it is unlikely that the Guild will significantly change the membership demographic in the immediate future. I expect that joining the 
guild is rather like coming of age. Ones personal situation allows you more flexibility, you’re looking for something different from what 
you’ve had. That said, if Dapol and Heljan hadn’t kickstarted the RTR market I wouldn’t be modelling O gauge. 
 
O gauge is not “trainset” material. Perhaps the guild should create a small portable layout using only RTR loco’s, stock, track, buildings etc. 
The use of social media to promote the exercise as well as exhibiting at physical exhibitions may help to draw awareness to what’s 
available/possible with relatively modest space/expenditure. 
Advertising in railway magazines 
Increase on line visibility if possible   
Keep up the virtual shows, I think they'll be great  
Show highlights of past shows on YouTube to advertise what people can get (including of virtual and live shows).  
Maybe very good production values for videos in order to be comparable to YouTube content and more online stuff 
 It can be very daunting when first entering the realm of O Gauge modelling particularly when there are so many talented and 
knowledgeable people already practising the craft. 
Introduction to the basics is fundamental to de-mystifying the various aspects of Gauge O whether this be RTR, kit building, layouts and the 
like. Having guides for beginners will help those new to the scale and/ or modelling in whatever form it takes gain confidence to delve deeper 
and develop their skills. 
The GOG should be a 'one stop shop' for everything one needs to know and thus eliminate the need to search the internet for information. 
Maybe very good production values for videos in order to be comparable to YouTube content and more online stuff 
This is difficult - the usual channels plus social media, YouTube etc. Potential audiences - 00  modellers, especially those relying on ready-to-
run as it is now affordable in our scale; heritage railway visitors?; "Railway Modeller" readers. 
Put out an advert on the Guild Facebook site and ask all members to share the advert to all their friends. 
Offer incentives to existing members to recruit new members  
Maximise the access available via the internet as that's where young people seem to focus their attention but make sure they're invited to live 
face-to-face events so that they can see high quality modelling in action.  
1. Advertise 
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The face to face events are held in places which I suspect many living in the south east would regard as bit of a haul and this is particularly so 
for people with young children (the membership of tomorrow). There are places within an easy journey from London which other 
organisations find affordable (eg Scale 4 and Princes Risborough MRC both of which use the Paralympic stadium at Stoke Mandeville). 
Newcomers would probably also be attracted by more layouts. Once the location and a decent number of layouts have been organised, wide 
advertising beyond the model railway press  would then be worth looking at. 
You have probably thought of all this before but I think that location is an important consideration. 
Regret unable to answer due to another commitment at this time 
Advertisement in Railway magazines & social media presence. Aim at modelers in the smaller scales? Emphasis on RTR offerings 
Encourage "newbies" by offering reduced subs for year 1 and possibly 2 
Public days and member days separately. Use the rail industry professional mags to advertise. 
A general increase in modern traction and layouts  
No idea 
More ad advertising in mainstream media, there has been a lot of mentions lately about model railways on the media, it needs to continue. 
I think people grow into O gauge from smaller scales or are attracted to railway modelling by visits to heritage railways.  It is important that 
the Guild makes modellers aware of its existence and ethos 
Possibly PR presence at selected special events at heritage railways 
Remember that our membership interests covers the full range of railway periods, Victorian to present day.  
Plus though are membership may be predominantly by from a mature age group, the long term future of the Guild does not rest in that 
particular group, we need to attract members with a longer life expectancy. 
Continue to advertise on other scale and modelling forums and make the videos ( including the new Fusion 360 and track work etc ) available 
to all modellers. 
A guild stand and layout at OO and N exhibitions 
I guess a younger age group.... 
 Dog knows how you attract them though. From my personal experience of joining the guild. Not having people Manning the stand who 
visibly show disgust at the mention of Hornby tinplate (/read/any of the variety of schools of modelling that some consider superior to all 
others) fortunately I'm stubborn/thick skinned and wanted to join the guild irrespective of the possibly myopic view points of some out 
there... 
You tube etc 
Post pandemic there will less interest in live events 
Offer free competition in Model Railway mags,  to win ( 1 or 5? ) free 1year membership to 
 the Guild or  Win a free ticket to Guildex for one year 
What have we got to lose   ( only the cost of the advertising ) 
Adverts for all the above events in major distribution railway magazines 
Refugees from the smaller scales mainly, which would likely include younger and more 21st Century modellers. Please don't introduce 
showbiz pizzaz though like some of the military modelling shows. A bit more care over presentation standards would be good though - some 
people need training before being put in front of a camera. 
The $64,000 question. I would suggest you re-read the Gazette postbag over the last 10 years! 
1. Restart live shows.  
2. Consider increasing frequency of live shows - for those who can only practically attend one geographical location, one show per year isn't 
much? 
3. Absolutely crucial to continue with free entrance for spouses - and perhaps children / grandchildren - they are the future, not a nuisance! 
You generally do a great job, but more emphasis on local and regional meetings might stimulate local interest. Eg the East Anglia get together 
at Bury St Edmunds, discovered from a trader! 
Perhaps what can be done with reasonably priced locos and stock 
Do you promote via any of the model mags or groups such as the Friends of the NMR which l must say I still am a still a member since 
moving from York to France   in 2oo4. 
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As a result of the pandemic the potential audience has more than likely increased greatly, they are not necessarily younger, nor previous 
modelers, but given the great increase in available RTR and desire to 'remember the old days', there is a greater receptivity to model railways 
that we need to hook into. 
 
Can we perhaps reduce entrance fees for the three major shows especially the 'public' entrance fees so that the events are an instant decision 
as a day out for a local family to visit - under 16 years free ?. Include vouchers along with the adverts which are to be placed boldly and 
prominently in all the usual 'shelf' model railway magazines ?.  
 
Increase by three or six the number of layouts especially at Kettering  and The North to attract just such an audience ?.. 
 
Have a Welcoming Team (which includes active modelers with their own layouts or dioramas) to have a short chat with the public [non-
members] to outline what is available and what they can see on the day - also handing over generic contact details or website information 
should they wish to then progress further at some stage. So that they do not just wander lost and apparently insignificantly around the Show, 
leaving and saying 'Never again'. 
 
Possibly the public could wear a different coloured entrance badge or sticker and the Society attempt beforehand to persuade all the members 
present, that it is in all our interests, for them to be kind courteous and helpful to the public and their families [not the easiest task in some 
few cases I would accept]. 
 
Traders of RTR goods may perhaps be persuaded to offer an initial small discount percentage to all attending, off their next purchase, to 
encourage new client bases, especially first time attendees  - do we offer a small discount for anyone who signs up on the day ? 15 months for 
the price of 12; OR a trial six month membership at just half price ?. 
Continuing advertising for real and virtual events on social media and the modelling press. Advertise at heritage railways sites, ask model 
railway clubs to place links on their web sites. Local radio etc in the area of a real event for a wider audience. 
Advertise in the main model railway magazines if not already done, because 00 modellers I know have this erroneous belief that 0 gauge is 
expensive. It needs to be brought to their attention more widely than me correcting their misinformation that amassing a huge 00 collection 
is going to be more expensive than a modest 0 gauge collection. 
?? 
Difficult one to answer. Kettering and Doncaster are more trade shows and may be too specialist for the general public or enthusiasts who 
model in other scales. If there is enough room in the new Guildex venue, should some space be given over to other scales in order to attract a 
wider audience (many who model in 0 previously modelled in 00 or N) 
There has been a big upsurge in model railways throughout the covid epidemic many of these people will not know about the different guilds 
advertising in model shops may help. Adverts in the various model magazines may also help. 
Guild shows are a bit different from mainstream model railway exhibitions, which attract a good number of family groups from the local 
area, who go to see lots of layouts and trains running. I don't think the Guild should unduly change the nature of its shows to attract this 
fairly casual audience, as it would reduce the primary purpose of its specialist shows. I think the key to attracting new audiences lies to a large 
extent in the hands of the ready to run manufacturers, in particular Dapol and Heljan. Perhaps we can work with them to encourage their 
customers to come and see top quality layouts using these models, making it worth the effort to travel a bit further to go to a Guild show. The 
age profile of the Guild is probably reflected in the age profile of the show visitors. I think the idea of family admission with one paying 
ticket holder (as we do) is a good idea, and may be an indicator to the level of interest in members' families. Perhaps those family members 
are also a route to spread the message in the wider community. This is undoubtedly a difficult question to answer! 
no ideas 
Make it clear that the shows are not just for O Gauge modellers but anyone who appreciates good modelling. Exisitng modellers in other 
gauges. 
More modern image and smaller scale layouts to show potential of O gauge 
Attract 4mm modellers thinking of moving up to 7mm modelling.  Perhaps advertise in Scalefour Society, EM Gauge Society magazine. 
I can only offer general suggestions:  aim at the next generations(s) of modellers;  make effective use of virtual 'presence' and virtual events 
(some of the recent video presentations ahve been inspiring);  back these up with some sort of regional or area based face-to-face follow-up 
focused round identified needs .... perhaps? 
Social media 
The high quality of our magazine and Newsletter is amazing very proffesional and of the highest standard. Any copies available should be left 
for free at large and popular OO exhibitions 
Be seen to enjoy the guild. Stop Arguing 
Not sure what new audiences want as there now appears to be a trend towards RTR I started kit building 60 years ago and for me, the 
construction side is important. Maybe we ought to encourage new audiences into kit building 
I volunteer on two heritage railways and marketing these days is very much focussed on social median so I suppose this must be the way 
forward. 
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Advertise in the model railway press 
Put events on the model shop directory 
You Tube 
I think the Guild should try and encourage more (unable to read word) in magazines to show how easy it is to produce good quality (kit built 
or RTR) layouts 
Would it be possible to feed reports/photos from Kettering, Doncaster and Guikdex to the established Railway Modelling and Railway 
History magazines? 
Guild stands at Model Railway Shows. 
To somhow create a more family friendly atmosphere without turning into a funfair 
Guild Shows, and especially Telford have a wide range of events/content.  Possibly one or two extra layouts might attract  some more punters 
otherwise I think the overall mix of the show is excellent 
More modern themed layouts and RTR rolling stock demonstrations for the modern image modeller. 
With RTR becommingcheaper and more available it should be focused on people who are new to O gauge and perhaps with limited space 
and budget. 
Maybe advertise throughout the railway press ie all the mags in Smiths. 
Allow a proper Guild Election without interference from existing old school management team 
Try to teach people how to build things instead of RTR 
Extend Guild You Tube as much as possible, more adverts for Guild Shows to other scale societies. 
Older skilled modellers need to embrace younger modellers instead of looking down their noses at them, like I have seen many times! 
Advertise in Railway magazines not just Model Railway Press. 
Attend great shows 
Given we are a specific outfit we are possibly of interest to those of other scales.  Perhaps smaller layouts not in a competitive vein could 
dispel the myth of O gauge needing acres of space. 
Would be rail-layout modellers biggest problem is space and electrics.  Building a layout takes time, confidence and imagination. So live 
events could include building demo's of how to do it, including  carpentry and electrics, heat, light and accessibility.  Traders who might have 
these skills, plus ideas people/feasibility people (with little experience of model railways) could come and sell their skills. 
Try attraction twenty something age group with DCC layouts controlled by tablet or phone. 
I have been aware of the "GOG" for many years but have not joined till recently.  The advent of the internet makes it so much easier to see 
and buy online nowadays so maybe there is a way to reach more people. 
I know you promote our events on our FAcebook page (Scale Seven Group) and could, if we were a little bit more proactive, promote them 
on our website but what about all the other Sociaety (both Model and Line) Facebook and Web sites 
Advertise more iin Railway Modelling Magazines 
More YouTube coverage.  Apps 
No Idea 
O Gauge is expensive and requires room for layouts to have interest over time therefore there is no point in trying to attract new members 
without these conditions. 
I don't know what is already done. Are there ads in local newspapers? MAny young people may feel intimidated by such high quality 
modelling and the expense of O Gauge. Social Media, YouTube? Idiot proof layout essentially of concentric ovals/continuous running where 
children/teenagers could control. Controllr modified to only allow one direction of travel at safe speeds. Give them a taste. 
Face to Face Events must continue/evolve by it's nature, New Members need face to face events. We musn't become too 'I.T.' dependant 
otherwise the web becomes everythin so then who needs the Guild. 
Better Advertising.  Offer incentives eg refund entrance fee if purchase made 
Improve Reps to  more active at other shows 
Note. Very rarely had a meaningful chat with  a Rep local or otherwise in all the years in the Guild. 
With the growth in affordable RTR items there must be a large potential membership out there.  I don't think there's a magic formula to 
attract new members, but advertising in general, coupled with virtual shows should help. 
No real idea.  I must be getting old 
Find a way of attracting Media attention 
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You can take a horse to water but you can't make it drink! If you are interested in 7mm modelling you will participate 
Have a children’s area with say Brio, Tomy, Lego, Lionel, Hornby, Thomas possibly through sponsorship by the brands and encourage 
members to bring children/Grandchildren 
Lower the cost of admission 
Leaflets and membership forms at Local exhibitions may attract people to move up a scale. 
Try to broaden the appeal to younger membership, but please, please do not include the dreadful 'Steam Punk' movement 
Maybe Family/couple friendly trends. 
Ladies have commented on modellers who push in front at layouts or don't include them (getting better). 
Publicity for wider than just existing members eg press releases for National and local papers and TV channels 
we may need to accept there is a finite audience for railway modelling when considering all hobbies.  There is still something of a stigma 
attached to railway modelling which publicity featuring 'celebrities' does not help dispel and needs to be encouraged.  This together with 
family friendly local shows capturing younger audiences may assist in establishing a firm 'fan' base. 
More advertising in Model Railway magazines, aiming at the younger age group ie 20-30 year old. 
SMEE + have more engineering societies 
In the model railway mags 
We need younger members but I don't know how 
No idea 
Maybe more layouts, even an excellent 4mm to attract younger element 
I don't know, but how about advertising "piggy backing"  w / national railway museum?  I think they are "pop ups" when ticket are bought, 
or when looking for information on heritage lines 
I think you are doing a great job, there are always new ways of attracting new members 
Who?  A bit of local press coverage perhaps.  National model mags if not already 
Most people do not have the time to make loco and carriage kits, and don't have the space to run them effectively.  I use a log cabin and most 
of the running is done in the garden  
Model engineering community. 
Youth organisations (to balance demographic) 
Narrow gauge community 
International O Gauge communities 
There is a new generation of modellers these days.  Skills are dying as more RTR becomes available.  We need to encourage the out of the box 
modellers to try and build their own.  But I feel resistance will be strong.  So just accept it will eventually die. 
Probably more focus on the basics -Tin late, coarse scale & RTR for those starting out.  Plus a greater emphasis on those showing to engage 
with the public. 
Lets forget children, they are not interested, newly retired people who have time should be the target group. 
No suggestions, difficult if you are not an O gauge modeller. 
Occasional open to all session, Advertised in model press and to secretaries of clubs. 
i honestly do not know, out club has seen an increase in younger members 20's to 40's years of age due to the availability of RTR fraction & 
rolling stock in the main 'modern image'.  Maybe taster sessions operating an existing layout. 
Where invited continue to visit Model Railway shows with demonstrations and clinics 
Maybe visit where younger audiences may be shown what they are missing 
Maybe some Gauge 1 models and layouts 
Some layouts from RTR layouts with scenery 
Invite 1 or 2 really good layouts that are continuous running not the endless end to end. 
Nothing useful 
Target audience is probably of 50's who have more time/money.  Covid has shown that many people in this age group have looked for new 
interests and hobbies.  
Could you email event the adverts to all members and - they could then make copies and distribute in their local area.  
Probably to expensive but adverts in National Papers? 
Social media 
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Advertise 
Younger people, Greater importance to local clubs and their shows 
Sponsor a Gauge O layout at multigauge shows and have GOG Stand next door.  Continue with 'How to ...' videos, much easier to watch than 
reading how to do it. 
Besides being a members of GOG I am also a member of MERG, one very useful idea that could be 'stolen' is a GOG Digest run along the 
same lines a MERG Digest. 
The curretnt RTR locos and rolling stock gives the GUild the opportunity to encourage younger modellers to adopt 7mm scale.  Given the 
large space required for a continuous run the Guild could encourage 'Modular Projects' where small detailed scenes can be linked together 
using a GOG specification for dimensions. 
In the past, we have been sucessful in involving the younger element like my sons 
The guild has a problem attracting new people due to it being a one trick pony (i.e. one scale) The internet helps maybe.  My own O gauge 
demos of my layout were all at mixed gauge shows as many newcomers upscale via OO gauge.  Forget N as you can hardly see it! 
Difficult.  The guild has the unfortunate image of middle to older age gentlemen who frown on those who use RTR and not have engineering 
skills despite the amount or RTR stock.  It is still an expensive hobby compared to OO gauge and I cnnot suggest a way to encourage new 
members 
More modern diesel content in the journal 
Make the guild relevant to current railway modelling scene and therefore significant to everyone under 60 
Perhaps an attempt to move to TV - Say persuade one of our famous fraternity to run a  small series about their hobby. 
Show benefits of large scale compared to OO gauge.  To off-set larger costs.  if it is shown  A lot of modellers would go for O Gauge if it was 
shown to be cost worthy 
Ensure there is a balance between larger layouts and smaller ones with just  shunting loco and some wagons 
More book style publications, such as small layouts, How to..... etc 
Try and encourage better modelling with more more demos 
Invite other Gauge Groups 
Broader advertising 
Advertise in muti scale mags. IMPORTANT 
Bear in mind that not all have internet access 
Emphasis on RTR models!  Younger audiences don't always have the skills and equipment to make their models. 
No idea, sorry cannot help 
Social media.  Adverts at traders premises/websites.  Sponsorship events e.g. Heritage lines. New members used to be a bit younger than 
65.  A series about how to start an O gauge on a budget. 
Lots of people come 'up' from 4mm to 7mm, so perhaps a presence at their shows with demo layouts might be a way forwards. 
Flyers to model railway clubs within 50 miles of the event 
Press adverts and editorials where possible 
Kids come free ticket * 10 years and under 
Advertise at 16mm NG and gauge 1 shows.  I am interested in building locos and rolling stock in all these gauges.  Keep encouraging kit 
building, for me 16mm NG & G1are spoilt by all the cheque book modellers, nothing beats the pleasure and satisfaction of building a Gauge O 
Loco 
Sorry, no idea 
Encourage layout owners to hold open days to show off / demonstrate their modelling. Advertise some in rail enthusiast press e.g. Modern 
Railways, Steam etc. 
I think that Social Media is doing a good job already 
DCC New suppliers, ready to run a must, iPhone control on DCC, Making control panels DC plus DCC.  Making turntables, Point wiring and 
isolating clips 
Keep doing what you are doing have reps at as many model railway shows and similar events as possible 
Social media platforms 
Youtube, Instagram, Facebook etc. 
Guild forum 'public sections'? 
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Keep doing what they are good at and keep smiling 
Model Railways have been ideal to spend time with during the pandemic.  Advertise in the Railway Modeller and the Model Rail magazine 
emphsising how reasonable the cost of RTR O Gauge models have become.  May encourage OO gauge modellers to upgrade.  Send every 
member an A4 poster highlighting the Joy of O Gauge could be displayed in parish magazine of local shops.  give example engines under 
£200, wagons £40, coaches under £200 
Carry on with the three national shows.  Expand on publicity.  Gazette and News sheet printed and email copies are great and attract new 
members.  Good quality modelling and layouts. Good to aspire to. 
I think the publicity has been very good during the Lock Downs.  O Gauge presence in the modelling press is increasing.  Keep up the good 
work. 
Difficult one.  Mainstream publications.  use the ready to run card and affordability card.  Submit articles from the Gazette to Mainstream 
publications 
No comment as yet.  Apart from a few on line events haven't been able to face to face to comment 
During the past year we have made great strides in communication.  Increased presence in the Hobby Magazines - Perhaps a Guide for 
national media based on John Rodway's bit in Guild News i.e How to identify and target who and where. 
Railway Modelling is no longer the first choice of th4r young.  Accept that and stop worrying.  The Guild must learn to manage the decline 
with good grace and it will last another 50 years. 
An emphasis on modern image promoted through social media to encourage the trade to pproduce readily available RTR modern image 
products 
Refugee from 4mm NG modellers, Publish more Garden Layouts 
Maybe attract more from other (smaller) scales, Promotional videos giving benefits of O Gauge on you tube etc.  By title/categorised so that 
Railway Modellers in general will find them 
Maybe introduce competitions for younger modellers at 'live shows' or talks by younger members at Virtual Shows.  
Cheaper entrance fee 
 By expressing the virtues of O Gauge to modellers of other scales and to mature people who had model railways as a child 
Telford although I do hope Stafford is a success. 
Teaser Videos on channels like YouTube leading back to the Guild Website 
This is really the way we get new members? Question!!.  If you want the minute number of people interested in larger gauge models to come 
to you, just do what we do to the best of our ability! 
Occasionally have a show which includes "An introduction to O Gauge Modelling" with Off the shelf and low budget approach. or sometimes 
have a theme to the layouts : Pre Grouping, Modern Image, Light Railways or whatever. 
I would like to see several more Guild shows in the Guild constituencies.  Although we are trying to entice younger members to join 
us.  Many of the members are of an age and travelling can be arduous.  Newcastle and Doncaster are already around 3 hours drive.  There are 
model railway clubs all over the country and smaller Guild shows could attract their members and also the general public.  So 3 main shows 
and possibly 10 smaller shows organised locally. 
More adverts in local media/tv where possible. 
The web site is excellent (Great Team) This is he best way in my opinion to encourage new people. (low cost TV advert) 
The live steam content must be a good way forward 
No thoughts 
Bring a friend discount Second ticket half price? 
Does new mean Younger? Two aspects here 1) Finacial :- There must be a range of items that folk can afford 
2) Easy ways to do thingswe are not all great but still people 
Only individuals who are already into Rail and Rail modelling are likely to be interested. 
Advertising should be direscted at where these people are and congregate. ie Rail literature Preseved railway venues, stations, bookshops 
Advertising in main stream Railway & Model Railway magazine with decent sized ads & strong references to Guild website & You Tube 
channel to give potential audiences more feel for the guild 
Ensure there is publicity in the local area 
Attractive entry fee to shows 
Assuming well balanced shows as in the past, will continue the plan is not broken so don't fix it! Tweaking my be required and some 
encouragement for good traders to attend.  Cost usually preclude some traders attending. 
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I have no clear views on this, I think the Guild Officers do a very good job for little praise or thanks and I would be sorry to see any radical 
changes 
I think the bigger market is to attract N & OO gauge modellers to convert to the larger scale. More use of social media a lot of good stuff 
already there but not linked to the guild 
I have no particular suggestions 
Lots of press advertising especially in model railway press but also local nespapers and local online chat rooms. 
I think highlighting things attracting youngsters - DCC Sound and control systems and chance to be interactive, perhaps control a small 
demo layout. 
Stands a multi scale shows 
A tricky one 
Show more working layouts on film or You Tube 
Continued social media prescence. 
Adverts in modelling magazines, we need younger age groups, so any publications read by children at an early age. 
Place adverts in the model press to encourage new members like myself 
Not possible to attract new audiences. Concentrate on fitting venues and available money to the size of the audience and be satisfied with 
that. 
Make sure that Guild literature/membership forms are available at as many possible model railway shows around the country, also on the 
information stands at heritage railways, many enthusiasts attending these are also modellers. 
School children 
Just keep up the publicity! 
Try to get younger staff/demonstrators/layout operators and MUCH LESS emphasis on building models. RTR is the way forward. 
Cheaper admission. Fewer 'rules'. More visitor friendly. 
More online would attract a broader audience ie demo, layouts etc. 
30-40 year old of either sex and any background via national TV and newspaper advertising. 
Rotate venues around the UK - apart from South East, occasionally to eg Plymouth, Cardiff, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Glasgow etc. This will 
bring in people who would never go to Midland venues. 
Our local group arrange to meet up at events so encourage one another to go out to view 
A tricky one this. The younger generation are not interested in railways, or building models, my son-in-law and grandson (who is have tried 
to get involved) are only interested in computer games. I fear for our future if we can't attract new blood. 
I think we need to participate with other societies - OO, EM, S4, G1, N to broaden our experience and to show others what the GOG has to 
offer. 
Provide You Tube of exhibitions, with key events, not just on people drinking tea or walking around. 
Could a link to the GOG appear on more traders publicity/websites? 
The society is obsessive about building engines. Try and be more like OO Gauge shows who cover everything. Most articles in GOG Gazette 
are about building engines. How many on scenery, buildings etc. 
Wider depth of advertising in the model press and posters in shops. 
12-16 year olds? 
Present circumstance do I fear dictate "virtual" shows and demonstrations. 
I'd prefer new members to be those from smaller scales who already kit/scratch builders. With this in mind, we should showcase the quality 
and realism that 7mm scale delivers. 
Perhaps better advertising in more diverse places 
Making 'bring your grandchild' a part of live events with some features to encourage the younger generation. Modelling sessions etc and a 
more welcoming approach to younger visitors. 
As much internet exposure as possible. More stuff on You Tube. Literature available at preserved railways/National Railway Museum where 
people have seen O gauge in action. 
GOG/Guildex will mean nothing to a new audience, whereas a MR Exhibition does as it engages younger generation. 
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Social Media addressed to the 20-40 age group 
A problem for societies of all kinds. Wider encouragement of railway interest. 
Personally, the only blocker for me is distance, although I did attend Bristol 
Ensure advance tickets are available by post and not confined solely to those who possess a computer. The exemplary service provided by the 
late Alan Jones must be replaced as a priority 
Don't really know. As a 1950s boy, I'm surprised that railway modelling has retained its intensity for so long 
More emphasis on small layouts and how to minimise costs 
Emphasis on smaller layouts and ready to run models might encourage more newcomers or those moving up from small scales. Advertise 
existence of local GOG groups. 
Advertisements in model magazines and local press also possibly posters 
More attractive to younger members, and potential new younger members by way of advertising, particularly via social media 
Local TV coverage. Local paper advertising 
Retain one virtual show and advertise it in all the model railway magazines 
Advertising in other Model Rail mags. 
Links to all social media platforms. Advertise in all railway magazines (model and prototype). Ask manufacturers/traders to include Guild 
info/flyer when packing their products. 
Being open and inclusive 
How about trying something TV based 
More attendance and bolder publicity at multi scale events. Encourage editors of modelling mags (in which 4mm predominates) to include 
more 7mm content 
Big groups 
Advertise open events to organisations of other scales 
Is it possible to get some entertaining and attractive articles in mainstream mags without making them too techy or complicated? The 
increasing range of RTR locos etc already seems to be having this effect. 
Greater access to the smaller modelling groups/clubs by area rep. 
The Guild cannot create a desire to model railways in people. So its target is those who already have the interest and want to change scale and 
those who have an interest in railways and could be tempted to persue that interest through modelling. However, the available leisure to 
model is a factor. Events have to offer 'a good day out' to attract a wider audience. 
Advertise in Railway/Model Railway/Hobby press 
Attend major M R shows around country with GOG display and layout. e.g at Warley. More cost effective RTR items attract new faces. Need 
track plug-and-play. 
Try to promote the present day rail scene with model and ideas, eg 91, Azuma, present day coaching stock eg methods of scratch building. 
This should appeal to the younger people within the hobby. 
Possibly by offered a reduced entry fee for members of other specific societies to Guild events as an incentive to join the Guild, for example: 
009 Society, 7mm narrow gauge association. 
There is a need for a major event south of London, easily reachable from SW and S coast 
Advertise in Railway Modeller e.g to entice upsizing 
As 'ready to run' is often an entry point for new members have you considered 'flyers' in boxes for locos/carriages/wagons that are on sale - a 
'Welcome to O Gauge'? 
Virtual shows attractive to those with young families and not able to travel long distances at w/ends. Good idea to get families interested in 
GO - some RTR items are comparable with 00 - but important to show family-friendly layouts, not just super detailed depots or branch lines 
based largely on shunting movements. 
There are many railway modellers out there in other gauges, but the GOG rarely figures in their magazines. The article on small radius curves 
should be publicised more widely, not restricted to GOG members 
Adverts in major railway mags - both modelling, for those wishing to scale up or down, and prototype/preserved mags for those still 
considering modelling. Expense could be an issue though. 
Promote at clubs having an O gauge section 
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I joined, having changed from 4mm to 7mm because in 4mm there is just too much choice. Probably that's what is wrong with the world. I 
enjoy scratching around, trying to find what I want from small traders. Luddites rule.  OK 
Too elitist.  e.g. coaches at £1195 each! An investor's paradise. 
Adverts in Mod Rly mags to attract those considering starting in the hobby, plus existing modellers in 00 or N 
Competitions containing different hobbies, particularly if carried on TV first. 
Difficult, I am a member of the Tramway and Light Railway society and we have similar issues. I find promoting from a working layout the 
best way to gain members 
Maybe put articles in the major circulation railway magazine press. If all promotes the hobby in all scales but with us making the cause for O 
Gauge. 
I have difficulty keep up with the written word, but for those who have abilities in other things it is essential to progress in order to bring 
others into a constructive hobby. 
Seems a good job is being done already 
Attendance at some preserved railway events - e.g. Great Central. Aim at 00 modellers moving up (I was). 
More exposure on YouTube 
The $64,000 question!  There are younger members out there, probably best attracted through social media channels, but do not ignore 
traditional methods, i.e. magazines and exhibitions 
The Pandemic has woken the Guild up, and thanks to Jackie it has arrived in the 21st century. Keep on in the rich vein you have found. 
Emphasis on younger generation and a more inclusive approach. Actively discourage the so called clique feel. 
I have the impression that people see Guild events as being primarily for Guild members. This is OK, as lots of specialist groups, e.g. for cars 
etc., have their own in-house gatherings. Should we be concerned about attracting new audiences to our shows? We attract people by 
meeting them where they are. 
 
My experience of Guild presentations at provincial shows in the north is disappointing. Surely we can do better than a display board, a length 
of track and some photos. The Guild may have to pay for the priveledge, but it would be good if they could put on a proper display with a 
layout or two, some practical advice, and staffed by members who will be proactive in selling the benefits of the Guild and extolling the 
virtues of O gauge. 
 
With the availability of RTR, plus building kits and scenic items now on the shelves, joining the ranks of O gauge (and the Guild) is no longer 
the giant leap it once was. 
Maybe advertise the sessions via other scales or groups forums for example those who attend live shows like the L&Y society, Cumbrian 
Railways Association etc. I.e. not strictly modelling groups.  
 

Youngsters today will not see small trains on branch lines, they see multiple units on the main line and freight will be in bulk - wagons; 
containers; oil; aggregates, high capacity closed vans etc.. 
The freight will be mainly long wheel base bogie vehicles and they make veery large models compared with the old 10T wooden coal wagons 
and BR 16T mineral wagons. 
A Gauge O model of modern trains requires a huge amount of space not to mention the cost. Also, much freight will be moved at night so not 
seen regularly. 
There is clearly a widespread interest in railways if the travel programmes by Portillo and Tarrant with all the repeats is anything to go by or, 
may be it is just the travel element that appeals. Of the 450 new houses built in my village in the last few years, there is not one garden large 
enough for even a modest O gauge railway operating modern stock. 
Perhaps the way to attract youngsters would be to encourage an interest in the Pre-Beeching era, through TV programmes showing excellent 
models of this period on the branch lines with a variety of passenger and freight services operated by children and presented by someone 
with whom youngsters can relate. Children cannot relate to many of the operators at shows. Children will also want to see continuous action, 
not a timetable of operation every half hour or so. 
Maybe OO gauge modellers wishing to upsize and model engineers wishing to downsize 
There is nothing like an actual show  
Members should donate their Gazettes post Covid to doctors and dentists etc to encourage people to consider the Guild and the Gauge 
see Q. 7 
The only people in my view attracted to 7mm scale modelling are converts from either Live Steam larger gauges who are getting older and 
downsizing or smaller gauge devotees who are wishing to give 7mm a go. 
Anything that shows off the new RTR models from Dapol etc (low price and good quality) which can be used on small layouts in confined 
spaces in modern homes 
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Every RTR model is sold with a Guild leaflet 
Have a presence at all exhibitions 
Don't have photos of lots of old men in the Guild News and Gazette 
No idea but I would imagine that the more common routes would be via family (Dad) or a general club or via magazine articles  
Now that some OO locos are over £200, O gauge is more attractive 
Difficult. Needs to feature in 'main stream' magazines and also you should consider the 'full size railway' press 
No ideas 
Wider advertising of the Guild and get the older generation to encourage the young ones rather than put them off 
We need to think of models as art. Every model is an embodiment of it's builder / owner's vision. The model tells us much about its original, 
provenance etc.. but we need to know why it is important to the owner. 
Advertise the events on YouTube 
Coverage on regional local media  
Put as much material as you can on the website and on YouTube 
Join forces with the 7mm NGA - it is all the same scale 
Location is always important with good facilities 
general rail enthusiasts might be attracted by working models in a scale that is visible without bending right down to look at it 
Models of how things used to be when movements were interesting could be a draw but preserved railways do that 
Could have more modern image layouts to attract younger people but personally I like steam and early diesels 
What about the guild paying attention to the long term members and valuing their support. 
Free entry for under 16s 
Get members to bring children but not other children running around 
Inclusive advertising 
Make the hobby less elitist and get more RTR in the shelves 
Social media seems to be the current 'thing' so try that 
Have more events and different locations like ex Bristol 
I am 91 so travel is a problem 
Have new shows in the South now that Bristol has gone 
Advertise the Guild and Guild shows more prominently in the national Railway and Model Railway Press 
we need to attract younger members and YouTube presentations may help. Cost and skills may be a problem but more RTR at a reasonable 
price might help 
Discounts for first time non member visitors at face to face events 
For over 20 years I have held the view that the guild recruits 40+n modellers directly into O gauge or from other scales. Young people are not 
a prime target but lots go O gauge in national railway magazines is excellent publicity 
Better visibility of narrow gauge and the space saving benefits 
Use technical / computer savvy people like MERG 
Non - UK prototype modellers 
more advertising in the national railway press 
It is a big enough organisation anyway and has certainly grown over the last 30 years that I have been involved in it. Recently I have seen 
more people coming to O gauge through the model railway press and Facebook publicity 
Increase advertising in the main modelling railway press and have posters and flyers at major multi scale shows. 
Point out that many traders products apply to any scale and 7mm layouts can be enjoyed by all. 
Great use of social media 
The youth of today are probably donning overalls and steel cap boots  and sleeping bags and heading off to run preserved railways. When 
they acquire houses and families and are required at home each weekend for lawn mowing, shopping and child minding, they may take up 
railway modelling at home. 
Try to attract younger people 
Send flyers out to schools and colleges 
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Do more modern image presentations. The old days of the steamers does not count for much to the youngsters of today  
Broad traders, technology for the young. Younger peoples layouts 
As with all clubs and societies, membership will change. I have always been a railway modeller and the hobby is having good press at the 
moment and traders are having trouble meeting demand. We must ensure we are getting to the core interest group especially the young 
The Guild has for 20 years that I know of, concerned itself with where new people will come from. It worries about getting younger people 
but despite all this, the membership holds up. What has changed though is the availability of RTR which is displacing kit building. More 
emphasis on developing and operating such models might help. 
Will only be attractive to people with a common interest  
The next generation of people are not interested to sustain traders and co. That is the same with all hobbies. The internet has killed off 
interests  
Advertise more in the national model railway press 
By attending model railway shows and promoting the Guild at Railway Events 
We are losing the skills needed to build a kit 
To attract new members, bring back build a kit at a show aimed at new members. Connoisseur Models has starter kits also, 3D printing 
should be demonstrated with CAD drawing and how to use it. 
To attract new audiences - be more tolerant 
OO people are the Guild's source for new members but be less dogmatic 
Target people who might be contemplating O gauge - perhaps 50% discount for first year of membership. 
Make o Gauge affordable for all and newcomers will seek out the Guild as its the only dedicated mag for O gauge 
Incorporate other societies and organisations ideas of supporting charities with raffles prize draws on entrance ticket. make the entry fees 
that adult member pays but spouse and children are free 
Shows should not just be for the most skilled modeller. They should appeal to younger people. 
Advertise more in the model railway press / magazines about our events inducing virtual and that they are open to all. It may induce people 
to join 
We have to attract a younger audience it how you get them off mobile phones and computers is another matter 
The 64 million dollar question. An ageing membership is common to most societies. RTR has reduced the price for O gauge modelling which 
is good. Increasing digital technology helps. The hobby is nostalgia driven so more modern image RTR will help but sadly the days of the 
skilled modeller are passing. I have been a member of the guild since 1990 and have yet to build a layout. Not sure if that is typical. 
Maybe work with preserved railways to attract new members especially children.  Attend events like GCR model show and take O gauge 
layouts to steam railway galas 
I think the YouTube channel is a good idea plus social media to try to attract a younger modeller 
show cheaper, smaller layouts to enable youths to participate 
Let in non-members via YouTube 
Spread our wings and link our guild website to other ‘line’ societies e.g. HMRS, EM & Scale 4 
Hit the scale changers  
Look at how many modellers have moved from other scales or just started straight into O gauge and direct your promotion that way. 
Model railway show attendees seem to be middle aged / retired and railway family employees or venue for family outings - not just hobbyists. 
With the influx of RTR there should be an effort to attract RTR modellers as well as still attract practical modellers 
Via other model societies. Friends of mine model 4mm and are amazed what O offers 
Outreach visits by GOG members to multi-gauge model railway clubs 
A younger audience is the obvious answer but do we mean 10 - 20 yr olds or 40- 50 yr olds? 
I started in O gauge in my early 40s having modelled in smaller scales as a boy. 
No idea -sorry! 
Try press releases in railway magazines and non railway publications 
People changing gauges 
Target OO modellers to make the switch 
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The declared intention of the current management team to be more open and to establish better communication is a step in the right 
direction and should be self perpetuating in raising awareness of the GOG 
Very difficult. Discussed frequently at MSC models. RTR may attract a younger participant. The image of the Guild to under 40s is not very 
positive ad the attitude of a protective minority doesn’t help. My grandchildren help to run my layout. 
Advertise in the relevant national model railway magazines 
Use social media  
Have links to traders websites, particularly multi-scale retailers 
Take O Gauge layouts to multi gauge shows 
Be approachable and talk to visitors 
Do not target mature males. 
If young and female it does not mean they are not interested and should be ignored 
We need to attract a younger generation of modellers - 20 to 30 yr olds who may be OO modellers but we need models that will appeal to 
them. 
We are doing okay 
Simple low cost layouts and advice for starters of all ages. You may even have to swallow the bitter pill and allow layouts in Lego or even 
other gauges 
Regional show open to the public and well publicise in the press 
RTR and up-scalers in their 50s and 60s = key new audience 
Encourage members to do more promotion via their own social media and other networks. 
Try to attract a younger age group instead of us old fogeys 
Press advertising and target social media  
I suspect that the Guild is already doing as much as possible to attract people to shows. The Railway Modeller publicity for virtual shows was 
excellent 
Younger modellers use Facebook ad Twitter so maybe a presence there if there isn’t already 
More content relating to RTR items to attract a younger audience 
E.g. How to make a small layout with RTR stock to encourage those who do not think it is achievable on a small budget 
probably via social media and virtual shows but this will not encourage modelling skills so the hobby, that I (and my friends) know will die 
out  
I am sure that anyone seriously interest in O gauge will visit a real show as a first option. So, adverts in the general railway press are all that is 
necessary  
Modellers in other scales are our target audience fro recruitment  
? Add other scales to Guild events - layouts layouts layouts. 
Adverts in national, all scale magazines 
Put articles in national all scale magazines about O gauge and mention the Guild if a Guild members writes the article.  

Liaise with schools for after school model railway clubs 
Support for traders products when they retire 
Mental health - use this to promote the hobby 
Liaison with NRM / HMRS / Others to promote the hobby 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please share any other general comments about Gauge O Guild events? 
As far as I saw them they are perfect for any gauge 0 modeller. 
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All in good locations and three centrally organised shows are good. However, please help clubs and local groups to set up more shows like 
BOGG and NEWGOG did so that O gauge exhibitions are more widespread. 
I think you're on the right track, keep it going 
I've enjoyed the Guildex and Bristol shows a lot. 
Is there scope to work with MIOG on shows to attract new members to both organisations 
I look forward to resuming attendance at Doncaster, Guildex and hopefully Kettering, together with events run by regional groups and other 
societies. There were thoughts about a North East England show, which would be good for me, but seemed to be close to Guildex dates. 
Live events have not worked to me as the times are too rigid so having more recorded demos and some inspirational layouts illustrated via the 
website would make the Guild more centric to peoples needs. Modernisation of how information is generated and shared across the Guild 
and its members is clearly going to be key to attracting and retaining the next generation of modellers.  
The evening with events have all been excellent, particularly the coach building one. I appreciate the virtual shows being available for a 
month to give time to view all the content at leisure. 
Usually well planned and organised. Has been great to not have to travel to virtual events. A game changer. 
Always very professionally organised, a great showcase for the Guild. 
Although this has been a trying period, for not only the Guild, but other organisations during Covid 19, it is important that the Guild can 
resume our traditional shows when it is sensible to do so. These are the shop front, as it were, for not only the traders who support O gauge, 
but for the Guild as well. There have been great strides made with the online and virtual content, and this is an area where we need to 
continue to provide such platforms for many of our members who are unable to attend the shows. 
The Guild events are good events but they need to be constrained by cost and location, Guildex being the main issue, I have heard many 
people say that they will not be attending Guildex as it is Avery tiring day with a long drive at each end and that is what puts them off 
travelling. The other events are located much better and that must increase the attendance numbers. I really like the Doncaster event for its 
location, close to a main motorway and within a few miles and an hour (fish) of major conurbations. The commercial event in Doncaster 
attracts over 10,000 I believe as it is incredibly busy, as s the Guild event. 
Face to face meetings - geographical convenience is essential.  Travelling in the UK has become a thoroughly unpleasant ordeal, and 
overnight accommodation has become prohibitively expensive.  Venues need to be get-attable on a day return basis. 
More pre grouping era please. 
Great....it's a hobby, we do it for fun, we learn stuff all the time and try to only make new mistakes. I'm enormously grateful to those who 
give up their time on our behalf and the latest innovations are superb, so a mix of live and virtual events would be great so that we reap the 
benefits of recent innovations. 
From where I live they are all in the south of the country so attending always has implications of time, travel & expense, also need a large 
budget for purchases which is not always available 
I greatly enjoy and look forward to these and have been pleased to assist with them over the years. 
I really enjoy the events and you are doing a fantastic job 
The cost of travel and time taken prevent me from attending most shows and, incidentally, any club and area meetings.  For me, I would 
prefer all these to be available via Zoom, even if there is an "entrance" fee. 
I have learned more about modelling by watching the Guild's Youtube channel than I ever did by attending shows. 
Whilst the virtual events are welcome, they dont replace the actual shows in my opinion as i like to browse the traders goods, especially 
those whose own websites leave much to be desired in terms of photographic detail. 
Keep up the good work! I haven't been to one yet which I haven't enjoyed. 
My experience is that they are very well run. People put a huge effort in and it shows. 
Friendly but a wee bit tacky round the edges. 
Please bring the Leigh show up to the standard of the summer show. 
They are all a credit to the Guild event management team. 
Looking forward to Stafford. 
Having never been able to attend a Gauge O Guild event I have really enjoyed the Virtual events and feel that I have got more from my 
membership in the past 12 months than I have in the past. 
If we keep virtual events can we also afford the resource impacts of three annual shows? 
 
Thanks for all your hard work! 
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They are broadly OK - it is almost impossible to choose a location that suits everyone but good access by public transport is *essential* and 
needs to be a top priority. (Relatively) cheap B&B in the area is also important. (For this reason I think somewhere like Blackpool would be a 
good choice for a major event.) Please AVOID Bank Holiday weekends like a particularly virulent version of the Plague.  
Overall, I have been satisfied with the Guild Shows that I have attended. I have attended all of the Telford Shows and a majority of the spring 
and summer events as well as other 0 Gauge events (i.e. Bristol) 
The Gazette is excellent, first class information and production, worth the membership fee on its own. 
Generally, well organised, a lot to see. 
I think the events in general have become larger and in places not really convenient for me to attend. I am a solitary modeller operating in a 
relatively obscure prototype in Scaleseven. I have never been a member of a club, and feel that the standards of layouts on show are not good 
enough for me to make it worth attending. I am in contact with the traders that I need, and don't need to travel to see them. The best shows 
done by the Guild were those at Halifax a few years ago now. Now I only need the Guild for the occasional item in the Gazette, and the 
products directory. If I were under financial pressure I would probably retire from the Guild. 
It is perhaps ironic that I feel closer to the Guild and its activities as a consequence of the pandemic.  Congratulations are due to the virtual 
events team for all they have done and are continuing to do.  The Forum and Wiki have become indispensable elements of my 0 gauge 
journey. 
None. 
My wife has mobility issues and really appreciates the copious seating near the test track so she can watch trains while resting.  So many 
other shows have limited seating. 
I appreciate that it is a minority interest but coarse scale does seem to be totally overlooked. 
Well organised generally.  In recent years the same traders seem to be at all shows and they have become a bit "samey".  I think this is just 
part of a trend for smaller niche suppliers to move to online or retire from shows.   
 
Maybe a low or no cost poster display for small traders to advertise on would help? or a virtual link? 
Cannot comment about events as not yet had the opportunity to attend one since joining last year. 
Have always been pleased how well the shows are run 
Just keep up the good work! 
Keep up the great work we have seen a positive change since Jackie's joined the team. Love it! 
The present mix of actual and virtual is about right. 
A stronger representation at Local exhibitions 
The Guild is very old fashioned and appears to be a closed shop aimed at the "in crowd "it claims to be inclusive but its not i don't feel its 
relevant to me now days. I rate the magazine production very highly though 
I thoroughly enjoy Guildex as it is an interesting and 'low key' show.   By 'low key' I mean that there is not the pressure to entertain with a 
layout as happens at other major multi gauge shows, but is more friendly and involving of the observer and presenter whether that be of a 
layout, demonstration or whatever. 
 
Another comment not about an event but about this survey - it would have been good to have a link on the website rather than have to type 
in that long list of characters.   If there are further surveys, please provide one! 
It's very difficult to attend shows when living outside of the UK. 
Guildex in traditional format is a top priority for overseas members. 
The current Events team are doing a first class job in very difficult circumstances 
events team have set the gold standard for online events. Hard act to improve on! 
Location doesn’t suit all the UK members 
great events for meeting traders and other members 
Overall, I’m very happy with the events thus far. I just hope the Stafford event matches or exceeds the Telford experience.  
Location doesn’t suit all the UK members 
The Events  I have attended have always been well organised. I always enjoy them and have met and made friends at some Guildex shows. 
Thank you.  
In an ideal world it would be good to vary the location of the big shows. However I can understand many of the constraints (locations, costs, 
etc), but travelling distance can be a bar to attending. And this is where virtual or streaming might come in useful.  
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Worth joining GoG for. I used to worry that the hobby was in decline, but recently Guildex has been too crowded. But I still think there is a 
scope to showcase easier transitions from OO. 
I like them - good atmosphere - great day out - meet friends - see things - buy something! 
We need much more basic video information.I am a "starter" in 7mm layout building and use U Tube videos to learn basic Layout beginners 
problems (e.g.how to modify PECO turnouts for DCC/Tortoise type motors.RR track cutting/bending, DCC setups.DCC signalling) Everyone 
starting out has to learn these basic skills.  Most.U Tube 7mm "how to" videos are poor/awful quality, Guild could do much better. Guild 
videos all seem to start at a higher level. No point in watching "how to build a brass....until you have decent track/electronics. 4mm is much 
better served by U Tube videos than 7mm. The novice PECO user would be more likely to  join. I have modelled in 4mm, built 2 working 
layouts with PECO track, point motors, built whitemetal kits in the past, but the transition to 7 mm is quite tough. I could join a club 
I am looking forward to live events again, I have missed attending shows in the last 18 months 
Nothing further than stated above except keep the entry price reasonable. 
I have always found Gauge O Guild events enjoyable and I have never considered them to be loss making events. I regard the cost of running 
an event to be part of what I pay for via my membership subscription. 
Overall I have enjoyed all of the guild shows I have been to. Both as member and non member 
Possibly less about events per se, but the Guild did have a feel of being a bit 'old fashioned' until recently.  Lock-down and going more online 
has refreshed it greatly - thanks! 
Events are always to a very high standard which is to be applauded 
Regarding virtual shows, I was very disappointed with the actual traders, few had good websites, many had poor or difficult to navigate 
websites, loads had no website. 
most are very good 
I would congratulate all that the committee has done to keep in contact and produce on line material such as the virtual shows during what 
has been a very difficult time. 
Jackie and her team are doing a great job.  Keep it up and we look forward to going to shows again in person once we feel safe to do so, which 
in all probability may not be until 2022. 
Note, I do not have a layout and only build kit locos and stock. 
Mostly very enjoyable and informative. 
From my point of view. the Gauge 0 Guild events are simply the best in Europe - that's why I joined the Gauge 0 Guild! 
In the current circumstances, I believe the Guild (and particularly Jackie and the team) have really made an outstanding effort to keep the 
membership involved and informed. The online content will make the events available to those who, for a variety of reasons, can not attend 
the actual venue. Well worth continuing, even when the face to face events restart. 
Face-to-face Guild events that I have attended over the last 25 or so years have been well-organised and smooth running and have in the 
main been a joy. The same cannot be said unfortunately about all layout at the shows as I am sure you already know. 
The virtual sessions that the Guild has run have also been good and have had many, like me, glued to their screens for all or part of the 
day.  There is merit in keeping these going but the Guild also needs to consider what it should be doing for those members who by choice or 
force of circumstances do not have access to the web.  After all, a connection to the web and an email address are not conditions of 
membership and these members must not be made to fee lthat they are being excluded from aspects of the Guild's activities.  I have no 
suggestions to make on tackling this (unless it is charging them a lower annual fee but that would mean a two-tier Guild which is not a good 
idea!!). 
Finally, thanks for asking. 
Good job in trying times well done all.  
When I was active in 7mm, really enjoyed both Guildex and ALARM Reading events. 
Of the events I have attended in the past, I've always been impressed with the shows, especially as it all done by volunteers. I'll hoping that 
Guildex is "on" this September as I've missed the interaction with both modellers and traders.  
Within the last 18 months the events have developed immensely and full credit should be given to the Events team. Long may it continue. 
I have attended nearly all guild events since the early 1980's and have really missed them since the pandemic began! 
Need an event in South West - Bristol show seems to have finished and Guildex moved further away. Now nothing in the South West. 
I joined the guild because I’d changed from N gauge as a result of buying a RTR Dapol 08 shunter. O gauge does not appear in the model 
railway press as much a N or OO and I was looking for a source of information and to see what other people were up to. I’m never going to be 
a Nick Dunhill or DLOS but I am interested learning new skills. The forthcoming SIG day looks to be very interesting and I would like to see 
more of this kind of event. 
 
I’d be interested to see what some of the more experienced modellers’ tool kits are comprised of - something like “show us yer toolbox”! 
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The virtual shows were amazing. Very well organised and I appreciated them very much.  
I have been to shows in Reading. I really like seeing layouts. Traders for kits and tools. Modelling demonstrations are the best and most 
inspiring bits. 
Too many times I have seen those running layouts and some demonstrations involved in their own world and not interacting with the public. 
At least one member should be designated to engage with the public. 
I have been to shows in Reading. I really like seeing layouts. Traders for kits and tools. Modelling demonstrations are the best and most 
inspiring bits. 
I have given my contact details below so you can get in touch if there is anything more you would like from me but please don't feel obliged 
to make contact. By the way, thanks for everything the Guild does. 
I am very pleased with the Guild events and all the nice opportunities it brings to members. In these Covid times it does its best to keep the 
hobby alive and create bonds between members, traders ... 
I have only attended the Reading trade show in the past three years but I found it well organised and easy to find what I was looking for. 
? Shows could move around different cities throughout the UK.  
Greatfull for all the work & time put in for us members to en joy. 
The latest tranche of digital events are an exciting development but a good old fashioned get together is still enjoyed 
Would be good to try to move spring and summer shows around a selection of venues rather than use same places annually, although I do 
realise best deals are made by repeat/return visits. 
I think that GOG events are well organised, I have attended the Bristol, Reading events as well as Telford (RIP) and Kettering.  I have been 
impressed by them all. 
The virus allowed us to get a better look into the guild, thank you  
Very happy to see the guild providing the range of events 
I think you are doing a GREAT job for our cause - very innovative using modern software aids 
Great social events sometimes, but I think more fun to exhibit at than to visit! The preponderance of unaffordable RTR in recent years has 
often just left me feeling depressed after a show, especially with parts becoming so hard to source. 3D printing has offered me a way to keep 
modelling though. 
Very well managed and presented. Well done to all! 
No other comments, all covered. 
Magnificent. It is amazing what you achieve, particularly “on-line” from willing volunteers. No praise is enough to thank everyone for their 
commitment to the Guild. It’s retained my interest in the hobby.  
I have only attended local events but find a very good and helpfull environment  
I feel the Guild is doing a superb job must congratulate every one for your efforts and cannot really offer any thoughts to "improve" 
Congratulations for all that has been attempted and achieved during the pandemic - the virtual events especially have been so good. 
When I first attended the summer show, I found it to be a cut above general model railway exhibitions. People seemed friendlier and more 
helpful, perhaps because everything was focussed on one scale. It drew me into O gauge which has become affordable and not as space 
intensive as I once thought. 
Hopefully when and if the new Elizabeth Line is up and running I will be able to attend the Reading Show as I will have a direct line across 
London. At the moment all the events are to difficult for me to attend. 
Although I only joined the Guild in 2020 I've been involved with O gauge for almost 50 years, and attended many exhibitions with my late 
father. Living in Suffolk, as my father got older he was less inclined to want to stay away from home so we tended to go to Kettering (2 hours 
drive) but rarely to Telford (4+ hours). We always felt that Kettering was a good substitute for GuildEx. I was in Shropshire in September 
2019 and (with my wife ) I did manage to visit Telford for the afternoon and felt it was well worth while, but still felt that I wouldn't have 
made a special trip just to go to the show. This year, of course, has been a disaster for shows, just as I have become a much more active O 
gauge modeller! I was considering a trip to Stafford, but I must say it's not a location I would choose, as the drive via the Birmingham area 
and the M6 isn't a nice one. I understand the difficulty of finding a venue that is able to meet all the needs of GuildEx and I have no criticism 
of the Guild's decision to go to Stafford. All things being equal, somewhere east of the Birmingham area, maybe the Nottingham area, or MK, 
would be a better prospect for me though I appreciate that we already have Kettering and Doncaster in reach. I also appreciate that one's 
perception of how difficult it is to get to any location depends greatly on where you start from so you're probably doing well to get anywhere 
near 50% satisfaction with the location. I hope the East Anglian groups will be able to go ahead with our small show at Bury St Edmunds in 
September. Small events like this help fill the gaps for those who don't want to drive long distances. 
Final word, I think the Guild does a good job with the shows. Thanks to all those who work so hard to put them on. 
The Summer Show at Doncaster is within reach and I have attended on 2 occasions 
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Congratulations and thanks for all you have done duringthis difficult period. 
I felt Telford was a very good location for Guildex.  We always had a very good trip, making it into a long weekend by staying in Bridgnorth 
Thursday-Sunday and visiting the Severn Valley Railway on the Friday, and the Railwayman's Arms pub on Bridgnorth station in the 
evenings!  Stafford won't quite have the same appeal, Stafford looks rather a dull town to stay in! 
Although a member have been unable to attend events due to other commitments 
Enjoy being able to see products and layouts in real life 
Very well organised and thought out, and alsways enjoyable and interesting 
I like the current balance of traders, layouts, How to do It's etc. The event locations are O'K' for me and enjoy the day out.  Locations good 
but unfair on some. 
I have attended as many events as possible over many years in a variety of venues from Newcastle Race Course ti Chippenham and I can 
honestly say I have enjoyed every one. 
The standard of the events is high.  It would be worth considering reduced or free entry for partners at physical events. 
I thought (?) the diversity of O Guild Events particularly with traders and (?) 
Kellering has always been an excellent day out 
A few more layouts at shows. 
Enjoyable, helpful. Very much looking forward to Guildex 2021 
Please note I have answered these questions on a purely selfish basis i.e. what is important to me.  I fully accept that others will have 
different views which is all to the good! 
So sorry to hear of the loss of Telford.  It was a really excellent show in a superb venue.  I wish the organisation luck in seeking out a suitable 
alternative venue. 
I do enjoy the live events but the virtual events have been very good. 
Despite my comments above, I still find the skills and knowledge of experienced members to be inspiring and I would not want their 
incredible models to be withdrawn from view. 
I attend two Gauge O Guild events Linlithgow, Edinburgh and Pollockshaw  travelling time for each..  That involve 9 hours 
Most events are very good 
See previous comment 
Meeting traders in the flesh mean you have more trust in them when buying on-line.  The real shows are chance to catch up with friends. 
Usually very good 
Live shows are generally well organised and carry the atmosphere and opportunity to meet and greet fellow modellers.  The video offer less 
crowding and the ability to pick and choose what we see. 
I think the guild is a great enterprise .  I am surprised the Trustee arm (valuing or either buying or acting as agents for the vendor) folded.   I 
would think there is a huge opportunity to step in and re-start these.  Just look at the age profile of the membership. 
Looking forward to actually attending a show and exhibiting at Guildex 
I will only ever be able to attend events by virtual means so I am happy to have them on a regular basis. 
PS Thank you for all your efforts for members :-) (he actually drew a smiley face on the form) 
I attended Doncaster Once, Never again. Traffic in Doncaster was Diabolical. The car parking was too far from the venue and the venue was 
far far too noisy.  Mainly from adjacent events.  Bring back Cleckheaton. 
Need for an Event closer to London and the South 
Live shows are usually brilliant I'm happy to wait for the next live show as long as it is not too far away 
As I live in the South West (Cornwall) The Guildex has become too far to travel therefore I will not be attending in future. 
Excellent.  More Face to Face for new members to help 'Get them going'. 
Virtual shows.  Very important as I live overseas so have little opportunity to access exhibitions. 
Well run.  Well worth attending.  Have displayed my layout once the organisation excellent.  Could improve entrance waiting times. 
Allthough an overseas member, I have attended shows at Halifax and Telford and never been disappointed 
The virtual events are aboonn to me 
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Find layouts inspirational and like to know what traders have available.  Don't want to be embarrased by own failures so Q & A sessions and 
competitions avoided. 
I usually attend Guildex and Kettering plus Reading in December.  The events are always well organised (including Reading) and I am very 
satisfied with the format.  I am very grateful to those who organise and help. 
Thanks to all who are trying to move things forward and have committed time to that end.  Trying not to live up to the alternative GOG - 
Grumpy Old Git!! 
Excessive focus on Scale Modelling as against Off the shelf/RTR 
Excellent effort by Officers and Exhibition arrangements, set up and modus operandi teams 
Carry on the good work 
More thought for vegetarians and vegans (I'm one) Don’t’ like to carry extra items round shows. 
I thoroughly enjoy all the Guild exhibition events and am satisfied with current thinking on content. Your efforts are much appreciated 
No further comments 
The live shows I have attended seem to have the right balance for my tastes. 
We have a broad range of interests in GOG so keeping all happy is awkward. 
Gauge 0 Guild - Events Survey 2021 
 
 
My answers to this questionnaire may seem quite negative. Please don't take them as 
criticism of Guild Events. My responses are influenced by the following- 
o For the past 25 years, all my mode|ling purchases have been in connection with 
building and enhancing a club's O-gauge layout. 
o The club has disposed of the layout. 
 
o The members have no plans to build any successor in O-gauge. 
 
o I am no longer a member of that club. 
 
If this questionnaire had been sent out 15 years ago, during the building phase, my answers 
would be far more positive. Back then I valued meeting traders and demonstrators, and 
discussing with operators and fellow visitors matters that were of particular relevance to O- 
gauge. When it became obvious that the club members no longer wanted any O-gauge 
layout, I continued aUending Guildex just to enjoy looking at the layouts. I hope to be able 
to do this again at Guildex 2021. 
 
Up to the start of construction of the club O layout, I had been an 00-modeller for 40 years. 
My loft layout, with its 60 feet of (now) unmaintained _route mileage', awaits the 
resumption of construction and operation. In GuHd News, group reports refer to the 
amount of dust, debris and deterioration that is accumulating on their layouts.  I guess that 
this is as nothing when compared with the grey drifts and dodgy electrical contacts that I 
have on my personal layout, 
 
 
I much appreciated the time, thought, imagination and effort put in by successive Events 
Teams, their wider circle of helpers, and all the different categories of exhibitors.  Keep up 
the good work. 
 
As you drive forward into the future, may none of your trackside signals be found set at red, 
with perhaps just a few at yellow.  I hope the majority come into view burning brightly, 
showing a wonderful green aspect. 
A replacement location for Bristol 
More quality layouts and equal balance of layouts and traders 
Looking forward to Guildex at Stafford instead of Telford 
Less crowding at physical shows - PLEASE 
I like the virtual events - recorded feature extremely helpful 
I was helped by Jack Ray, Chris Simpson & Mike ? and the magazine 
Thanks for organising, I appreciate your efforts 
Happy with what is being done 
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Balance of events about right generally for me 
I moved to O gauge in April 1996 joining MIGO then the Guild.  I went to Telford a few times when work permitted.  I retired in 2011 and 
have an End to End Garden Layout 
I really enjoy them being new to trains.  Everyone I have met are enthusiastic and do  not hesitate to help and advise. 
Thank you to all who work at putting on our events, you do a wonderful jb and I really enjoy going to Guildex, its a great event. 
Always enjoy Kettering my closest, and Guildex when it does not clash with something else. 
More on RTR 
Much more on Garden Railways 
Would prefer Guildex back at Telford even if the entry fee goes up. 
I  enjoy Guildex as a social event and to bring all that is good about the hobby together. 
The trade shows are good to access small suppliers. 
There is no answer, the average age of members who build models is old and falling.    Newer members are less likely to support traders who 
sell kits. So eventually it will die or fade away. 
I feel overall that you are doing a great job.  |Just a little more emphasis on beginners would be good, as we could tempt more of them to 
move up from oo/N 
Good or very good and much appreciated, the virtual demonstrations i have seen were very good.  
I endevour to attend as many local face to face events as possible, and Guildex as the opportunity arises.  I am an active member of WINGOG 
Keep up the good worek and Thanks to all concerned. 
reasonably content.  I enjoy Guildex as I make a weekend of ti. 
|Catering facilities are very important both hot meals and good quality sandwiches and cakes, plus enough seating to eat and drink in comfort. 
Please keep both live events an the best of the virtual ones. 
Although a member have been unable to attend events due to other commitments 
Exhibitions very good, lets have more of them 
What the Guild have accomplished this year is brilliant, can we have more pease. 
Generally very good 
Generally very good, Can't really get to Doncaster as its 6-7 hours away, but go to Kettering and Guildex. 
I rally enjoy the gazette, please keep in going,  I am 83 and have made 50 kits and helped others with their painting and lining 
O Gauge events in West Country please. 
As thanks and what more can I ask for 
As previously stated, nowadays (age, cost of petrol, not wanting to drive so far etc), I do not go further than Bristol or Hampshire.  So how 
about a show down our way in the Westcountry.  In the dim and diistant past you had a couple closer to Devon - I drove some friends to 
them 
I have, in the past, attended many model railway shows (visitor and displayer) however face to face meetings in the ongoing virus mean, as a 
vulnerable person, that no shows will be attended for some time.  SAD! Perhaps I will need to develop my on-line side. 
I have always loved the Guildex when at Telford and have attended in almost all years.  Stafford will be okay for me too. 
Good to attend and see the efforts of modellers.  Virtual meetings have no impact as far as I am concerned. 
very steam orientated 
Geography is important to the Guild and to individuals.  I don't expect the GOG to hold major events in central Scotland and equally, I have 
no interest in a long journey to the Midlands, Doncaster or the South (everything else) so i expect the status quo to prevail 
Bristol show VG, Reading show not worth the cost plus time, Not going again 
I applaud the guild management for all you do for us and for the imaginative use of new technology on a fast learning curve 
Guild is OK as far as I'm concerned.  Magazine is good 
I have not experienced any yet. 
Pleased to see a broadening of ideas 
Always enjoyable 
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We need them 
Good on the whole, Stafford excellent choice 
We value the hard work put in by the organisers 
Traders and most important items. we cannot always talk or see new items to the owners/traders on internet. Buying items from lists is just 
not my option in my view.  I want to SEE and TOUCH the new products 
Like going to shows with face to face contact and seeing products in a tactile way, have seen one one online event, not O Gauge, - Boring 
Since returning to the guild I have been impressed with the content, videos, magazine.  Maybe a collaboration with technical providers may 
be helpful e.g. MERG or You Tube providers, very impressed with Rob Little Willow in JMTI CMRI Audio Rasp etc 
I only know know Telford, occasionally Kettering and they are all excellent and worth waiting for. 
Generally excellent.  Meet with friends and an especial benefit of the face to face events 
I have very limited requirements now for my small layout of Byfield SMJ c 1910-1940 plus limited budget. So my main interest is seeing 
layouts and meeting old friends.  Old in both senses! 
Have one down South, the Bristol show has gone, we definitely need a replacement 
Always try to support real events including Bristol (BOGG) show, my nearest by far 
Not easy to complete this survey as the importance of any particular feature depend upon what stage of modelling I an actively engaged in at 
the time.  e.g. Traders are important if I need a part for a particular project. 
Loved them for the past 20 years.  Virtual shows are the future but you can't beat meeting up with friends and traders face to face 
Thank you for all your hard work and efforts, its appreciated. 
Keep the local area events going.  They're small and friendly and not difficult to get something of your own run on a test track.  
I thoroughly enjoy visiting the Autumn Guildex show over the last few years.  I tink the Guild has done a great job with Telford and I look 
forward to the Stafford Show. 
The show makes a nice start to a holiday in that area. 
Would like to see more continuous running layouts instead of end to end with not much action atGuildex 
Wonderful.  I enjoy all three events and venues and look forward to Stafford new location.  Venues are great for me.  Not sure for members 
in Scotland, Cornwall or the South Coast 
Can’t wait to get back to Guildex 
Now disabled i wheelchair.  No grip in right hand. 
Thank goodness for magazine 
Very well structured with great atmosphere.  I think the efforts of those responsible for the organisation of the Events should be recognised 
I am very happy with what the Guild offers it's members 
Very informative a nice holiday from the Netherlands (live steam) etc 
More of a question.  With this year's Guildex planned for Stafford, will any transport be arranged (buses) having been to Stafford Circle 
shows there it is poorly served by public transport 
I enjoy bothe large (Telford) and the local (Leigh) shows.  They more relaxing than other club organised events where costs appear to be a 
major consideration. 
All the Face to Face shows seem to be well attended.  What's the problem.  If it ain't bust, don't fix it! 
More down South please 
All generally good 
Enjoy Guildex and would hate to see it reduced to a one day show. 
Generally OK>  But locations need to be considered carefully bearing in mind not everyone has access to their own transport. 
Pretty good. Something to look forward too. 
I have bee a member since 1992/3 and I greatly value the Guild as an organisation.  I have been a volunteer and I have made many friends 
through the hobby. 
I joined up after attending Guildex at Telford.  Glad you've moved to Stafford Countu Showground..  Forme at least, it is much easier to reach 
For those who wish to put a price in everything.  | would say the Guild shows are about face to face interaction which cannot me measured. 
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I go to local events.  Reading / Guildford and read the Gazette/Guild News 
I enjoy the guild shows, Both layouts and the opportunity to acquire items for the hobby.  It is always enjoyable to see and meet friends and 
other members.  The catering at these events is always over-priced and of questionable quality.  But it probably out of the committee's hands 
to control.  I will still attend as many events as I can. 
The Guild has a well deserved reputation for putting on first class shows and I hope this can continue.  It would be a retrograde step to move 
to a one day Guildex as some have suggested. 
Now that we have seen what can be done with Virtual shows.  I will find it harder to justify travelling 300 miles round trip to actual shows. 
I have been attending GOG Events and local groups for 35 plus years. I am happy with things as they are but accept the need to keep abreast 
of change 
As with all events, overcrowding can be a problem especially as everyone's confidence has been knocked due to the pandemic 
Re the Gazette: Is the white space down each page really necessary when all it houses is a head and shoulders.  At the expense of smaller than 
helpful text size.  The Gazette is probably the most valuable item for members 
It is often difficult to get a view of layouts. it would be useful in some areas of elevated standing platforms ne provided. 
Some Traders need to consider how o handle conjestion at their stalls if they are to maximise their business 
I always enjoy Guildex, it is a brilliant show and I am hoping we get one this year.  The other one I get to is Leigh it is pretty good as 
well.  Travel being the deciding factor. 
Ideally should have transport to the venue 
No further comments, except to say membership and show entry should be less expensive for pensioners 
I can only read the Gazette etc when nagging wife is not around. 
Most events I have attended have been good to excellent, but costs of travel /car parking availability may be a problem.  I suspect travel by 
public transport could be a problem for a while past Covid.  I have not used it for some months. 
I always attend the spring show 7 Guildex as much as anything I like to see products "in the flesh" and very much enjoy meeting old and new 
friends 
I meet my friends, browse & buy things. I really cannot do that on-line in the same way.  Personal contact means a lot 
The only one I go to normally is Guildex, very much value the Gazette. The virtual exhibition layouts were good.  Living in rural Wales 
precludes the others. When KI lived in Coventry I was a founder member of COVGOG my son was well and still goes but sees not reason to 
join the Guild.  Like me he goes to Guildex and is on the COVGOG committee. 
Generally well satisfied with GOG events.  Covid has obviously re-focussed all of our thinking and what has evolved during Covid should not 
be lost when Covid restrictions ease. 
Grateful for the effort put in by the Committee producing super events.  Thank you 
The shows are excellent, Virtual shows are a waste of time and effort 
I much prefer the face to face events 
You are doing a good job without my interference 
My own personal preference is for traditional exhibition style events. 
I enjoy Kettering as it is easy to get to, park and get around inside. I will try new Guildex when and if it is open. 
Be careful not to go the same way as Trade Unions and many charities and organisations - offering 'benefits' which the members don't want 
and putting up the subs to pay for it all. 
Very good 
I support GOG 
I'm very grateful for what the events team, have done and continue to do so that I can enjoy my hobby. 
Far too little LMS and Scottish content, far too much GWR. 
I think you have done some great work to bring us events during Coronavirus - well done and thank you! 
The organisers are doing a great job. Well done. 
Generally excellent! 
Far too regimented 
I feel we should encourage more small traders to attend 
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For 'in person' events the most pressing need is for venues that are accessible and fairly local. Staffordshire, Leicestershire etc are too far away 
for me! 
You do an amazingly great job! 
I think the society is doing a great job. It would be nice to have a exhibition in the South East, say outskirts of London. 
Always enjoyed. 
The BRM Zoom exhibitions have scored higher than the Guilds, I think committee members should look and some of there to gain insight. 
I have always enjoyed events which I have attended, particularly 'Telford', which I'll probably always call it, wherever it's held! 
Is there an online mechanism to enable a potential member to join, whilst connected to the virtual show? i.e. closing the sale! 
Aim for average enthusiast reach the model engineers. 
I am very impressed with the hard work, enthusiasm and organising that goes into all the Guild events, particularly so with recent "virtual" 
events. 
Not sure we need three show per year, happy with Guildex. Main thing is quality of layouts and range of traders. 
Please carry on this work 
My modelling (a 300ft garden O Gauge layout) has always been a very "private indulgence of mine" with limited time available and fully 
retired, I hope to participate more in Guild activities. 
The entrance fee differential between non members and members should be greater to support members and encourage more joiners "on the 
day" 
I'm happy with the events. Often some traders have an 'amateur' approach to visual impact 
The Guild is doing a marvellous job and the response to lockdown has been very impressive. Well done all. 
Always enjoyed events I have attended. You all do an incredible job and should never be criticised. Looking forward to Stafford 
You are to be applauded for keeping interest in GOG very much alive during the Pandemic. 
Events generally well organised, but catering and parking sometimes could be improved 
The shows I visited the past years have been good from trade to layouts and member volunteers 
Really appreciate what Guild does. An excellent hobby that has been the saviour of many during lockdown. The excellent magazine and 
Virtual Shows both serve to enhance that. 
I've found Guild events well run - they provide all I want from an exhibition. Parking and catering are important. In my opinion it is 
important that Guildex remains a 2 day exhibition. 
Doncaster and Guildex are top drawer events and long may they continue. I'm in awe of those who bring them about. My thanks and 
appreciation to JK and everyone else who have kept the show on the road during lockdown 
Would like greater emphasis on scratch building, traders, layouts, demos etc. 
Need to be sharper and more professional. This is as important to members as any other exhibition whether one pays or not. They should 
continue to try to show the very best quality of modelling & products, as well as the more accessible [sic] 
It would be unfair of me to comment as I have not attended any. Unfortunately the local Plymouth secretary does not have a telephone 
number. I am sorry that I have not completed this form as you intended but have tried to answer from my point of view. 
Guild organisers do a wonderful job, and would not like to see them fail in any area 
Have only been to Cleckheaton. Too far to travel to others. 
As I said earlier I enjoy GOG events very much, long may they continue 
I am very happy with aqll the events I have been to 
Wherever possible I feel that is very important to choose an attractive location for Guildex with plenty of space, parking and nearby shopping 
for spouses. Telford was excellent in this respect. I'm not sure that Stafford will have the same appeal. 
I enjoy the events, mostly Guildex that I attend, so please keep up the good work with them. I can't attend Guildex this year but intend 
returning in 2020. 
I have enjoyed participating in GOG shows, which have improved over the years. I congratulate and thank the ET. Now that I can no longer 
volunteer with the E&T, I will see more of the shows when they return. 
EC is to be highly commended for its pro-active role throughout the pandemic. Presentations have been far more ambitious than those of 
other societies to which I belong 
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I wish I could afford the whole run of events, but then if I did, I would probably be buying kits in such quantity that I would be stockpiling 
stuff that I would never catch up with. 
Brilliant, hame live events have been missed but looking forward to Guildex in September. 
Guildex - superb - well laid out, excellent mix of questions. Looking forward to Bingley Hall. 
Good standard, professional service 
St Albans (past) > Kettering   Swanage (present) > Reading 
I think they are all very good. I can't thank fellow members enough for their dedication and volunteering their time and services. 
Looking forward to the Stafford Show. I am sure many more will go there as it is easier to get to by rail and road. 
Layouts should have more space than has generally been provided 
I attend Guildex when I can 
They are well worth the considerable effort you must spend in pulling them together. Well done. 
I would like to thank everyone involved in the Guild Events both prior to and especially during Covid. During the last year the events have 
been vital for us and the standard of and speed with which they were mobilised was first class. 
The Guild is doing a good job! 
Guild events sadly lacking in many parts of country. Virtual events are a welcome relief from lockdown. Our thanks to the organisers. 
Food (see Q2), space/crowding at Kettering, but this is not an issue at Guildex being a 2 day show. Many thanks for all involved in staging 
face to face and virtual shows 
Very impressed with online events. Always happy with Guildex. Not much local to SE 
The Bristol Show, being the only one I've been to, was great. It took me back 40 years. A bit of RTR, some small traders, a couple of good 
layouts. At some large multi-gauge shows you can't see the wood for the trees. 
See Q1 
Guildex excellent. Unfortunately, unable to visit others on account of distance. 
 Always a bonus to visit. Small trader stands not long enough to allow browsing if a customer chatting to trader for long time.  Small stands to 
control theft? Small stands, as too expensive for single trader? 
I have yet to attend any but the reports in the Gazette indicate a good impression 
I have enjoyed those I have attended and thank the people involved. I hope to visit Guildex again when possible. 
Help newer modellers and also let RTR have its place. I have mainly brass and plastic kits. 3 kit locos and some RTR locos to get me going 
quickly. My aim is to build more kits and better. 
Keep on doing what you are now doing! I have every admiration for all the hard work put onto the hobby by such an energetic and dedicated 
'crew' for want of a better word. Thank you. 
Considering the upheaval of the past year, the Guild has had to re-invent itself, and is all the better for this re-invention. 
Invariably well organised and well staffed 
Well done 
Very well organised generally. 
Really enjoy Guildex, my event of the year! 
Generally well organised and an excellent showcase for 7mm modelling 
Do not dilute GOG shows by bringing in other scales/gauges. It didn't work for ALSRM. 
Would like to see the Guild with greater Southern representation. Feel that the focus has been on Midlands and North. Would love to see 
event in MK arena. 
A wider spread of venues, rotating over a 2 or 3 year cycle, to include such places as York, Harrogate and Leeds, and further north would be 
appreciated. 
I can‘t say something, because 2019 was the first Guildex for me. 
Overall, I’m very happy with the events thus far. I just hope the Stafford event matches or exceeds the Telford experience.  
The reason for not attending shows recently is purely dates clashed with other commitments and I have numerous parts, kits and 
inspirations, I just need to do the modelling. 'The events always do what it says on the tin'. No need to add more. 
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Disappointed Guildex has moved to Stafford  
A decent sized Guild Show in the South West is needed 
Existing face to face formula is satisfactory but bring back the shows as soon as possible please 
Love the live shows Cannot wait until they return 
Virtual replacements are impressive technically but not for me. 
Late & scant reply due to illness  
you are doing a great job Jackie! 
see question 4 and.... 
Adverts in Railway Modeller, Model Rail and BRM about What dies the GOG Offer. 
Repeat the advert in rotation around the 3 magazines 1/4 page/column 
more than satisfied with current formats. As an older member I meet friends regularly with similar interests. Also as an ex railwayman, I 
meet old colleagues at heritage centres where we can meet at places of interest to us. I enjoy discussions on what is on show and how the lads 
cope with situations. I think that is possibly my main railway interest so my comments are probably not relevant 
Love attending and I also enjoy the Reading Trade Show which is a fantastic opportunity to meet with traders from all aspects of the hobby 
Choose exhibition locations that are accessible by train. We travelled to Telford by rail from the east but is Stafford accessible? 
It aint broke  
careful with change please 
I am one of the silent minority (probably majority) who is generally happy with the Guild 
Major benefit of face to face shows is meeting friends and making new friends 
The E & T service has been the main reason for continuing my Guild Membership - my family were relying on it to deal with my kits and 
models. Is a substitute likely? 
It is all down to time and distance. A day off of work can be expensive 
All very good. Fellow members seem friendly and talkative. 
At 82 years old and a GOG member since the 70s, I've enjoyed my membership and helped locally when possible. 
I am always delighted to meet other modellers at the GOG stand at any exhibition. This is a hobby about people.  
Keep doing what you are doing 
The Bristol and Reading Shows met my requirements and were geographically convenient  
I find the Guild Shows I attend very well organised and managed. 
Please continue to make virtual event material available after the show as I cannot always attend it live. I expect that applies to many 
members 
My reason for belonging to the Guild is to get the Gazette which I find very worthwhile 
I also view YouTube channels for O and Gauge 1 
Generally good although at times, I feel 'looked down upon' because I use Lima and old Triang etc.. Not coarse scale but not finescale! 
Guildex is good apart from the catering. Good layouts are important with plenty of traders and the tech team. 
I think the combination of Guild activities on their own and at other shows plus the Gazette is good value 
Ensure healthy options when catering 
It would be great to get there without an overnight stay 
Cost effectiveness becomes an issue when retired. 
looking forward to Guild shows being back. I really enjoy them. 
I am very pleased that the guild is improving its governance and finances - it is a Ltd company after all. 
Always really well organised & delivered. 
The Events Team are doing a fine job already - please keep going 
Keep up the good work 
All the events I have attended since 1970 have not disappointed 
Subscription should be reduced during lockdown and because E & T service has gone 
Fine. No problems except most shows are going south. One in Leeds would be better and the North seems to have been forgotten again. 
I enjoy visiting shows as it offers face to face opportunities and a way of meeting old friends and share modelling interests  
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No travel. No computer but I do read and support the guild with passion And, I model like hell! 
My experience of Telford suggests that many O gauge events are so popular and attracting more visitors would make them unbearable and 
inaccessible. The Guild should function on subscriptions not on profit from events!!! 
I am NEVER been disappointed. Thank you to all. (Guildex for over 25 years) 
I always appreciate the effort and hard work put in by the Events Team and I think they are to be congratulated and deserve thanks for this. 
I think the guild's Gazette is excellent 
The answer to this would be more relevant after Stafford. 
Good facilities for traders 
Location and access using public transport is important  
Greatly enjoy Guildex, Kettering & GOGG event in Reading in December 
I think overall the guild is doing a good job. Looking forward to attending exhibitions when Covid Restrictions permit  
Enjoy the magazines 
we need more shows in the South West 
for shows that are a long way from home - for axing members being able to book accommodation via the Guild like Telford may get us 
travelling to more shows 
The shows are always excellent - thank you  
All members benefit from event not only those who attend - see additional comments  
Guildex face to face is the jewel int he crown annually. 
The new e-events are a superb way of keeping interest more regularly and reaching out to the international audience 
The O Gauge shows are fantastic. The Telford location is not easy to get to. The Stafford show with a bus connection from the Railway 
Station will be better 
All that most members want are quality layouts, traders and demos - just continuing to evolve from what we have already achieved. 
Too many traders are finding it not worthwhile to come to shows but it is really difficult to find what you want or need if you can physically 
see it and discuss it with the trader.  
Please contact traders who have dropped out and find out why - is it costs, return on investment, old age, travel difficulties, hotel prices? 
What would make them return? 
Always enjoyed Guild Shows within travel reach 
Good to see the items traders have and buy 
Bring and Buy and E & T have always been good.  
Guild events are generally really well organised. Some concerns about location as they tend to be in the middle of the country which is hard 
for those of us in Scotland, Wales, south of England etc  
Well organised and all held in venues which do not get uncomfortably crowded 
Really enjoy the Zoom sessions. Always look forward to them. 
Take advantage of the new technology and showcase new modelling ideas 
Generally very good 
I look forward to the Guild Events every year 
Great events but need similar in south or London areas 
I really enjoy my annual visit to Doncaster. seeing the layouts and the magnificent display of today's modelling is inspiring. The RTR models 
of today are superb. 
Very happy with Guildex  
RTR will become more prominent for the less skilled due to the range of new products from Dapol, Heljan, Ellis Clark etc 
We do need to have in place a trust to handle the railway items of those who have passed on. I know that in my family there is no interest in 
model railways so who will handle the disposal of my items? 
I find them well run and cover all the things I am interested in. Having regional events as well and the main shows is a 'must' though for me. 
I have missed the shows terribly. The current formula suits me and my modelling friends admirably 
Face to face shows are always very good especially for getting new ideas and purchasing consumables 
The entrance fee is too low for shows of this quality. I feel it should be £10 for everyone so membership does not need to be checked which 
will speed up entry 
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More layouts and less other stuff 
Hopefully we can attend in person once the restrictions are lifted. They are great shows. 
The Guild has no shows int he South West  
I have attended my local open days and Guildex but it must be a two day show to make it worth attending as I travel from the Republic of 
Ireland to pickup parts etc.. 
Always great. Lovely people. Excellent. 
I enjoy them! 
More basic skills articles for the magazine and don't presume that all modellers know the jargon when explaining stuff  
Would like to see O gauge shows in Bristol or Gloucester / South Wales area. 
Basically 100 mile radius of Cardiff 
Until I stopped attending due to age, I really enjoyed coming to Guildex. I et traders, other modelling friends and found Bring & Buy and E & 
T compelling. Guild events should be attractive to the average modeller and not just those trying to make exceptional quality models. I have 
been interested for more than 80 years and the Guild has done a wonderful job since I joined all those years ago. 
I love going to Doncaster and Guildex. The virtual shows are great. The Guild News is a big improvement  
I look forward to them but at my age I cannot manage the travel 
More Guildex type shows that attract cottage retailers at a price which means they can afford to attend. Over the past few years they are 
becoming less and less it that is where scratch builders can walk around and pick up materials  
Well organised thanks 
The events I have attended as a exhibitor and visitor have been well organised  
The events are important but not everyone wants the social interaction of a club  
The Guild does a good job in changing times. 
I appreciate the way you have continued events through Covid, I am happy to help with Live Steam. 
The events I have attended, have been well organised and enjoyable. 
Well organised and important for the Guild’s future 
In general would like to see more layouts with an emphasis on small layouts 
Not everyone has the internet.  
I have always enjoyed all events I have attended and always left with a lighter wallet! 
Getting back to live events is essential when permitted 
Usually well organised and enjoyable. 
Generally very good although it may be worth putting the bring ad buy and guild sales together and the disabled may appreciate signs for 
stalls around the place 
I enjoy them and make a weekend of Guildex. Do you think of excursions for wives / partners 
In the 2013/14 membership survey, a number of members used the term fellowship. Exhibitions are the best vehicle for this 
I have enjoyed Guild events and O gauge shows in general and can’t say I ever came out disappointed by them in any way. Distance is my 
biggest problem  
All model railway shows including O gauge events are very helpful, friendly and enjoyable. 
Only attended one physical meeting so far 
I am happy with the direction the Guild is taking 
Enjoyed the last one but would like a natter corner 
There is a shortage of layouts at Kettering and Doncaster  
Very good. I have always enjoyed them as a punter and trader. Fellowship, Camaraderie, friends, advice, skills willingly given. Always 
something worth opening the wallet for. 
I have always enjoyed Guildex and do not seek any significant changes  
I am however, looking forward to Stafford. 
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Bearing in mind the age profile of the members, it should be born in mind that not everyone wants to drive to shows. Good public transport 
access is important.Telford was not too bad but Stafford is miles from public transport. Stafford Railway Circe lay on buses which are heavily 
used so the Guid needs them too. 
More space between stands  
I would like to thank the committee for all of their efforts to bring fresh ideas and make use of the latest technology to provide useful and 
interesting content for members 
Doing a good job to promote O gauge 
I think you have done a brilliant job under lockdown with your virtual shows. Well done and thanks  
At present they seem to be dominated by activities and events for the members - old people 
Great team - thanks for your work 
Well organised and friendly  
Looking forward to Stafford 
Keep up the existing high standards 
I would like to thank the events team for the hard work that they put into organising events 
The shows have been so helpful for my modelling activities. Helpful traders encouraging me to spend money and useful tips for modelling in 
general 
I have really enjoyed the two Guildex shows I have attended. The amounts were inspirational 
Very good 
I feel the Guild have a good balance between the traditional modellers and those who are more used to the 4mm RTR world but that does not 
always come across and needs to appeal to a younger audience 
O gauge modelling is a modelling activity not a computer game. Please go back to model building as a central core activity 
I very much enjoy Guildex and will always make a visit. I have not ever visited the Spring or summer shows and doubt if I will. However, if 
the Bristol and Christmas shows fold up, I would visit a Guild alternative.  
Smaller shows are intended to make profit to off set the cost of Guildex. Pre-2000 Guildex was intended to be the ‘show case’ for O Gauge. Up 
to 40 layouts  
Smaller scale modellers came because good modelling is good modelling in any scale and some them joined. When costs rose and economies 
were reviewed, the events had to cut back on layouts not cut extra personnel and said Guildex is for the Guild. This needs reversal. 
Fine. It has grown splendidly since I was first involved back in 1977. 
I only hope we can keep going. Given our members age. 
Excellent. Important. Good fun. Well run 
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